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PREFACE 

For some time I have been thinking of the predicament of 

present-day linguistics in terms of what I venture to call "the 

written language bias". It seems to me that a great numbe r of 

our explicit or implicit theories, our methods and preferences 

are heavily influenced by the very long traditions of analyzing 

mainly, or only, certain kinds of written language. Even when 

we are in fact focussing on spoken language, we seem to approach 

it with a theoretical apparatus which is more apt for the analy

sis of written language. This essay represents a first attempt 

on my part to systematize some thoughts about this. I hope that 

it will stimulate discussion and lead to constructive criticism. 

This bock was largely written in t he academic year 1980/81 when 

I was employed by the Swedish Research Council for the Humanities 

and Social Sciences. When I worked at it, I profited from many 

ideas and suggestions of other people. Among these schalars I 

want to single out two, Jens Allwood and Ragnar Ronunetveit, with 

whom I had many inspiring discussions. 

I would also like to express my gratitude to Marianne Axelson, 

Solweig Bladh and Britt- Marie Genet who typed my manuscripts, 

and to Brian Beattie who checked and corrected my English. 

Linköping, September 1982 

Per Linell 
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l . I NTRODUCT I ON 

"To exist is to be a thing or an objP.ct" 

(Stenlund 1980:86, my t ranslation) 

In this book the modern linguist ' s view on language is dis

cussed from a rather unusual point of view. It is argued that 

our conception of language is deeply influenced by a long tradi

tion of analyzing only written language, and that modern lin

guistic theory, including psycholinguistics and sociolinguistics, 

approaches the structures and mechanisms of spoken language with 

a conceptual apparatus , which - upon closer scrutiny - turns 

out to be more apt for written language in surprisingly many 

and fundamental aspects. I will refer to this situation as the 

written language bias in linguistics. 

My focus is on the predicaments of present-day l inguistics . 

Since rny background is that of an ordinary linguist rather than 

that of a historian of linguistic science, I c annot undertake 

the enormous task of t racing the ideological and social history 

behind current linguistic theory. However , I will indicate the 

extent to which linguistics , like most other sciences, is still 

dependent on important events of the past, both technological 

invent ions - in our case the development of a lphabetical writing, 

book p rinting and today ' s computers - and practical political 

goals and social concerns that have motivated the practice of 

linguistic science since antiquity. 

Our conception of linguistic behavior is biased by a tendency 

to treat processes , activities, and conditions on them in terms 

of object- like, static, autonomous and permanent structures, i . e., 

as if they shared such properties with written characters, words , 
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texts, pictures and images. Though my discussion will be con

fined to linguistics , I am well aware that the same t ype of bias 

can be found in many other sciences. Thus, the history of psychol

ogy illustrates very well the very strong tendency to reify mental, 

or mentally governed , processes, actions and behaviours; campare 

the common analyses in terms of images (sensory images, memory 

images), mental representations (e.g. of knowledge) , engrams and 

various other kinds of structures. Cognitive psychology has 

exploited a great many metaphors depicting memories as objects 

stored in a mind space, and the process of retrieval has been 

conceived as a search for these objects (Roedinger 1980) . In 

general , mast of Western philosophy and science has been stuck 

with the metaphysical assumption that the world is roade up of 

"things" or "objects ". Thinking in terms of things (e.g. Sten-

lund 1980:86, 98-9, 121, 148) has a very long tradition, which 

only recently and very reluctantly has been seriously questioned 

in natural science. Interestingly enough , one may venture to pro

pose that this whole philosophy may be related to the structure 

of (certain) natural languages , i.e. the fact that everything 

that we talk about (topics, "logical subjects") tends to be de

signated by nouns and , therefore, assumes the character of "pri

mary substances" (in Aristotle's sense). 

Pictures and other static models ("object models ") have deeply 

influenced thinking in many sciences. In the words of Walter 

Ong: 

"Mili'b Capek's book The Philosophical Impact of Contemporary 
Physics (1961) calls for physicists to supplement their view 
of the world as basically a "picture", which is certainly 
not all it i s, and to avail themselves of auditory phenomena , 
with their strikingly dynamic character, as models of physical 
phenomena, so as to open the way out of certain dead-ends in 
present physical sciences." 

(Ong 1974 : 169) 

We shall not probe the ques tion of how true Ong's picture (sic!) 

of the natural sciences is. As I have already stated, this book 

will deal with people's thinking about language. If we focus 
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on linguis tics and philosophy we will see that in these the 

obj~ct metaphor is very pP.rvasive . It is applied at all levels 
1' of linguistic structure '"', e.g.: 

" Meanings are object.::. . 
Linguistic expressions are objects. 
Linguistic expresslons have meanings (in them) . 
In comrnunication, a speaker sends a fixed meaning t o a hearer 
via the linguistic expr ession associated with that meaning . " 

(Lakoff & Johnsm1 1980:206) 

Metaphorical concept3 are a special type of concepts ; they are 

understood in t e·.: .ns o f o ther concepts, as if the things to be under

stood were of >he ·,;ame nature as the things they a re compared 

to (i.e. metaph~ ·ically related to). But our thinking i s easily 

caught by the h c-.0i. tual use of such metaphors - Lakoff & Johnson 

(1980) argue t ~·,._,:: a very large part of our language use and our 

thinking is bas .• ·;al ly metaphorical - and we may soon be g in to 

thin k that mean:Lngs (etc) are indeed (abstract) objects, and 

that t hey cannot be e xplicated in other terms. (This will be 

discussed a t s ome length below, especially in sections VII. 1- 2, 

VII .9-10 . ) The main poi nt of this book, however , is tha t our 

most comrnon ways of thinking about language in general , our most 

cherished metaphors , a re, if not whol l y derived from , a t least 

heavily influenced by o u r time-honored traditions of dealing with 

language mostly, and o f ten exclusively, in its written forms. 

1) Note the metaphorical content of "structure", "level", and 
many other concepts c omrnonly used in linguistics. 
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Il. SPEECH AND WRITING 

II.l Spoken language and speech communication 

In a normal speech communication situation, a speaker tries to 

exert an influence on a listener (or a group of listeners) by 

making him (or them) perceive, understand, feel or do something 

particular . The speaker guides the listener into doing this by 

exposing a l i nguistically structured speech behaviour, which 

operates together with non- verbal signals , various kinds of back

g r ound knowledge that the speaker and the listener have, the 

listener's responses and other characteristics of the physical 

and social context in which the communicative activities are em

bedded . The variou~. behavioral and informati on-processing opera

tions involved in b oth the production and comprehension of speech 

are transient even~s which, in addition, partially overlap and 

occur at ver y high rates. There is often a frequent exchange of 

turns (i.e . speaking vs listening turns) between the communicat

ing parties . All in all , this brings about a very intricate and 

rapi dly evolving social interaction between the parties . 

We can bri ef ly state some of the most important features of 

speech communicati on in the following points: 

1 . Speech isa dynamic , ephemeral behavior distributed intime; 

it proceeds continuously and its inherent dynamics, the changes 

at various levels , must be subject to on- line monitoring and 

analysis by both communicating parties; as one goes on, one 

can no longer observe that which was produced earlier . The 

products of the speaker ' s activities (behavioral movements 

and sound waves) fade rapidly over a period of time , and t he 

same applies to the listener's activities . (I disregard he.re 

the fact that some types of "products" remain in short- term 

memory for certain limited periods of time.) This naturally 

leads to focusing on the dynamic behavior as such rather than 

on some persistent products (such as those in writing) . 
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2. Speech behavior has many features of continuous movements 

(rather than a chain of successive states) • 

3. The whole interaction between speaker and listener is depend

ent on the situation (context) in many extremely important 

ways . 

First of all, the speaker's speech behavior is continuously 

accompanied and supplemented (occasionally contradicted) by 

various non-verbal signals, which means that the verbal 

message as such is often much less explicit than in writing; 

referents may be pointed to, interpretations may be made rnore 

precise and cornplex through gestures , facial expressions , 

tones of voice etc. 

After all, the use of an utterance in a normal situation in

volving face-to-face interaction i s not an isolated speech 

act; it is part of a comprehensive cornrnunicative act which 

comprises the use of both verbal means (speech) and non

verbal means (gesticulation etc) . The message is conveyed, 

or shown, in several ways simultaneously, and the role played 

by spoken language cannot be properly understood without 

taking inte consideration the whole cornrnunicative act. 

Secondly, both speaker and listener are normally physically 

present at the same place, and they normally have a consider

able amount of background knowledge about each other, t he 

things talked about etc . Parts of this knowledge may be shared 

by both interlocutors. 

Thirdly , the listener responds all the time (verbally and , 

perhaps mest importantly, by non-verbal means),and this feed

back continuously influences the speaker's behavior. The 

speaker must produce his utterances quickly and readily , and 

the listener must respond just as rapidly, under the pressure 

of the emotive and social atmosphere of the face-to- face 

interaction. 
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In short, these various featuret' imply that dialogues, which 

are the typi cal application of i;peech , must be regarded as a 

complex social inter12la~ betwe n agents. 

4. Communication through speech ·· ; a resource available for all 

normally equipped human being•; across different social groups 

and cultures. It is acquired under rather different conditions 

than writing. Its ontogenes l s is part of the normal individ

ual' s primary socializatio~ , which starts and largely develops 

in early childhood as an J.ntegrated element of habitual activ

i ties in everyday culture. ~o a l arge exten t it then remains 

a feature of the private sphere of people ' s lives. Knowledge 

of one's spoken language is an inalienable element of one's 

knowledge of everyday c u lture (cf. Berger & Luckmann 1967) . 

11 .2 Comrnun ication by written texts 

Unlike speech, written texts are typically not perceived and 

interpreted at the same times and places as they a r e produced. 

The analysis of written language - both by linguists and normal 

users (readers) - necessarily focusses on the products of the 

writer ' s activities , i.e . on the wr itten texts , whereas the pro

duction process itself is non- accessible and unimportant for 

the normal reade r . However , wh ile the processes involved in the 

production o f written t e xts are usually not directly communicat

ively significant, the fact that the p roducts persist over time 

makes various types of intermediary communicative acts available . 

The written texts can be used in different ways, reemployed, 

dupl icated , distributed to par tic u lar persons or groups in new 

s ituations, and these activitie s can be regarded as proper com

municative acts in their own right (or as parts of such acts) • 

Note, however, that these acts are normally instigated and per

formed by other people than the writer (the ori g i nal sender) him

self. While a speaker may exert a considerable social - psychol

ogical pressure on the listener and may direct the l atter's 

t houghts a nd feelings through his own verbal (and non-verbal) 

signals, a writer has not at all the same irnrnediate power o ve r 
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the reader(s). If we proceed further in comparing communication 

by written texts to communication in spaken d iscourse, we will 

also note the following characteristics (cf II.1) . 

1. A written text and its components parts (letters, words, 

sentences, paragraphs etc) have the character of objects; 

they are persistent and static (atemporal) (spatially but not 

temporally organized) • Considerable sections may be scanned 

(almost) simultaneously or at least repetitively (in principle 

as many times as required). (I disregard here the fact that 

the activities involved in reading are also dynamic and 

distributed in time, something which must have consequences 

for the resulting comprehension.) Rapid , urgent responses 

are usually not necessary . 

2. The written text is roade up of discrete symbols, i.e . letters 

(at least in print) and (graphic) words, and these are organ

ized in certain regular spatial patterns (acco r ding to syn

tactic rules as well as various conventions of punctuation 

and paragraph division) • (These symbols are the approximate 

counterparts of only some of the structural (i.e. segmental

phonological, grammatical, lexical) features of spaken lan

guage; the prosodic features and the non-verbal signals of 

the communicative acts in speech situations have almost no 

correspondence in writing). 

3 . Unlike spaken utterances, a written text lacks an immediate 

context. Though it is true that a reader must, in order to 

properly understand a written text "place it in a wider con

text" (using various kinds of background kn~wledge, e.g. 

knowledge about the topics of the text , assumptions regard

ing the writer's intentions), a written text is - as a rule 

and in comparison with spaken utterances - relatively explicit 

(the absence of an immediate context must be compensated for, 

i.e., referents must be more fully described, arguments must 

be represented more extensively) and relatively autonomous 

or context-free (the text stands on its own feet to a much 
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greater extent than spoken utterances in a dialogue, for 

which the sender's and the receiver's behavior, expectations, 

intentions etc are normally immediately relevant for the 

interpretation). In principle a written text can be . decoded 

at any place, and the decoding can often be performed by a 

great number of different people.. 

Furthermore, the medium of writing is adapted for a mono

logic function. Normally, the sender, the writing individual, 

works alone, and the same applies to the receiver. 

4. The acquisition of the ability to read and write is quite 

different from learning to speak and understand speech, Nor

mally, a considerable amount of explicit instruction is need

ed, and the more skilled and erudite writers have usually 

gone through many yearR of rather intense training. Thus, 

the acquisition of written language belongs to the so-called 

secondary socialization, in which school and other cultural 

institutions play a very important instrumental part. School

ing and education are unevenly distributed in mest (all?) 

societies . Thus , while spaken language is largely every man's 

property, writtefi language is the belonging of only rather 

few people. This circumstance forms the basis of the function 

of written language in social stratification (III.3). Written 

language is mainly used in the non-private life sphere, and, 

again unlike spaken language, it is not integrated with every

day knowledge and culture but is associated mostly with 

.various kinds of abstract knowledge separate from the world 

of direct experience. 

When writing is taught, a number of more or less explicit norms 

or rules are referred to, and these norms will therefore be 

partly conscious to the language users. This in turn is re

lated to still other importantproperties of written language: 

a) written language is more constrained by rules and conven

tions than spoken language, especially as regards its form. 
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b) in general, there is less variation (i.e., less dialectal 

and idiolectal variation) and more invariance in written 

language, except perhaps in advanced literacy uses, especial

ly poetry. 

c) the conditions under which written language is generally 

taught have promoted the quite common belief that (some 

variants of) written language represent (s) the Hgrammatical", 

correct language, whereas many variants of spoken language 

are incorrect, defective, incoherent, ugly and / or rude. 

It must be admitted, of course, that the differences between 

spaken and written language are not "lways and everywhere very 

clear-cut. There are spoken genres, in which language is used 

very much as in certain written styles, and, conversely, writing 

can sometimes be deliberately used for mirroring certain speech 

styles . Moreover, historically, there must have existed transit

ory forms; how else could we explain the invention and develop

ment of written languages in cultures that were originally en

tirely oral in nature? 

More specifically, if we consider the fourth point of above, 

there are of course variations in normativity and ritualization 

in spaken language too. In particular, there are often certain 

bound forms of speech , which are more conventionally constrained 

in form and content than normal spoken discourse. Such varieties 

are often used for the recital of orally downtraded myths, laws, 

proverbs, epic poems etc, and they seem to occur also in cul

tures which totally lack writing (e.g. , certain Polynesian cul

tures). On the other hand , thesevarietiesare among those which 

are liable to be written down at an early stage in those cul

tures where writing systems are indeed developed. 

Thus, we can say that certain features which we ascribe to 

written language have their natural counterparts in certain 

spoken genres. But I would still maintain that writing as such 

l:ashad a profound influence on our thinking, since it always 
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transforms the structure of language and gives prominence to cer

tain features. This then creates a special type of background 

for the development of linguistic theory; a theory of written 

language cannot, and should not, be entirely identical with a 

corresponding theory of spoken language2 ) . 

2) I abstain he re from discussing the conditions under which com
munication by means of spoken language takes place when modern 
technical equipment (e . g . recording on sound and/or vide o 
tapes) and mass media (e.g. radio and television) are involved. 
Obviously , some of the features that I listed earlier as typic 
al of speech communication are no longer present then . Further
more, a fair amount of the speech broadcast through the media 
(and in other non- private situations) is heavily dependent on 
written texts; often, people simply read their typescripts 
aloud. 
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III . THE SOURCES OF THE WRITTEN LANGUAGE BlAS IN LINGUISTICS 

"European linguistic thought formed and matured over 
concern with the cadavers of written languages; 
almost all its basic categories, its basic approaches 
and techniques were worked out in the process of re
viving these cadavars." 

(Volosinov 1973:71) 

Traditionally linguists have been occupied with written language 

to a much greater extent than with spoken language. Even today, 

when much lip service is being paid to the need to study spoken 

language, we approach language with a 

shows numerous signs of being derived 

I will demonstrate later on (sections 

would not be out of place , however, to 

why linguistics became biased towards 

conceptual apparatus 

from this tradition . 

V- XI) . At the outset, 

ask the question how 

written language in 

which 

This 

it 

and 

the 

first place. I am of course far from being able to account for 

the entire history here, but I will nevertheless suggest four 

factors which it would seem necessary to consider in this con

text. 

The four points, which , by the way, are not mutually independent, 

are these: 

a) the technologicalevolution of the medium of written language 

as such, which has determined important aspects of our con

ception of what language in general is or should be, 

b ) the motives and goals behind the activities of linguists in 

the past . These goals are no longer so dominant today, but 

the traditional directions that linguistics took as a con

sequence of them still characterize our theories and practice . 

c) the high status of written language in almost all societies 

and therefore also among linguists belonging to those so

cieties , 

d) the role of written language as the metalanguage of lin

guistic description. Thus, written language was not only 

the subject of scientific analysis, it was also (and still 

is) the medium in which the products of the analysis, our 

various theories and metalinguistic stanements, were stated. 
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The first two points merely follow the general tendencies of 

sciences to adjust to technological and practical-political needs 

and possibilities. The latter points, (c-d) are more specific 

to linguistics, although they too have repercussions on all 

scientific and other activities which are dependent in same way 

or another on the existence of writing. 

I I I ,l Technology 

It is a commonplace that technology always tends to have an im

pact on what kinds of theories scientists develop and what kinds 

of goals and problems they set up in their enterprises. Technology 

leads to new cultural advances. No wonder then that technologic

al devices and their preconditions and inherent possibilities 

are regarded as particularly important and interesting by society 

in general, and hence also by scientists . Perhaps the gradual 

evolution of writing represents the mast important technoJogical 

advance of all. It makes civilization and more advanced culture 

possiblerand therefore it is in fact a precondition for all other 

technological advances so far made. One is nevertheless justi

fied in saying that contemporary linguists do not in general h ave 

any deeper appreciation of the influence that the medium of 

writing has had on their own science. Yet, what has happened is 

that, for the r easons I have just outlined, l ingui sts have been 

oacupied with explicating certain properties and i nherent possi

bilities of written language, and these properties have then -

very often rather naively - been assumed to be characteristic 

of language in general. 

There are at least three important stages in the development of 

writing:a ) the first picture-based writing systems, b ) the 

syllabaries and alphabetic writing systems which were based on 

the phonetic form of the corresponding spaken words and utter

ances, and c) printing, which made large-scale distribution of 

written works possible. As a fourth milestone of similar import

ance one may consider today's rapid developme nt of computers . 

Basically what these perform are very sophisticated manipulations 

of symbols which are or can be written (written out). 
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Olson (1977) has described the development of writing techniques 

as a gradual transition from the context-boundness of spoken 

language to successively higher levels of autonomy of written 

messages. An oral message is bound to the time and place where 

it is uttered. The outer form , the speech behavior, is a very 

ephemeral phenomenon, and the semantic interpretation is cru

cially dependent on various factors in the communication situa

tion, factors which may be considered extrinsic to language as 

such. Thus, oral language is far from being autonomous (II.1). 

When man began to write down symbols of various types, this 

meant that the products of the sender's activities were roade 

permanent, and this, Olson argues, is the first step towards 

an autonomy of the text. 

However, as long as the written symbols were basically pictures 

of same kind, there we re heavy restrictions on the kinds of 

messages that could be written down. In practice, a great n umber 

of abstract meanings and meaning elements could not be symbol

ized. However, when the writing systems gradually developed from 

being more or less completely content-based to being expression

based instead (signs or letters were used to indicate the sounds 

of speech quantized as syllables, vowels and consonants) , these 

restrictions were removed. In principle, the segmental aspects 

of any string of spoken behavior could be satisfactorily symbol 

ized in writing, and this established a " formal autonomy " of 

the written text . 

But even after the invention of the Greek and Latin alphabets 

there were quite strong restrictions on both the form and content 

of written texts. One reason for this was thatmuch of what was 

written down in the beginning consisted of irnportant parts of 

the already existing oral tradition: epics , verse , song , ora

tions used as laws , folk tales, legends as well as proverbs , 

adages , aphorisms, r i ddles , etc . These texts were biased both 

in form and context to fit the requirements of oral communica 

tion and auditory memory. Thus , they often had a formally bound 
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structure (e.g. verse) , they were typically elliptical and left 

a lot of the interpretation implicit. For their interpretation, 

they were heavily dependent on theinterpreter ' s background know

ledge of the culture and of the referents involved, and the 

functions of the various texts in the entire cultural context, 

etc . Thus, they tended not to say exactly what they meant; they 

were not "semantically autonomous " in Olson's terminology. 

Before printing was invented, every text had to be laboriously 

copied by hand each time it was to be duplicated . Of course, t his 

also put the writer under strong pressure to keep texts short , 

and hence the texts were not very explicit. The situation was 

radically altered, when printing roade it possible to spread a 

very large nwnber of copies of the same text. It was by this 

means possib l e to increase the length of texts and to write in 

a much more explicit manner. Many more background assumptions 

could be expressed if necessary, and this, according to Olson , 

roade the written text "semantically autonomous". 

Olson points out that soon after the advent of printing , Martin 

Luther pronounced his opinion that the meaning of the Scripture 

depended, not upon the dogrnas of the church , but upon a deeper 

reading of the text. This is, in other words , the theory that 

the meaning of the text is in the text itself. Olson traces this 

theory back to Luther and to the British essayists of the seven

teenth century, who were arnong the first to try to pursue the 

ideal in writing of explicitly formu lating all the steps in the 

writer's argumentations without any reliance on implicit pre

suppositions or personal interpretations . This ideal later on 

motivated the rectification of natural language into a language 

of logic, which was supposed to meet these requirements better 

than normal prose. Olson seems to accept the thesis of the se

mantic autonomy of (certain) written t exts ; meaning is said to 

be "intrinsic to language" in a written rnessage but "extrinsic " 

in spoken cornrnunication . Such a view is hardly acceptable, how

ever . The interpretation and comprehension also of a written text 

crucially involves background knowledge whi ch is not contained 

in the text as such (VII.7). Of course, it rernain s true that a 
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written text is in general more explicit and more autonomous 

than a spaken message (II). 

With the invention of writing it became possible to retain 

messages over centuries, something which had an enormous impact 

on the development of human cultures through the accumu lation 

and maintenance of the insights of earlier generations . However, 

literacy had many other important psychological and social con

sequences for individualsand social group1~ same of which will 

be briefly reviewed here (see Goody 1977) . 

Many of the very earliest written documents were of an adminis

trative or economic natur e ; inventor y lists, c a talogues, and 

l ists of taxes, credits and debts etc. Other types of texts 

that appeared in early times were laws, decrees and instruct ions 

of various kinds. The use of such specializations of writing as 

lists , tables , diagrams and formulas is particularly interest

ing in that same of them exploit the spatia l dimension of the 

writte n surface in a way which has no counterpartih speech be

havior . The user thus gets an o pportunity to manipulat e his 

subject matte r in new and important ways. Logical and mat hemat

ica l calculations become possible . Such arithmetic operations 

a s multiplication and , in particular , divison are hard, if not 

impossib l e , to carry out withou t written notations. Moreover , 

could the position system of a rithmetics have been inven ted 

without writing? 

A written text is independent of its producer and interpreter 

in a way that has no counterpart in the case of spaken messages. 

Th i s e nables the user to keep a certain distance to the con-

ten ts , as we ll as to his communication partners. Speec h communi 

cation , on the other hand , is firmly anchored in the immediate 

1) It should be noted that these hypotheses about the cognitive 
consequences of literacy (cf . below) apply primarily to the 
historical deve l opment of cultures. It is p robable that 
there are same simil ar differences in cognitive and social 
attitudes between literate and non-literate individuals in 
contemporaneous s ociety , but, as Scribner & Cole (1981) 
point out , one cannot leap to the conclusion that what was 
necessary historically is necessary also for children , who 
are barn inta a society in which elaborate uses of literacy 
have existed for a long time and thus presumably have had 
repercussions on general modes of thinking ( i.e. even among 
nonliterate members) . 
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environrnent , the speech situation which is ernbedded in the 

everyday culture , all of which exerts a strongly norrnalizing 

pr essure on both speaker and listener. They have to follow 

the established conventions of their culture , unless they de

liberately accept confrontation with the ensuing negative reac

tions from the social environment, thus taking the risk of being 

expelled from the community in the long run. The written medium , 

however , greatly extends and enhances the user 's chances of 

taking an independent personal stand with respect both t o the 

contents of messages and to his fellow human beings. This will 

have several important consequences. 

In a literate culture attitudes towards reality are changed . 

Some features of the down-traded pictur e of ever yday reality 

can be questioned , alternatives can be considered and compared, 

and rationality , skepticism, logics and science 

developed - all of which is comrnonly associated with Western 

culture. Knowledge tends to be more abstract and general , and 

less tied to the contexts of everyday reality. The development 

of logic, for exampl e, has to do with the relative freedom to 

manipulate the elements of written texts ; the written medium 

allows us to separate words, wh i ch means that their internal 

ordering can be mor e easily manipulated, and that s yllogistic 

reasonings can be developed. The use of tables makes it easier 

to construct classificatory systems with hierarchically organized 

categories and subcategories . Writing all ows the user to work 

out and survey a ll of the theoretically possible alternatives. 

Communication by means of written texts puts the emphasis on the 

intellectual, cognitive, descriptive, and argumentative func

tions of language , whereas the emotive and social aspects are 

kept firmly in t he background. After a l l, most of these latter 

aspects are conveyed in speech by means of prosodic phenomena, 

accents and intonations etc, and various non- verbal signals and 

gestures, and this is all very poorly represented in writing . 

McLuhan !1965:86) has argued that the use of a l phabetic writing 

as a medium of comrnunciation has roade Western civilized man into 

an intellectualized individual who represses his feelings and 

his comrnitment . 
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Writing helps its user to sharpen his thinking; language is there

by given a more individualized, monologic function.This in turn 

facilitates the development of intellectual independence on the 

part of individual persons. While deviant opinions and attitudes 

are difficult to convey and maintain in a society where communi

cation is based on direct face-to-face interaction , the literate 

culture enhances individualism; heretics, free - thinkers and 

philosophers are given a certain amount of elbow- room. Single 

historical individuals can now make their own original contri 

butions to the development of knowledge and culture. 

In this context we must reiterate that writing implies that 

knowledge can be accumulated over a period of time. There is 

no longer any need for each generation to repeat the same pro

cess of trial and er ror over and over agai n, ·since one is no 

longer forced to rely only on the oral tradition, which is, 

after all , limited in scope . 

Another consequence of the rise of literate culture is t he 

possibility for men in power to control secondary groups . By 

issuing written decrees and edicts the desires and orders of 

a central power can be distributed to large groups of peopl e 

living at different places . This presupposes and carries with 

it the development of an impersonal bureaucracy . The possibili

ties of governing and dominating people with the help of 

written messages are of course particularly great in societies, 

where literacy is restricted to a small minority, and this is 

precisely the way in which almost all societies have been gov

erned up to our own time. This also means that those who are 

competent to use the written language enjoy a high social status, 

and the written language itself is normally regarded as the 

correct language (III.3). Thus, language in a literate society, 

or rather a society with varying degrees of literacy , becomes 

a potent means of social stratification. The "restricted codes " 

of spaken language are insufficient as a basis for soc ietal 

advancement and career. Washabaugh argues: 

"Nonautonomous, restricted codes are poor social integrators 
since they point speakers to no authoritative group or tra 
dition (Mueller 1971:111). Nonautonomous, restricted codes 
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increase a people's commitrnent, to, and dependence on , the 
social order and lead them to support a repressive social 
order all because such a language form decreases a people's 
ability to reflect on their condition and to generate 
'privatized' alternatives to the social order (Mueller 
1971:106) ." 

(Washabaugh 1980:211) 

It has also been pointed out that literacy makes the writing of 

a (relatively) objective history possible. Nonliterate cultures 

are characterized by the existence and vitality of rnyths, both 

religious and secular. Every culture feels a need of explanations 

of why nature and society are the way they are. Myths explicate 

and legitirnize the existing societal conditions, and they norrnal

ly do so in a way that satisfies the interests of those in power. 

Though rnyths generally build upon a kernel of historical truths, 

their contents constantly change through oral tradition as 

society develops and as society 's dernand for new types of ex

planations and legitirnizations are altered . When written records 

are available and can be preserved over a period of tirne, one of 

the preconditions for making objective history possible has been 

created . 

Finally, the invention of writing has naturally had important 

consequences for the linguistic code itself. In mest literate 

societies we will, sooner or later, be faced with two codes or 

variants - one is tempted to say two languages - rather than 

just one . The written l anguage is different from the spoken 

language not only as regards the medium of representation -

graphic as opposed to phonetic . Its grammar , particularly its 

syntax, is much rnore constrained and prescriptively controlled, 

and its lexicon is greatly expanded . When written dictionaries 

and encyclopedia are being developed and used , the size of the 

total vocabulary of the language involved is very rnuch increased, 

and as a consequence the delicacy and precision of word rnean

ings are also enhanced. Of cour se , these gains achieved through 

written language will have irnportant feedback effects on the 

spoken language too . (It is hardly a coincidence that sign 

languages (i.e., those languages used by the deaf) have eon-
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siderably smaller vocabularies than mest spoken languages. 

There may be several reasons for this state of affairs, but the 

fact that spoken languages are supported by their written coun

terparts (while sign languages have no such counterparts /at 

least not until some recent attempts to remedy this s ituation , 

cf Stokoe 1972, Baron 1981/ l seems to be a major factor . The 

gestural medium as such seems to have an inherent capacity for 

symbolization (reference and description) which is just as !arge 

as that of the vocal medium) . 

By way of conclusion we may say that the development of written 

language and literacy is no insignificant matter. On the con

trary, it has far - reaching consequences for cultures , wh ich be

come differentiated and specialized, for individuals, whose 

attitudes to knowledge and society are radically changed, and 

for the linguistic codes themselves, which are transformed in 

certain respects . Therefore, the investigation of the differ

ences between spoken and written language is worth pursu ing in 

linguistics too. 

III.2 The traditional tasks of linguistics 

In today's highly industrialized and diversified Western 

societies many states have been able to use some of the economic 

surplus in order to hire numerous professional specialists who 

can pursue highly "theoretical studies" with the aim of finding 

out the true nature of various matters , independently of im

mediate practical, political or ideologica l goals. Thus, the 

field of theoretical linguistics studies general conditi ons 

of the structures and uses of natura! languages. (At least, 

this is what we think we are doing . ) However, this is some

thing very new. Traditionally, the tasks of linguists have been 

more or less directly related to practical ente r prises and 

political goals , and this is of course still true of a great 

many l inguists presently working in many countries. 

Traditionally, linguists have worked on tasks concerning the 

development of written standard languages (and this of course 
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presupposes a suff iciently developed theory af the structures 

af the corresponding spaken languages), the promotion of liter

acy, and the improvement af the study and teaching af foreign 

languages. However, these activities have more often than not 

only been the means for attaining higher goals, especially that 

af serving the right religion and its various institutions and 

that af serving authorities af a more secular kind by estab

lishing a language for governing and controlling people. 

Ta a very great extent the history af linguistics is connected 

with the activities af religious institutions. I n fact , lin

guists have mast often been priests with the important tasks 

of taking care of God's holy word, preserving and explaining 

it, providing the correct interpretation of the Scriptures and 

maintaining its proper form, and translating it to new lan

guages, thereby making their contribution to the spread af the 

right religion ta pagans and barbarians . 

Linguists were priests during the era af ancient Indian lin

guistics, their task being ta preserve certain ritual and reli

gious , orally transmitted texts. The history of Western lin

guistics is very closely connected with Christian theology . 

This is true af the entire Middle Ages from St Augustine on

wards. Hovdhaugen notes (1980:129) that "Christian theology is 

ta a large extent exegesis of the Holy Scriptures, and exegesis 

is ta a large extent a linguistic analysis". 

Linguistics in Classical Greece and Rome was in certain respects 

different, since grarnrnar was at that time more directe d towards 

the explication af the (written ) language af the great a uthors. 

The same is theref ore also true af the humanists af the Re-

nais sance. One should note that this very much involved the 

study af foreign languages. Homer's Greek was a foreign lan

guage for mast schalars in the Hellenistic world, and classical 

written Latin was a foreign language throughout the Middl e Ages , 

a nd of course later on too. 
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The connection between linguistics, or philology , and the church 

was also reflected in the school systern of rnost Western countries . 

Language pedagogics was built upon classical and medieval lin

guistics , especially grarnrnar, but also rhetorics, and logic or 

dialectics. The airns of the grarnrnar schools were twofold: to 

instruct the pupils in the right faith, and to provide t hern 

with the correct language, i.e., Latin and (later on) the 

written standard national language (but not of course their 

own vernacular which was considered faulty and vulgar). These 

two tasks were united, and could not and must not be disconnect

ed . 

Even our 20th century history provides exarnples of the connec

tion between religious airns and l i nguistics. Arnerican descrip

tive linguistics has largely been concerned with inventi ng 

alphabets for, and discovering t he grarnrnatical structures of, 

nurnerous Arnerican Indian languages. The ultimate goal has 

usually been the translation of the Bible and the integration 

of Indians into the society of White Arnericans. 

In modern tirnes linguistics has served rnore secul ar rulers . 

Arnong the rnost irnportant tasks we f ind language planning and 

language cultivation (and the ancillary disciplines that rnight 

be needed for these activities); the goal was (or is) to create 

standard languages for new nations, i . e. , to develop and estab

lish a l anguage variant suited for administration , governrnent 

and control , and for the developrnent of a national literature . 

In practice, this rneans the standardization of a language, rnore 

exactly a written language , rnost often the language of the 

politically and econornically dominant groups or tribes. Again 

we see linguists concerned with the establishrnent and legitirni

zation of a correct language, that which should be the norm f or 

the citizens. To sorne extent this rnay have served the imperial

ist goals of social repression: 

"In this context recall the rernark rnade by Elio Antonio de 
Nebrija, the first grarnrnarian of the Spanish language. The 
year was 1492 and he had just presented the Spanish queen 
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with the first copy of his Gramatica castellana. Her 
question to him was potentiaTly disarming: What good is 
your grammar? What do you do with it? ·Fortunately for 
grammarians everywhere, Nebrija had just the right 
answer. You need it, he explained, to assure that all 
peoples subjected to the Spanish crown will have one voice 
with which to talk to the Queen. Beside s, he continued, 
'siempre la lengua fue companera del imperio ' -- lan
guage has always been the companion of empire." 

(Di Pietro 1976) 

As I pointed out at the outset, the economic surplus, which 

has been produced in some industrialized countries in the last 

century, has to some extent liberated some schalars from the 

inunediate practical and political demands and goals which are 

normallyset by society. We can, e.g., afford to have a limited 

number of "theoretical" linguists. In the same period we have 

observed a clear trend on the part of linguists to pay more 

attention to spoken language. In fact, it is part of today's 

standard textbook ideology to assume that spoken language is 

the primary and most important medium of natural language (V) • 

Surely it can not be denied that linguists have invested a lot 

of energy and ingenuity in the study of spoken language. Some 

well-established f ields are dialectology, phonetics and anthro

pological linguistics. In recent years we have witnessed a 

formidable explosion of studies in discourse analysis, prag

matics of spoken language, and related areas. 

Thus , the written language bias in linguistics now seems to be 

diminishing. The very fact that I hit upon the idea of writing 

this book is a small but perhaps significant symptom of precise

ly this trend. However, traditions are not so easy to change . My 

aim is therefore to invoke some discussion around questions like 

the following: To what extent is there still a written language 

bias in linguistics? In what ways must linguistics be modified 

in order for it to tackle the problems of spoken language in 

the best possible ways? 
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111.3 The status of written language 

In most (all?) societies the written language has had, and still 

has, a very high status. It is regarded by the common man with 

respect, admiration and reverence. Originally, it was the lan

guage of religious documents, the laws (both religious and se 

cular), and the great authors. 

Of course, the traditional admiration for the written language 

is basically an admiration for those, the very few, who could 

use it properly, One should recall that in most societies the re 

has been , and still is, no wide- spread literacy. I nstead we 

have had oligoliteracy , i.e . a state in which literacy is limit

ed to a small minority of educated people. No wonder writing 

is regarded as something special . Already among the Sumerians 

and Accadians, "writing was the pursuit of scribes and preserved 

as a ' mystery ' , a 'secret treasure '" (Goody & Watt 1972:323) 

and this is still true of certain societies, e.g., in the Mi ddle 

East. 

Thus, the supremacy and mystery of the written .1anguage were 

established in societies with a low degree of literac y . Further

more , the association with the church and its i nstit uti ons 

adde d to its status . For a long t ime , pri ests and monks were a 

very important group among those who were able to read and write , 

and they a l so acted as school teachers and pr i vate tutors, and 

this gave them further opportunities to enhance the specific 

status of the written language . This is not to say that an 

admiration for the written language as a medium is unmotivated . 

In fact, literacy enables people to perfor m many important cog

nitive and social actions, which wou ld be impossible without 

writing (c f III.1). 

We noted in § III.2 that nationalism and central state author

ities may consolidate their power and strength by means of the 

written medium and its standardization. However , we must be 

aware that standardization is a natural and inherent feature 
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of any attempt to "convert speech inta writing". No writing 

system can preserve all the variation present in natural speech. 

The crucial point is therefore not standardization as such but 

the level of abstractness at which the standarization of the 

written notation is established. In principle, the more hetero

geneous the dialects one tries to cover by one common written stan

dard are,the more remote will this wri tten code be relative to 

the individual spaken vernaculars (and idiolects) (except poss

ibly the dialect of the men in power, which is usually the basis 

of the norm) . And in mast parts of Europe there were indeed many 

often mutually very different linguistic varieties, wh ich - as 

part of the formation of the new national stat es - were trans

formed inta "dialects of the same language" precisely through the 

establishment of a common superordinate written norm . In other 

words, this written norm came to constitute a separate " language" 

(e.g. German, Italian, Swedish, Russian), i.e. that language of 

which the original spaken varieties were to be regarded as "dia

lects ". Thus, by creating national written standard languages 

centralists strengthened their power and tried to impose a na 

tional identity onto a conglomerate of different tribes and 

ethnic groups, who had so far , in many cases , not had very much 

in common ethnically and/or linguistically . At the same time, 

this process served to reinforce further the idea of the written 

standard language as a superior linguistic medi um . 

The high status of written language still prevails in today ' s 

highly literate and secular Weste rn industrialized societies. 

The written standard language is the norm; it def i nes what 

people generally cons i der to be linguistically correct. The 

wri tten word carries with it permanence, firmness, responsi 

bil ity; only written statements are ultimately valid as legal 

documents and in judicial procedures . In fact , the written lan

guage belongs to the very foundation of the society and the 

national state (campare the function of national l anguages ) . 

One of the mast common ingredients in laymen 's outl ook on lan

guage is the view that written language is the proper language , 

whereas the spaken vernaculars are crude, primitive, incorrect, 
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and unsuited for higher functions. This view is traded down in 

school teaching. After all, the main task of the primary schoo l 

is traditionally that of teaching children how to read and 

write, and how to use language properly , i .e . not as it is used 

in normal casual speech. I t is obvious that schools in West ern 

societies h ave communicated this view of written and spoken 

languages in surprisingly similar ways from antiquity, through 

the Middle Ages and further on right up to the 19th and 20th 

centuries, and it is debatable whether they are actually changing 

to a more moderate position today . 
2

) I have already alluded to 

the close connection between the traditional tasks of school 

education, the promotion of the right faith, and the study of 

the correct language. For a long time, the objects of study 

were the Holy Scripture and the great authors, and the anal ysis 

usually focused on formal aspects, especially the grammar, of 

the written varieties used there. Originally, the language 

studied was Latin, but the same attitudes and procedures were 

later transferred to the study of the national standard lan

guages . The grammar of Latin was used as a model for the writ

ing of the grammars of the various national languages, and 

these l anguages were analyzed and taught in much the same ways. 

In fac t, the variants of the national languages to be used in 

religious practice, education , administration, and legislation 

were largely shaped, even invented or created, on the basis of 

Latin . (In Scandinavian countries, German partly played the 

role of an intermediary language ) . The deep-rooted attitude 

towards the mother tongues of the pupils has survived for cen

turies and mil lennia; the pupil comes to school without having 

a proper language! Later we shall study how such attitudes are 

reflected in contemporary l inguist ic s (XI.2). 

2) I am only familiar with Scandinavian school systems i n this 
regard, but I as sume that mast Western countries fit the 
same mould. The history and traditions of the teaching of 
Danish and Swedish in our countr i es have been throughly de 
scribed by Diderichsen (1968) a nd Thavenius (1981) respec 
tively . 
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Thus , we have pointed out the position o f the written standard 

language a nd the s paken vernacular as h i gh vs low status lan

guages in the layman's conception, in what cou ld be called the 

"linguistic folklore' ' or "ethnic linguistics "
3
). But t h e s a me 

attitudes are found among professional linguists , and this is 

hardly surprising. On the one hand. linguists are of course 

members of the society at large, and the adopt i on of the un

quest ioned attitudes of the culture is part o f the socializa

tio n of those who l a t er become linguists just as much as it i s 

part of othe r people's upbringing. Secondly , the activities o f 

the linguists themselves have served , confirmed and enhanced 

the very same attitudes and conceptions. We noted earlier (II I.2) 

that linguists worked in the service of God and the King not 

on l y in desc ribing and analyzing but also in cultivating, de

veloping and establishing the structure and use of the proper 

written standards. Linguistic behavior is conventional, it is 

subjec t to rules and norms of various kinds, and since the 

written language was regarded as the correct language (language 

as it should be ), that wh ich should be aimed at and established , 

it was only natural that g rarnrnarians concentrated on trying t o 

find out the rules underlying that variant. In t oday ' s structur

al linguistics we can sometimes see how issues of grarnrnaticality 

are solved by (implicit ) reference to the inherited norms of 

written language (V.8). 

3 ) It must be admitted, however, tha t we do not yet have much 
systematic knowledge of the linguistic f o l k lore and its 
functions. Apart from s a me sociolinguistic studies of iso
lated points , there s eem to be few or no studies of this 
interesting t opic . What we know is mainly what can be g l ean
ed from subjective impressions of how laymen tend to talk 
about language in everyday conversatio n s , how their op i n i ons 
surface in e . g . the letters-to-the- editor colurnns of daily 
newspapers and magazines, how teachers in elementary schools 
behave with r espect to language, and what school books have 
to say about language . 
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I I I . 4 Written language as metalanguage 

The bias towards written language has been forced upon linguis 

tics for two different reasons or at two different levels . On 

the one hand, our object of study has traditionally been the 

written language , and the reasons for this have just been out

lined. On the other hand, the written language also serves as 

metalanguage , as the language of linguistic description. When 

we analyze language and linguistic phenomena (be they written 

or spoken) , the analysis is performed by the use of written 

languages, and the various concepts, theories and results of 

analysis are formulated in that medium (plus pictures , diagrams, 

lists etc, but these are also writing in a broad sense). We may 

therefore suspect that our concepts and theories may be depend

ent on the inherent limitations and possibilities of the meta

language. Even if we are in fact analyzing spoken language, we 

have to represent that language and the corresponding verbal 

behavior, and this we do by means of common writing (or some 

slightly modified variant of it, such as phonetic t ranscription 

or a symbolic notation like that of formal logic) . This means 

that our data are transformed into written language, or at least 

into something that is heavily dependent on written language. 

I will discuss some of the consequences of this below (e.g. as 

regards phonology and the theory of communication) .
4 l 

4) If we narrow down our perspective a little , we may recall 
the unusually important role ascribed by transformational 
grarnmarians to the notational systems used in linguistic 
medels. The form of the theoretical apparatus is considered 
to be of utmost importance, and the form is that which is 
provided by the meta-language (e.g. in Chomsky & Halle 1968 ) 
"There has been a remarkab le tendency for even the mest emi
nent transformation grammarians to pay more attention to the 
typographical combinatorics of their notational systems than 
to the content that is expressed in them and to condone even 
drastic innovations as long as they stay within or close to 
farniliar notational systerns" (McCawley 1980:919). 
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It should be noted i n passing that today's linguistics is be 

ginning to use computers quite extensively, and we have already 

seen how theories, models and metaphors from the computer scien

ces are coming inta linguistics . It would be worth while con

sidering how much of these new conceptions depend on t h e inherent 

properties of digital computers (cf. e.g . VII.10 on the represen

tation of knowledge) . 

Naturally, the two functions of written language within linguist

ics, the functions of being both object of study and lang uage 

of description, interact in complex ways and thus add up to a 

state of affairs, in which it may be difficult to isolate the 

contributions of the one or the other. 
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IV, THE WRITTEN LANGUAGE BIAS IN LINGUISTICS: ON THE SCOPE 
OF OUR CLAIMS 

I am going to argue that contemporary linguistics is rather 

heavily biased due to the tradition of studying mainly written 

language. Since it is quite obvious that my claims can easily 

be misunderstood and misrepresented, I would like to try in the 

next few pages to define more precisely the scope of my claims 

and to express a few provisoes before starting on the real sub

ject matter . 

First , I would certainly not claim that spoken language and 

written language are completely different in nature. In many 

respects the diff erences are clearly gradual rather than abso

lute . The structure and use of written language is of course 

largely derived from the properties of spoken language. This 

holds at two levels, both that which consists of the whole 

culture (and here we must again discern several layers, e . g. 

the nationalculture defined by the existence of a certain na 

tional standard language, and the whole civilization of the 

Western world4 )), and that which is constituted by the evolu

tion of the single individual who first acquires speech and 

later on learns to read and write. Hence written language may 

partly be characterized in terms of the same fundamental pro 

perties of natural language and the same conditions on human 

communication, perception, cognition etc . as spoken language. 

Most of what occurs in standard written languages may be said 

to represent a rectification of linguistic structures which 

show up in similar forms in spoken language. 

But, on the other hand, I do mean that the differences between 

the two media have important consequences. If the structure of 

written language is a rectification of that of spoken language, 

then this rectification involves some important changes; some 

4) I have nothing to say here about languages and linguistics 
in other cultures, e.g . in the Far East. 
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aspects of language are enhanced and ernphasized, whereas others 

are attenuated or eliminated . Communication by means of written 

texts, pictures, diagrams etc. are subject to other conditions 

than speech communication (cf . II). Thus, for example , we can 

organize and survey much more material in an orderly manner. 

Writing provides the user, the individual as well as the collec

tive, with new means of communicating, thinking, performing 

cognitive operations, and executing social control, and it 

changes the attitudes towards social groups, towards knowledge 

of different kinds, and towards language itself. The importance 

of all this must not be belittled (III.1). 

Second, I will certainly not claim that all those concepts 

which have been developed by linguists in their analyses of 

written language are inadequate when applied to the structure 

of spoken language. Again we are often faced with matters of 

degree. Many concepts are ~ adequate and suitable for the 

analysis of written language, because they emphasize aspects 

which are most evident in (certain variants of) written lan

guage . A modest claim would be to say simply that many of the 

views and concepts to be discussed in this book are naturally 

at hand for someone who has been accustomed to analyzing written 

texts rather than speech. But even that is not uninteresting. 

On the other hand, some of the concepts derived from written 

language are indeed thoroughly misconceived as applied to spoken 

language. (Same of these are in fact rather inadequate for 

written language too, but they are at least not as counter

intuitive there ) . The moral is therefore that we have to dis

cuss the consequences of the theoretical proposals, whether to 

abandon them or not , in the specific cases one at a time . 

Furthermore , I am not going to claim that the tradition of ana

lyzing written texts is the only reason why linguist i c theory 

is the way it is . In same cases the u l timate or or i g i nal causes 

and reasons should be sought elsewhere . Some of the f eatures 

which are in general associated with written texts, may occasion-
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ally occur in specialized variants of spoken langua ge. For 

example , this applied to t he high degree of conventionality 

which applies to form and content in certain ritualized forms 

of speech (e.g. verse, orations, proverbs etc.). Such phenomena 

occur also in illiterate cultures; in fact they were among the 

first things to be written down, when writing was invented 

(c.f . III.1). Thus, we must of course admit that the specific 

features of written language did not arise out of nothing. They 

are developed out of specific ways of speaking. On the other 

hand , i t must be reemphasized that writing , once it exists, will 

necessarlly be further developed, and it will then enhance cer

tain aspects of language while others will be tuned down. 

A more general point related to the one just r aised should be 

made in this context. In this book I frequently stress the fact 

that the written medium makes a focus on the products of be

havior natural and indeed necessary , while speech should re

quire an analysis that accounts for its character of a dynamic , 

interactive and time- distributed stream of activities. However, 

there is some natural basis for a focus on products also with 

regard to spoken cornrnunication as such . It is generally agreed 

that no one can become aware of the biological or mental machine 

ry involved in complex motoric or cognitive processes, thinking 

as well as production and perception of utterances (e.g. Nisbett 

& Decamp Wilson 1977). Awareness, whether based on introspection 

oron observation of overt behavior , seems to be restricted to 

the outcome or results of the mental processes . The refore , we 

f ind here a basis for our tendency to analyze and e xpla in think

ing with r egard to its intentional objects rather than the 

thought processes themselves (cf . VII:9). Furthermore , it may 

be that the visual mode is general l y stronger in imagery than 

any other sense modality, including the auditive one. All this 

seems to make provis ions for a deep- seated focus on visually 

encoded products of mental processes . Nevertheless, I would re 

i terate what I stated above ; writing p romotes a strong cu l tura l 

r e inforcement and con solidation of those tendencies , despite 

the possibility tha t the same tendencies may have a certain 
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natural basis in the human constitution. 

Finally, a secondary remark; same commentators seem to assume 

a negative attitude on my part towards written language and its 

linguistic analysis. Nothing could be further from the truth ! 

No one can deny that writing is a wonderful resour ce which en 

ables cul tur al man to per form innume:i:ab.le new and extraordinari

ly important things . Therefor e , the study of written language , 

and the production and development of written language as well 

as the reading , comprehension and interpretation of written 

texts, is very much motivated , necessary and inter esting. At 

the same time , however, it must be said that lingui sts (and 

other schalars ) have worked much too littl e with spaken lan

guage (much less than we think we have), and have not sufficient

ly probed the quest i on of what it really means to analyze speech 

in its own terms , i . e . as a temporally distributed , dynamic be 

havior. It seems to me that it may be useful - as part of an 

att empt to remedy this - to explore the ext ent t o which our 

current concept i ons of langu age can be expl ained and understood 

within the perspect i ve that I will sketch , i.e . the written lan

guage bias . 
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V. LINGUISTICS AND THE OVERALL THEORY OF LANGUAGE 

"La tåche de la linguistique sera : 

a) 

b) 

c) de se delimiter et de se definir el le-meme. " 

(Saussure 1964 :20) 

V.l . Li nguistics and other language sciences 

It seems appropriate to start our survey of trends in tradi 

tional a nd present- day l inguistics by asking how l i nguists tend 

to define (explicitly or implicitly) the sco?e of their disci

pline . ' Linguistics ' is a term which covers certain types of 

scientific approaches to language; it does not denote all 

sciences o r scientif ic activities that are concerned with lan

guage and the u s e of language. On t he contrary , both insiders 

and outsiders woul d identify linguistics as a humanist ic disci

pl i ne which analyzes language only in sorne specif i c ways and 

respects. 1 ) Two historical factors are responsible for this 

state of affairs. First , there has been a time-honored schol ar

ly tradition directed towards the study of certain aspects of 

language . This tradition used to be called an art , but today 

the designation scien ce is rnore fashionab l e. Secondly , this 

tradition h as been i nst i t utionalized in the traditional aca

dernic systerns of the Western countries, which means that there 

are special departments of linguistics and the linguistic study 

1) The term linguistics borrowed from English (and/or from 
French linguistique) is nowadays used in most other languages 
too (e . g . Ge r man Linguistik , Russian l ingvistika , Swedish 
lingvistik ) , but rnany of these languages also use native terms 
like Sprachwissenschaft , jazykoznanije , språkveten skap , Dutch 
Taalwetenschap , I talian glottologia, etc . to denote the same 
traditional humanistic study of language . Sornetimes a distinc
tion is roade between linguist i cs proper and phil ology . Both , 
however , belong to the linguistic tradition with which I will 
be concerned here , although I will mainly dea l with lin guist
i cs proper. 
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of specific languages. 2 ) 

What then is the traditional content of linguistics? Originally, 

i.e. through most of our long history almost up to the 19th and 

20th centuries , it contained phonology, grammar (especially 

morphology and syntax (which,.however , did not consider word 

order very much) and some of their semantic aspects), logic, 

and rhetorics , and also philology (text interpretation etc.). 

Later, philology was (temporarily?) relegated from linguistics 

(because it did not study language for its own sake) , and some

thing similar happened to logic and rhetorics. Hence, according 

to our 20th century conception , linguistics is basically phono

l ogy , grammar (rnorphology , syntax) and semantics (especially 

word semantics; sentence semantics is a rather recent redis

covery). In the 1970's logic and rhetorics have also been re

incorporated under the headings of (formal) semantics and prag

matics, respectively. 

In a more global perspective, the linguists ' approach(es) to 

language must be considered narrow, and this is also true of 

today ' s linguistics . For example, one very important aspect of 

language which is seldom or never discu ssed in linguistics (and 

this also applies to psycho-linguistics) is the question why 

people use language, for what purposes utterances and written 

messages are compiled and used (cf . § VII . 1 on the why of com

mun ication). I nstead the typical linguist ' s attitude is this : 

Given that people use messages formulated in natural languages , 

i.e . in terms of linguistic expressions , how are these expres 

sions structurally organized, and what meanings can be attach

ed to the expressions qua items in an abstract, supraindividual 

2) Here the term linguistics (or its equivalents, cf. fn . 1) 
would cover the activities both in general linguis t ics and 
in the linguistics of specific languages, e.g. English 
linguistics, Romance linguistics, Uto- Aztec linguistics, 
regardless of ho w these studies are organized in academic 
institutions in various countries. 
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linguistic code (= la langue, cf § V.2) . Accordingly, linguistics 

in the usual traditional (though still widely accepted) sense is 

narrow in scope, (Lyans , 1981:36, has proposed the term 'micro

linguistics' for it) . Many scientific studies of the structure, 

function and use of language simply do not belong to linguistics 

in this traditional sense . Such fields as the psychology , socio

logy and philosophy of language are concerned with linguistic 

phenomena, but they are said to do so from the vantage points o f 

other disciplines (outside linguistics). Such schalars as Wundt, 

Mead and Wittgenstein do not belong to the history of lingui s 

tics, although they made contributions to the study of language 

which compete quite well with those of, say, Humboldt, Sapir, 

Saussure and Chomsky. Even such borderline disciplines ("Binde

streichlinguistiken") as psycholinguistics , sociolinguistics and 

neurolinguistics do not really count as linguistics proper, 

according to many schalars in the field. (They would, however, 

be included in a more comprehensive concept of linguistics, 

Lyans' (op. cit.) 'macrolinguistics ' , which is now gaining 

acceptance , cf . below) . 

Linguistics has tradit i onally been concerned with written l an

guage, i.e. the language of the Holy Scriptures, the great 

authors, and later on simply with what is considered to be 

"good " written standrads, educated or "received " English , 

German (German Hochsprache), Swedish , etc. Furtherrnore, t he 

focus has been on formal rather than semantic aspects. In fact, 

grarnrnar has for centuries been the kernel of "real linguistics " . 

The concentration on gramrnar was quite natural as long as lin

guistics served the practical goals set up by the church and 

its allies, the educational systern and the na tional stat e (cf. 

III . 2 ). At school, foreign languages were taught - at first 

Latin and later on other modern language s (in Sweden German, 

French and English) - and in this conte xt grammar played a n 

important role , especially so because the means for acquiring 

knowledge of t he fore ign languages wa s a l ways the study o f 

written texts . The study of the rnother tongue was also complete -
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ly focussed on the written language, and it does not seem entire

ly wrong to say that the written standard taught at school was 

also something of a foreign language for the pupil coming to 

school equipped only with his spaken vernacular. At any rate, 

learning to write correctly involves in no small measure learn

ing to follow a number of grammatical rules which do not necessari

ly hold for the spaken language (cf. VI:3). 

But in today ' s theoretical linguistics, too, grammar theory in

disputably constitutes the kernel of linguistics proper. Some 

linguists would even argue that linguistic theory equals grammar 

theory. This is , for exampple, not far from the position actually 

held by most generativists. It is true that the term 'grammar' 

is nowadays used i n a rather comprehensive sense. Traditionally, 

' grammar' meant morphology and syntax (the latter comprised main

ly the study of the grammatical functions of words and phrases) , 

whereas today the term is often used ta cover the entire "language 

structure" including phonology and semantics (though the focus is 

still more on the form that the content) . 

Thus, there are historical reasons why linguistics developed in

te a rather narrow , abstract discipline treating certain aspects 

of language structure as if they were autonornous (and I will have 

still more to say a bout this below). We still live by this con

ception of linguistics, aptly characterized by Derwing (1973) 

and others as 'autonomous linguistics '. Yet , it should be out

dated by now, incapable as it is of providing a real understand

ing of the nature and functions of language. 31 Language is em-

3 ) I have ignored here other attempts to justify an autonomous 
linguistics. For example, many linguistics since Saussure, 
not in the least Hjelmslev and Chomsky , have wanted to con
solidate linguistics as an ' immanent ' discipline independent 
of psychology , physiology etc . It is true that Chornsky (e . g . 
1968:84) argues that linguistics should be regarded as a sub
discipline of cognitive psychology, but his actual theories 
and methodological recomrnendations go very rnuch against his . 
In fact, the intense and rather devastating critique that has 
appeared in the 1970 ' s, demonstrates the failure of Chomskyan 
autonomous linguistics as regards its c lairn for psychological 
validity (e . g . Derwing 1973 , Line ll 1 979a ,Botha 1979). 
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bedded in acts of comrnunic a tion and cannot be properly de 

scribed and understood out of comrnunicative contexts. This 

h olds a for t ior i if we want to understand the nature of spoken 

language. This means that relevant parts of psychology , socio

logy, anthropology, ethology , neurophysiology, etc ., must be 

taken into consideration ; therefore , many scholars in the field 

(including myself) would now hold that the Bindestreichlingui

stiken should be recognized as linguistics tout court . Fortu

nately , there are right now strong currents leading in thi s 

direction; linguistics would then become a cover term for those 

scientific approaches which deal with human natural language(s ) .4> 

Such a linguistics would be characterized by methodological 

pluralism; it should study all significant aspects of language 

and its use, including its relations to other types of symbol 

systems and other types of behavior. 

V.2. Structure and use: Language vs parole, competence vs 

performance 

"Writing cannot be flatly dismissed as an imperfect, 

conservative quasi-transcription , as has often been 

done up to the present day" (Vachek 1949:93) 

We noted in Section I V t hat speech and writing are largely 

based on the same underlying language system and that many 

categories of analysis should o r must be the same for both 

types of manifestation . But I also pointed out that there are 

likewise a number of important differences , and it must be an 

empirical task to find out how far-reaching these are . Obvious 

ly, there are consider able culture-specific differences ; the 

spoken and written variants of Chinese a r e clearly much more 

different from each other than speech and writing in , e . g . 

English . However , I cannot here and now go into the problem 

4 ) Cf. Lyons (1981 : 36 ) ' macrolinguistics ' ( see above ). 
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of what the actual structural relations between speech and 

writing are. Instead I wish to call attention to the ways in 

which modern linguistics tends to treat the relationships 

between the structure and use of language in speech and writing . 

If we have to make a very succint statement , we should say that 

linguists tend to ignore the dif ferences between the language 

systems underlying speech vs writing . I t is assumed that there 

is one single system , what Saussure termed la langue (e.g . the 

English language = the langue of the English-speaking culture) , 

which underlies both k i nds of manifestations . In Chomsky's 

t erms we wou l d a ssume one mono l ithic linguist i c competenc e, not 

an aggregate of part i a l ly distinct capabilities , e.g. one for 

language used i n speaking and listening, and one for language 

used in writing and reading. 

However, in addition , the manifestations of language in speech 

and writing are assumed to exhibit great similarities . Further

more , ' it is one of the cardinal principles of modern linguistics 

that spoken language i s more basic than written language ' (Lyons 

1981:11). Writi ng i s usually t r eated as if it were merely a 

secondary manifestation, a relatively unproblemat i c and theor

etically uncontroversial reflection of spoken language. Such a 

view has been held for long ; it was emphatically pronounced by 

e.g. J.J . Rousseau: 

' Les langues sent faites pour €tre parlees, ~ ' ecriture ne 
sert que de supplement a la parole ... L ' ecriture n ' est 
que la representation de la parole , il est bizarre qu ' on 
denne plus du soin a determiner l ' image que l ' objet .' 

(Rousseau quoted by Derrida .1.962 : 42,54) 

Mest modern linguists espouse similar views. Thus, Hockett, in 

his influential text-bock (1958), makes only one dist inction, 

that between " language " and "writing " (p . 4) , and it is quite 

clear that " language" here means spoken language; "language 

excludes writing " (op cit : 11) . Turning to the founders of struc

turalist linguistics, we find statements like the following : 
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'Language et ectriture sont deux systemes de signes distinct 
l ' unique raison d 'etre du second est de representer le 
premier' 

(Saussure 1 964:45) 

'Writing is not language, but merely a way of recording 
language by means of visible marks ' 

(Bloomfield 1933:21) 

' For the linguist, wr±ting is , except for certain matters 
of detail , merely an external device, like the use of 
the phonograph, which happens to preserve for our observa
tion some features of the speech of past times ' 

(Bloomfie l d 1933:282) 

Apart from this,the prevailing attitude implies that the actual use 

of language is linguistically uninteresting, and that linguistics 

must be concerned with the theory of the underlying system (la 

langue) or the ideal speaker-listener's competence, not with 

the preformance of actual language users. Note, however, that 

when performance is referred to, it almost always is the per

formance of speech communication that is presupppsed. Saussure 

simply used the term parole (literally: 'speech' l. Such an 

attitude is l argely unjustified. Although in general speech takes 

precedence over writing structurally , historically and ontogenetic

ally , there is no doubt that writing is a medium with partly 

quite different inherent possibilities and functions (see III. 1). 

Therefore, it is simply not true that writing is "merely an 

external device" used to "preserve for our observation some 

features of the speech of past times". I will comeback to this 

issue presently. 

We now come to what may be seen as a remarkable paradox , viz . 

the obvious contradiction between what modern linguists ~ 

about the relations between speech and writing , and what they 

actual ly do in practice . On the one hand, linguists maintain 

that speech is primary and , therefore, the most (or only) in

teresting object of study. On the other hand, their actual 

practice reveals quite different traditions and values . To a 

very great extent, linguists still study written sentences 
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(often out of contexts) and written texts, and to the extent 

that spaken language is actually studied it is done with a con

ceptual apparatus which is more or less totally derived from 

the experience of written language analysis. 

Returning to Rousseau, we note that he protested rather vigor

ously against the linguists' one-sided interest in written 

language. He complained that: 

' Pour les Gramrnariens , l'art de la parole n ' est presque 
que l'art de l'ecriture ' 

(quoted in Derrida 1962:56) 

Saussure used quite strong words about what he called the 

"tyranny of letters" (1962:53) which he considered to be a 

moral perversion ("un fait pathologique") and a sin of idolatry 

("un peche d ' idolatrie ") . Yet, the traditional practice and 

attitudes of linguists have stayed on . It is true that the 

prima7y of speech is nowadays verbally acknowledged, but the 

ways in which linguists construe their theories and seek their 

applications have not been sufficiently revised. Accordingly, 

the distinctive characters af spoken vs written comrnunication 

are poorly understood. Therefore, what is needed today is not 

only a more adequate analysis of spaken language but also a 

general recognition of the independent importance of writing. 

(The latter is something which Derrida (1967a , b) wants to 

achieve in his so-called gramrnatology.) 

There are obvious dif ferences between speech as opposed to 

writing , spaken language as opposed to written language , commu 

nication via spaken utterances as opposed to written texts , al l 

of which have been insufficiently attended to and inadequately 

accounted for in contemporary linguistics. It is mast note

worthy that there seem to be some differences not only in the 

performance but also in the language systems underlying speech 

vs writing. That is, spaken and written language have partly 

different standards of their own5 ). For one thing , the substan-

5) In modern linguistics, this has been seriously discussed only 
by very few scholars, e.g. Vachek (19 39 , 1949). 
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tial content of the linguistic rules is not quite the same for 

the two media. Secondly, the impact of norms seerns to be 

different. In the dynamic interaction of spoken discourse, 

where rapid responses are legion, grarnrnatical norms seem to 

play a somewhat subordinate role, whereas in written discourse 

the conventional and explicit rules exert a considerable in

fluence . All this has of course to do with the fact that cornrnu

nication in the two media is sub j ect to quite different condi

tions (II) . 

We have already pointed out that speech precedes writing fylo

genetically and ontogenetically, and that the written code is 

largely secondary to the structure of the spoken language from 

a structural- linguistic point of view. But speech is not primary 

in all respects, and writing is not always merely a secondary 

reflection. Some features of the written language are clearly 

structurally prior to features of the spoken language. To use 

but one well- known example, written forms sometimes g ive rise 

to new speech forms , rather than vice versa; e . g . [ au kel ] for 

O.K., [ t"rn ~ij) for .l.Q__E.("1 0 pence"), [ p\j eitf dij] for 

Ph . D. (" doctor of philosophy"). In general, there seems to be 

a bidirectional interaction between the competence to speak and 

understand speech, and the competence to write and read . It is 

highly likely that the competence for spoken language of a 

literate person differs from that of the illiterate. Unf ortu

nately, there are too few empirical studies of what happens to 

people ' s total linguistic competence when they gradually become 

more literate . However, there are some hints that our phonolo

gical intuition may change as a consequence of learning the 

alphabet (for many persons it is, for exampl e, very difficult 

to imagine the pronunciation of a word without bringing its 

convent i onal spelling into conscious attention), and the actual 

pronunciation also changes at some points (c f . so-called 

spelling pronunci ations). At the grarnrnati cal level, the acqui

sition of written standard l anguage sometimes provides a person 

with a much more "elaborated code" to be used also in speech 

(cf. XI.2). Yet , such phenomena are seldom discussed in ter ms 
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of competence for spaken language vs competence for written 

language. Instead, we have been accustomed to talking about 

one monolithic competence , that of the ideal speaker-listener 

(note: not the ideal writer-reader) . 6l 

By way of conclusion, the study of linguistic performance is 

certainly not linguistically uninteresting and must be pursued 

if we want to understand the true nature of language. It is 

necessary to consider speech and writing as two different media, 

each with its own characteristics which are worth while investi

gating~alrhus, Goody (1977: 76ff) argues that we cannot be satis

fied with only one distinction langue vs parole, or competence 

vs performance; he argues for at least three basic concepts, 

language (langue), speech (parole) and writing (ecriture) • 

One may add to this that it might also be necessary to split 

up the underlying language system into two distinct but large

ly overlapping systems, "la langue de la parole" and "la langue 

de l'ecriture". 

Saussure and Chomsky are generally r egarded as the most in-

f luential theoreticians in 20th century linguistics. Saussure 

founded modern linguistics, and Chomsky revolut ionized it. 

No on e can have avoided noting that Saussure's concepts of 

langue and parole has played a major role in our discuss ion so 

far . Similarly, some of Chomsky's concepts recur in our dis

cussion. There will be several opportuniti es to return to their 

concepts later on , and we will see that the changes brought 

about by their "revolutions " in linguistics were not as sweeping 

as we often like to think. 

6) Some modern psycholinguists work with several nations of 
competence . For example, Fodor, Bever & Garrett (1974) make 
use of at l east three constructs , i. e . , the grammar 
(Chomskyan competence), the idealized sentence recognizer 
and producer , and the real (sic!) sentence recognizer and 
producer. However, the differences between speech and 
writing have nothing to do with this trichotomy. 

6a ) In very recent years , a few books have appeared which bear 
witness to the fact that this is a view which is currently 
gaining ground among students of language . See e . g . Baron 
(1981), Tannen (1982a,b). 
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V,3, Language as a set of products 

"When words and sentences are written down, they can be 

readily looked upon as objects" 

(Lakoff & Johnson 1980:204) 

Speech consists of transient, dynarnic behavior distributed and 

limited in time . The transience of the products of the activi

ties of utterance production and camprehensian make a process

or iented approach seern natural . In other wards, we should focus 

an the behavioral activities themselves . The interpretation of 

linguistic behavior is heavily dependent on an on-line inter

action with background knowledge, non- verbal signals and 

various other features of the situational context. Written 

texts, on the ather hand, consist of permanent object- like 

praducts which tend ta be relatively autanomous, explicit1 and 

subject to less variation than speech (cf. III). It is quite 

abviaus that the linguists' conception of language structure 

and lingui stic items square s rather wel l with the l a tter pheno

mena, whereas its adequacy for the analysis o f spaken languag e 

and dynami c speech behavior is hardly beyand dispute . 

The view that a language consists of a set of thing-like products 

is a recurrent therne in the linguist ic literature. One a f the 

mast well-knawn definitions is the f o llowing: 

'From now an I will cansider a language to be a set 
(finite or infinite) of sentences, each f inite in 
length and c onstructed out o f a finite s e t o f e l e ments.' 

(Chornsky 1957 : 13 ) 

h h h . 7). h One of t e mast r ema rkable t ings in t is stateme nt is t at a 

language is regar d e d a s the set of all the lingu istic produc ts 

that can be constructed accarding t o certain rules . An a l terna 

tive, and intuitively rna re satisf actory, view would be t ha t a 

7 ) I wil l d i s c uss o t her a spects of Cha rns k y ' s con cepti o n of a 
l angua g e l ater on, c f . e s p . VI .l, VI . 3 , VII.8. 
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language consists of all the units and rules which make up the 

system underlying the products. From the vantage point of the 

language user one could propose a more psychologically based 

definition; the language of a speaker/listener is his knowledge 

of the underlying language s ystem (la langue), or better, his 

ability to produce and comprehend an infinite set of utterances, 

discourses and texts , which fit the underlying system of rules. 

This, by the way, would tie up with Humboldt's proposal that 

language be regarded as an activity (and an ability to act lin

guistically ) (energeia)rather than as a set of products (ergon). 

We will soon come back to some popular conceptions of the under

lying language system and the speaker's linguistic competence . 

In the meantime I would like to return to the product type of 

definition . What is the source of the view underlying this ? In 

Chomsky 's case the inspiration came, at least partly, from mathe

matics, where a language is precisely a set of strings of symbols 

which are subject to a number of specific rules. (Note , by the 

way, that mathematical symbol languages are a highly specialized 

kind of written l anguages ). But there are deeper and more tradi

tional roats. Derwing (1979:165) wants to derive same of the 

characteristics of American linguistics, the emphasis on products 

(rather than processes and underlying capacities) and the view of 

language as something autonomous (cf. V.6), from Bloomfield's 

methodological recommendations . Bloomfield argued that linguists 

must concentrate on the structure of overt behavior , since we 

cannot speculate on the underlying processes out of lack of the 

necessar y knowledge of physiology and psychology . However, while 

this may well have had an impact on American linguistics (in 

cludin g Chomskyan generative linguistics) 8 ~ it is surely not the 

whole truth. The fact is that linguistics has always been biased 

towards analyzing products, viz. written sentences a nd texts. 

8 ) There are more similarities between Chomsky's and Katz' 
psycho-linguistics and variants of multi-stage behaviorism 
than is usually thought. See Linell (1979b ) for same points. 
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This deep-rooted tradition of course influenced Bloomfield 

and his contemporaries, although they were abl e to legitimize 

the product view on other grounds too (as Derwing points out) . 

V,4, Linguistic structures as closed hierarchical systems of 

things 

' Formalism and systematicity are the typical distinguish

ing marks of any kind of thinking focused on a ready 

made and , so to speak, arrested object' 

(Volosinov 1973:78) 

My next point is part of the very core of my argumentation. It 

concerns something which was outlined already in the Introduc

tion (§ l); linguistic structures are typically viewed as hier

archically organized systems of objects. 

Lakoff and Johnson (1980:204) summarize "the premise o f objec

tivist linguistics from its origins in antiquity to the present" 

as follows: 

"Linguistic expressions are objects that have properties 
in and of themselves and stand in fixed r e lationships to 
one another , i ndependently of any person who speaks them 
or understands them . As objects, they have parts - they 
are roade up of building blocks: words are roade up of 
roots, prefixes, suffixes , infixes; sentences are roade 
up of words and phrases; d iscourses are roade up of sen
tences." 

The "objectivist" view does not apply only to the linguistic 

products as such , i.e. what may be seen as the " linguistic data " 

(words, sentences , texts etc.); it is usually also expanded to 

cover " the underlying structures" underneath and beyond the 

"surface data " , as well as to the linguistic code i tself , i.e. 

the more or l ess permanent language system(s) consisting of 

items and rules and normal l y conceived of as "the grammar of 

the language". These last-mentioned constructs, i.e . la l angue 
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itself, will be discussed later on (see also V.5 ). Presently I 

will advert to the analysis of linguistic data (or t he lin

guistic products) and their underlying structures. 

The model which is most often applied to linguistic products, at 

least by (American ) structuralists, is that of hierarchical con

stituent structure . Thus, the typical approach amounts to divid

ing linguistic products inta successively smaller segments; the 

whole discourse (or text) is braken down inta sentences, these 

in their turn inta constituent sentences (main and subordinate 

sentences), clauses, and phrases, and phrases are thought to 

consist of words, words of morphs, morphs of syllables and/or 

phonological segments (vowels and consonants), and t he latter 

are finally dissected inta the "ultimate constituents", i .e. 

phonological features. A coherent text is thus pictured as a 

timeless web of part-wholes (proper constituencies) and other 

structural relations (dependencies of various types) . The method 

of segmentation and classification has of course been applied 

mainly to intrasentential relations, but it has occasionally 

been applied to texts and discourses as well. In the analysis 

of face-to-face interaction, these methods have been termed 

"structural studies" (Duncan 1979) and considered to be typical

ly "linguistic ". Duncan describes this approach to face-to-face 

interaction in the following way: 

"A second approach to studying interaction structure is 
closer to traditional linguistic method . Data are gene
rated through detailed transcriptions of face- to-face 
interactions. A wide range of actions is observed, and 
the beginnings and endings of these actions are care
fully located with respect to each other . Strong regular
ities in action sequences are sought through systematic 
inspection (and sometimes statistical anal ysis) of the 
transcribed material. If the search is successful, the 
regularities in question are described in terms of hypo
t hesized signals, rules, units, and the like. 

It has been a characteristic of these studies to date 
that , while sequences of actions are the essence of the 
analysis, considerations of time per se are not included 
in the hypothesized structural elements . (Time may , how
ever , be used in the task of transcribing the interaction , 
in order to locate interac tion events. ) The emission of 
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time for the hypothesized interaction structure is not a 
principled aspect of these studies, but rather it reflects 
a general practice of current investigators. The practice 
may, and perhaps shou l d, change as research continues." 

(Duncan 1979 : 383- 4) 

It is worth noting that an outside reviewer like Duncan 

stresses the timeless nature of linguistic structures as parti

cularly salient, and I shall revert to this point below (V.6) . 

If linguists analyze the observable patterns of linguistic data 

in terms of hierarchical constituent structures, this holds 

just as much for the underlying structures . Deep structures, 

semantic representations and morphophonemic forms are portrayed 

as hierarchical structures of thing- like (static, discrete,seg

ments of various sizes. Furthermore , in Chomskyan mentalism 

these things are assumed to be "psychologically real" , and some 

of Chomsky ' s adherents, most clearly perhaps Katz (1964 ) , have 

accordingly postulated a machinery of mental things that causal

ly impinge on each other in the course of the "speech communica

tion chain " (§ IX:l). Katz argues that the linguist " invents a 

theory about the structure of this mechanism, /i.e., the mecha

nism underl ying linguistic communication/PL) 9 ) and the causal 

cha in connecting the mechanism to observable events, to explain 

how these internal causes produce linguistic communication as 

their effect" (op.cit.:129). " The events to wh i ch the mentalist's 

constructions refer can stand as links in the causal chain that 

contains vocalizations and sound waves as other links " (ibid : 

129- 130) . Thus, Katz clearly views speakers as more or less 

mechanical input- output systems; his "mentalism" is a para

mechanism with a certain affinity to multi - stage S- R behaviorism 

(cf. Linell 1979b). 

9 ) Katz (1964 ) hypothesized that this "mechanism" included a 
generative transformational grammar, apparen'tly in a rather 
straightforward fash ion. 
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However, it must be admitted that Katz ' paramechanism represents 

a very radical v i ew which has not been espoused by many linguists , 

not even among generativists . It is therefore a rather special 

conceptualization of linguistic objects . Returning instead to 

more common ground in linguistics, we may say that the view that 

linguistic structure are h ierarchically organized object- like 

entiti es exists in its purest forms in structuralism. Saussure 

regarded language (la l angue ) as a closed integrated system of 

units (i.e . abstract objects or "things" ) with stable i nternal 

relations ( "un systeme ou tout se tient" ) . The portrayal of 

language as an entirely rigid system, a structure within which 

i terns are arranged in fixed ways , was b r ought to an extr eme in 

post- Bl oomfie l d ian Amer i can structural i s m. Later, generative 

linguis t s developed this r adical structuralism along partly 

rather different lines . On the one hand , they preferred descr ip

tions in t erms o f processes instead of mer e l y i t ems and a rrange

ments, thereby doing justice t o the recursiveness of the lin

guistic r ule system. On the other hand , they expanded the uni

verse o f putat i vely existing linguist ic object s ; in addit ion to 

"surface units ", i . e . actual word forms , sentences etc. , they 

introduced "deep- structural" units inta both syntax a nd phonology. 

Thus , abstract r e l ationships such as morpheme identities between 

actual forms were thought to presuppose the existence of abstract 

morpheme-invariant phonological forms; i . e . in addition to word 

forms like English ~ /sein/ and sanity /saeniti/ they (in this 

case: Chomsky and Halle 1968) posited a morpherne - invariant 

abstract form /si'.en/lO) . In syntax, surface structures and deep 

structures were thought of in analogous fashions . Thus, despite 

several obvious and important d i fferences , it woul d be justified 

to conceive of Chomskyan l inguistics as firrnly anchored within 

the Ameri can structuralist tradition . (It is instructive to con

sult Hockett ' s (1968 ) characteri zations of the "state of the art " 

in generative linguistics , e.g . pp . 31, 37 , et passim) . 

10 ) Barring the general problems in treating linguistic elements 
as objects , this seems to amount to a category mistake 
(cf. Linell 1979a:ch 13) . 
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The theory that a language should be s een as nothing but a 

closed integrated system is a most unfortunate one , since it 

denies the significance of some of the most fundamental prop

erties of language. Thus , adaptivity to new s i tuations lies at 

the heart of language . Linguistic variation is typical of lin

guistic communities , and this in turn i s connected wi th t he 

fact that all natural languages change over time. It is well

known that extreme structuralism has g r eat difficulties in 

accomodating such facts . According to these theories, " each 

historical change would have to be conceived of as a willful 

distort ion of the i nherited pattern , which is absurd" 

(Andersen 1 969:828 ). I nstead we must admit that languages , as 

well as speakers ' competences in them, a r e open systems inta 

which new elements can be introduced without becoming fully 

integrated . Therefore , a certain instabi lity and certain con

flicts may characterize them. 

How is it that l i ngui s t s look upon linguisti c structures as 

hierarchically ordered , as it were spatia l ly (two-dimensionally) 

arranged , static objects? It seems to me that the only really 

revealing explanation is to be found in the time- honored 

written language bias . Thus, I very much doubt that l inguistic 

structuralism would have evolved in the way it has, if l inguists 

had studied the varying , quasi-continuous speech behavi or in

stead of the spatially arranged objects of written texts, and 

if they had not had access to the possibi l ities of organization 

and systematization inherent in writing (including listings , 

diagrams etc.) as a meta- language (cf. III : 4). At any rate, the 

analysis of dynamic behavior might necessitate other conceptions 

of linguistic structure . Instead of thinking exclusively in 

terms of hierarchies of objects, other medels and rnetaphors 

might be nevessary. Thus, if we look upon speech as a stream of 

vocalizations, as a stream of continuously progressing dynamic 

behavior, we might conceive of phonological and grammatical 

structure as sets of conditions superimposed on this carrier 

wave of vocalizations. Similarly , the function of semantic 

structure in thinking, perception , etc . , may be understood in 
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terms of conditions on streams of various kind s of cognitive 

activities . 

One may also raise the question of whether the listener ' s ana-

lysis of behavior performed in actual language use is carried 

out entirely in digital terms. After all , that is the view that 

fo l lows from most medels in l inguistics , cogn itive psychol ogy 

and artificial intelligence . The assumption of analogous pro

cessing seems fairly probable in some cases. Prosody , in par

ticular the paralinguistic expressions of emotions (F6nagy 

1977), is a case in point, but also rnany linguistically deter-

mined, phonetic elements may build upon dynamic wholes rather 

than sequentially ordered aggr egates of static features. One may 

also generalize the argument a nd raise the quest i on of wh ether 

perception in general involves global gestalts which cannot be re

duced independent elements and structures (cf . Dreyfus 1972: 1 51 ff.). 

The common objec t ion to the arguments that I j ust hinted at is 

of course the well-established conten tion that we always cate

gorize and dig i talize the objective reality i n perception and 

cognition . Processing information via categorization has been 

said to be one of the rnost important organizing principles of 

human cognitive systems , and as such it would provide a natural 

basis also for structuralism i n linguistics . While the force of 

this counter-argument must be admitted , it is sti ll possible to 

argue on good grounds that structuralism i s exaggerated in 

viewing language as a closed , integrated and surveyable structure 

in which each thing- like itern has its carefully defined place. 

In order to substantiate this point a little more, I shall now 

return to the phenomena of linguistic variation and linguistic 

change for a moment . 

V.5 The invariance of linguistic structure 

Objects must necessarily have a considerable degree of per

manence . Along with the view of linguistic items as thing- like 

phenomena goes therefore the view that their p r operties are 
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fixed, stable, and invariant. It is assumed that under the be

wildering variation in actual use there are some context-free 

and stable properties which are invariant over time and space. 

Hence it must be an important task for linguists to find out 

what these properties actually are (or should be) . 

This drive towards (searching for) invariance may appear in 

rather different disguises. If we look upon language as a set 

of norms for linguistic behavior, we may ask: What are the rules 

of proper behavior? What does the word X actually mean? What is 

the correct pconunciation of the word X(note : pronunciation 

in the singular)? In earlier times, the linguistic clergy (cf. 

III.2) often thought of their task as that of preserving the 

original , i.e. God-given, correct form and meaning of 

words. Today, the correct pronunciation and meaning is some

thing that linguistic specialists determine by means of adequate 

analysis and properly constrained use of their own intuition. 

The normative perspective is therefore somewhat less salient; 

rather, linguistic items are treated as independently existing 

objects with objective (sic!) properties. However, the basic 

philosophy is still there; it is usually taken for granted that 

there are unique and stable phonological, grammatical and syn

tactic properties inherent in words and sentences, and , hence , 

that the search for these properties is a meaningful enterprise . 

It is assumed that under the rich dialectal, phonostylistic and 

idiolectal phonetic variation in the pronunci ation of a g i ven 

word, there is one unique phonological form. It is taken for 

g ranted that a given sentence has one well-def ined syntactic 

structure, e.g. a specific constituency or dependency tree (or, 

in the case of syntactic ambiguity, a finite number of such 

structures) . We like to think that the meaning of lexical items 

can be adequately described in terms of a finite set of semantic 

features or a hierarchical organization of such features, rather 

than, say , a more indeterminate and vague meaning potential 

(VII.2 ) . Similarly, and perhaps even more questionably, sentences 

are assumed to have specific semant i c representations defining 

" literal interpretations" of those sentences (VII.l, 3, 5). In 
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mainstream contemporary linguistics, each sentence is assumed 

ta be mappable anta a finite number af distinct meanings. That 

is, a sentence either does ar does not have a particular meaning, 

a sentence either is ar is not ambiguous , two sentences are ar 

are not paraphrases af each other, etc. Yet, the study af the 

actual use af these sentences calls such an analysis inta 

question; it appears that semantic interpretations are often 

more-or- less plausible. Rather than being unequivocally correct 

ar absolutely excluded , many interpretations are more-or- less 

justified (cf. Sadock 1979). 

The assumption af underlying invariance is clearly made also in 

modern psycholinguistics and cognitive psychology; language is 

regarded as a reified cognitive structure with fixed components . 

The kernels af linguistic items are constituted by the distinc

tive invariant properties, which are supposed ta be clearly 

different from the redundant features. Thus, underlying phono

logical forms comprise a small and fixed set af phonological 

features, and word meanings are assumed ta be simply set af 

essential features (necessary and sufficient conditions for 

same exemplar ta fall under a certain concept , cf . VII . 2). It 

is obvious that this approach obfuscates the facts that a given 

language is based an social and cultural norms and conventions, 

and that these norms are applicable in different degrees ta the 

varying social contexts. Instead, linguistic rules are con

strued as mental processes (cf . VIII.3). 

In spite af this, the currently popular conceptions af linguistic 

structure involve normativity, a lthough in a much more subtle 

and less obvious way than the old view that linguistic rules 

were instigated by God. What happens today is that the linguists, 

r ather than God , dub certain stable features the true, distinc

tive features and rules af semantics , grammar and phonology , 

thereby normatively disqualifying a great amount af variation 

as "linguistically insignificant" ("exclusively pertaining ta 

performance", "linguistically irrelevant" etc .). 
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Normativity, stability and invariance are features which are 

much more characteristic of the use of the written language 

than spoken communication . The linguists ' attitudes to their 

objects of study can thus be at least partially explained by 

reference to the written l anguage bias. In addition , it may be 

argued that this bias has been endorsed in recent years by the 

computer revoluti on in linguistics, especially as regards psycho

linguistics and artif i cial intelligence. When we try to model 

linguistic structure and the use of language in reasoning on a 

computer, we have to use specific implementations and represen

tations ; computer programs must not be vague, and therefore, we 

choose a particular representation (or a finite number of s uch 

specif ic representations ) . I t may then be tempting to assume 

that human beings are similarly determinate on all specific 

points. Such an assumption must be considered highly implausible 

(cf. VII.9 ). Moreover, disregarding this point for the moment, 

it is a significant fact that computers basically represent an 

expansion of the written , rather than the spoken mode of commu

nication. 

V.6. The atemporality of linguistic structure 

As we have seen, linguistic items and structures are usually 

regarded as being static and i nvariant . Along with these prop

erties goes another property, viz. that of atemporality. Lin

guistic structures , such as semanti c, syntactic and phonological 

representations , lack a time dimension ; they are atemporal in 

nature (cf . V. 4) . 

Now, linguistic structures are indeed abstract, and like other 

abstract phenomena, spec i f ically various kinds of norms and 

rules , they are atemporal in an importa nt sense . It would there

fore be a category mi stake to think of them as, e.g. behavioral 

processes. Instead, they may be construed as abstract conditions 

that are superimposed on the stream of behavior (or the s tream 

of consciousness and/or other mental processes) . However, in eon-
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temporary linguistics the abstractness and atemporality of lin

guistic structure are conceived of in quite another manner, viz . 

as mental objects which exist simultaneously in their entirety ; 

exactly as real physical objects, including written texts, they 

are (in principle) invariant over time. Thus, despite the fact 

that speech consists in a dynamic behavior distributed over 

time, linguists (and psychologists) look upon phonological, 

syntactic and semantic "representations" of individual utter

ances just as simultaneously existing mental objects. 

Most psycholinguists are careful to distinguish between the 

linguistic structures as such (which are atemporal and simul

taneously existing) and the processing involved in the linguist

ic activities of utterance production and perception . The pro

cessing is of course distributed over time. What is important, 

however , is that (psycho-)linguists tend to conceive of this 

processing as consisting in the construction, analysis, and 

manipulation of (si~ultaneously existing) mental objects , i.e. 

linguistic forms and structures. This is particularly true of 

the kind of mentalism that inheres in orthodox generative 

psycholinguistics . The time-distributed processes involved in 

utterance production and perception are assumed to involve the 

accumulation and integration of structures, e.g . syntactic 

surface structures, in a short-term memory, where they are 

supposed to be simultaneously accessible for inspection and 

a nalysis in their entirety . Many of the common testings in 

h 1 . . . h . d b h . ll) psyc o inguistics are c aracterize y t ese assumptions : 

"A direct consequence of assuming a transformational medel 
of linguistic representations has been a general lack of 
interest in sharpening up our picture of the temporal 
properties of sentence processing • • • . For if the point 

11) Cf . also Goldman- Eisler (1 968 :2) who argues that a tendency 
to spatialize and detemporalize events appeared when psycho
logy was developed in the direction of experimentation and 
quantification. In accordance with the main lines of argu
ment of this book I would say that the roots of t his " de
temporalization" goes much further back in the history of 
psychology. 
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of contact between the input and the internal representa
t ion of linguistic knowledge is only properly dealt with 
by the linguistic theory when entire clauses and sen
tences have become available , then it is only natural to 
focus one's research attention on what happens at these 
points, and t o use experimental techniques appropriate 
to this interest. Namely, post-sentence rneasures , such as 
sentence grammaticality judgements, sentence verifica
tion tasks , sentence anagram tasks, memory-probes, and 
the like , which reflect the subjects' internal represen
tation of the i nput sentence as a whole , but which can 
only be weakly sensitive to whatever happens while the 
subject is listening to the sentence in the first place . 
The results of experiments using post-sentence measures 
do not give us the kind of information about on- line 
processing that an adequate processing theory requires." 

(Marslen-Wilson 1976:206 ) 

These remarks of Marslen- Wilson's seem quite to the point. 

Notice that this does not amount to a denial that assembling 

of information in short-time memory does occur in speech 

processing. The point is simply that the prevailing theory 

(which, I think, is ultimately dependent on the written lan

guage bias) may prevent the psycholinguist from seriously 

trying out a lternative models like those involving inter

active on-line processing . See also § IX.l. 

V.7. The autonomy of language and linguistic structure 

I have already commented upon the common view that language is 

a stable, autonomous system which can and should be seen as 

immanent, sufficient in itself, and independent of othe r factors , 

e.g . the contexts where l a nguage is used. We also noted the 

corresponding methodological stand according to which linguistics 

should be pursued as an abstract discipline analyzing the rela

tions between different linguistic items and products without 

regard to contextual modifications and the interplay with other 

conditions of use (so - called autonomous linguistics). I have 

also pointed out that these conceptions are more naturally at 

hand for a linguistics based on written discourse than for a 

study of communication by means of speech. I would now only add 
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a few remarks conc erning the consequences of this type of lin

guistics . 

Autonomous linguistics implies, firs t of all, that l anguage 

structure can be studied without regard to the use of language. 

According to Saussure and Chomsky , the study of la langue and 

the ideal speaker's competence are logically prior to any study 

of parole and performance. This has led to the Chomskyan division 

of laber between linguists and psychologists : first linguists 

determine what is assumed to be the speaker's linguistic 

competence (and this is done by autonomous linguistic- structural 

methods) , and only then are psycholog i sts (and psycholinguists) 

encouraged to investigate how this 'competence ' is put to use 

in performance. It is nowadays widely recognized that this 

procedure is i mpracticable, and that structure and use , compet

ence and performance must be studied in parallel and not in 

isolation from each other. 

A related consequence of the structuralis tic ideal of irnrnanence 

is the hope that language use and linguistic competence can be 

isolated from other mental activities and capacities. But if we 

approach the complexity of speech cornrnunication with open eyes, 

prepared to observe the intricate interplay between verbal 

utterances and the surrounding context of background knowledge, 

non- verbal signals 1 and reliance on physical and social-psycho

logical features of the situation , we realize that this is a 

vain hope. On the other hand, it may seem less absurd as long 

as we as linguists concentrate on written texts , which are more 

independent of specific senders , receivers and contexts. 

For the study of linguistic cornrnunication, the linguists' iso

lation ism has had many important consequences, some of which 

have - in my v iew - been rather unfortunate. For e xample it has 

enhanced a view according to which the structures of language 

and speech are radically different from all forms of non- verbal , 

e . g. paralinguistic, communication, and this has precluded the 

possibilities of searching for common sources and explanations 
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valid for both verbal and non - verbal communication. Compare, 

e.g . Chomsky ' s (1 968 :70ff.) denial that there are any s ymbolic 

systems comparable to langua ge within the domain of non- verbal 

conununication. I n particular one should deplore the cons equences 

that this view has had for the theories of the child's language 

acquisition. Jakobson (1968) argued that there were no interest

ing relations between babbling and phonological development; we 

know from developmental p s ychology that there are successive 

developments from non- verbal gestures to verbal enes (Werner and 

Kaplan 1963). Choms ky 's belief in the absolute uniqueness of 

natural language led him to postulate a highly specific, innate 

fac ulty of language, when in fact many features of language c an 

be at least partially explained by relating t hem to various forms 

of non- verbal conununication. 

V.8. Norms and normativity in linguistics 

When linguists were involved more or less directly and exclusive

l y with teaching people a correct language or with developing 

new written standards of so far insufficiently standardized 

national languages etc., their discipline was of course r ather 

explicitly norrnative ; it sirnply p r escri bed rules to be fol lowed 

i n the use of language . We can also put the point in quite 

general terms; a normative focus is natural for a linguistics 

dealing with written language. Learning to write makes a great 

deal of education necessary , and this con sists in no smal l 

measure in the learning of conscious norms. On the other hand , 

a person's spaken verna c ular is acquired without any explicit 

instruction , and it may be argued that it is in fact constrained 

by fewer grammatical rules than written language. Yet, as we 

will see , the norms of written language enter the analysis of 

spoken discourse too. 

I n today's linguistics analyses are carried out more for 

pure l y theoretical reasons. It is generally held that t he aims 

of linguists are nowaday s plainly descriptive (and , possibly, 

explanatory) ; rather than prescribe how people should act 
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lingUists (and other social scientists) are assumed to describe 

how they do in fact act . Nevertheless , our linguistic practice 

is still replete with normative aspects, although this is rather 

seldom admitted12 l. One should therefore talk about the hidden 

normativity of descriptive linguistics. 

The hidden normativity shows up at different levels. For example, 

anyone who really pays attention to the full variability that 

actually characterizes spoken language, may well be amazed by 

the fact that many of the actually occurring structures have 

not been described in the usual grammars, not even in modern 

grammars compiled by "descriptive" linguists. The most important 

reason for this is probably the f act that the structures in 

question are not accepted in written language. Hence the most 

natural reaction is to regard such structures as ungrammatical 

or deficient. (The history of language cultivation is full of 

examples .) But once some such structure is attended to and 

described by some linguist as part of spoken language, it is 

thereby assigned another status; it becomes recognized as part 

of the language in question and thereby, as it were , legitimized. 

This phenomenon - quite frequent in modern linguistics - clearly 

shows the normative function of the descr i ptivist practice. 

But normativity cuts both ways in current descriptive lin

guistics . Perhaps the normative aspects are most perspicuous 

in other ways, e.g. in our assessments of various constructions 

of spoken language, as, for example, when so- called anacolutha 

are discarded as ungrammatical , i.e., as not belonging to the 

12) This is particularly true of conventional introductions to 
modern linguistics. These very often contain a short intro
ductory chapter on the history of linguistics , in which it 
is simply asserted that linguistics used to be prescriptive 
whereas modern linguistics is descriptive. Yet, such text
books are heavily prescriptive in that they tell beginners 
how they should understand language and how linguistics 
should be done (according to the particular author's theor
etical preferences ). 
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language involved (language defined according t o Chomsky, cf . 

V . 3 ) although they are perfectly natural and function well in 

their own medium. The norms which are explicitly or implicitly 

applied by linguists in such enterprises are quite often such 

norms as have been consciously adopted by normative grammarians 

of the past in their regimentation of written standards (VI . 3). 

There is always a temptation to regard as ungrammatical such 

stretches of spoken languages which cannot be subsumed under 

the generalizations which follow from these rules (or norms). 

Furthermore, linguistic analysis is of course subject to norms 

that belong to the metalangauge used . Another way to put it 

would be to say that analyses are dependent on the very special 

language games which are performed by the linguist as he applies 

his methods to the data. The metatheory to which a given lin

guist adheres allows only of certain kinds of " linguistic 

representations", e.g. certain types of syntactic constituency 

trees or dependency structures, or certain kinds of underlying 

phonological representations (e. g . linear configuration of seg

ments, cf. VIII.l). Thus , such meta- theor etical norms wil l part

ly determine the linguist ' s identification of invariant prop

erties behind the variation in linguistic data . 

By way of summary, linguistics is still normative in nature . 

There is nothing surprising or indecent in that; a l l sciences 

are to some extent dependent on norms, and in the social 

sciences the situation is particularly complex, with norms 

permeating both data and (meta)theory. 
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VI. GRAMMAR 

VI.l The concept of sentence 

I have already pointed out that gramrnar is a sine qua non for 

classical as well as modern linguistics . I will now discuss 

some sal ient feat ures of modern grammar theory. A convenient 

point would then be the Chomskyan definition of a language as 

a definite (infinite but enumerable) set of grammatical s enten

ces (cf V.3) . There are at l east three debatable features of 

this definition. The first is the v iew that a language is con

sidered to be a set of products (written or spoken sentences ) 

rather than underly ing activities , conditions on such activities , 

resources utilized in such activities, or the like . This has 

been discussed in § V.3. The second point, the issue of gramma

ticality, will be treated in § VI.3. Presently I wi ll turn to 

the third aspect, the status of sentences . 1 ) 

Historically, there are two categories of linguistic uni t s t hat 

h ave been considere d much more i mpor tant than others, i . e . 

words and sentences. Why is it that Chomsky and many others, 

indeed the majority of modern l inguists, take the sentence to 

be the self-ev i dent basic unit? This question can hardl y be 

answered unless we a ttempt an ana l ysis of the concept itsel f : 

How should 'sentence ' be defined? 

I t is quite obvious that r ather different concept i ons of wha t 

a sentence is have dominated different epoques in the h i story 

of lin guistics. Nowadays, the sentence is usually taken t o be 

1) Note a lso the characteriza tion of a natural language as if 
it were a formal language (VII . 8). 
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a form-based concept , but traditional characterizations are of

ten more vague and content-based. I will first consider some of 

these conceptions. 

A time- honored definition amounts to regarding the sentence as 

'the expression of a complete thought ' or the like. Is this a 

workable definition? For example, does it make sense to say 

that a discourse comprises a sequence of (expressions of) com

plete thoughts? Is a language really an infinite but enumerable 

set of such expressions? The answers must be no, and the reasons 

are quite well-known from the linguistic literature. I will 

therefore be content with noting two difficulties. One has to 

do with the fact that it is hard or even impossible to tell 

what is meant by saying that a thought is "complete". Instead 

a more reasonable thing would be to say that any given 'thought', 

whether overtly expressed or not, can always be further speci

fied, roade deeper or more precise . No linguistic expression is 

ever semantically autonomous or complete in itself; in order 

to be interpreted and understood it always needs a certain 

amount of pragmatic specification (more about this in § VII .l). 

Accordingly , we can hardly rely on nations like '(expressions 

of) complete thoughts'. 

Another objection to the classical definition of the sentence 

is that it seems counter-intuitive to argue that linguistic 

expressions, or utterances, always express ' thoughts' (unless 

one is willing to subsume under this term everything indicative 

of some mental act on the part of the speaker) : 

' As applied to many samples of speech , the description is • • . 
grotesque. Consider a mother anxiously asking for news o f 
her son , or a tradesman driving a hard bargain. Or again , 
imagine an angry traveller hurling words of abuse at an un
comprehending porter , or a judge pronouncing sentence of 
death upon a murderer? Shall we say that these persons are 
e xpressing thoughts? ' 

(Gardiner 1951:17) 
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It seems inaccurate to argue that utterances such as Fire ! , 

How do you do , Mr. Swanson and I christen Thee Andrea Doria 

are expressions of thoughts, whether complete or incomplete. 

Moreover, the theory of sentences as expressions of thoughts is 

embedded in a general theory of utterance , which says, in 

essence, that the speaker first forms a thought, and then ver

balizes it as an overt utterance. This theory is unrealistic 

for several reasons (§ IX . l). 

Accordingly, Gardiner and many others opt fora more general 

and still very vague definition of sentence. I n fact Gar diner 

uses the term more or less synonymously with 'utterance'. He 

proposes (op.cit. : 98, 182) that a sentence is an utterance 

which is "completed" " to the satisfaction of the listener", 

i .e., the listener feels that he has been told something when 

he has heard and understood a 'sentence'. Again, we are faced 

with an unduly vague nation of sentence. Therefore, one is 

tempted t o opt f or a more formed- based concept of sentence . This 

is all the more motivated , because we will need several con

cepts, including a distinction between ' utterance' a nd (some

thing like) 'sentence' 2 ) (more about this need below). 

The concept of ' utterance ' is not easy to define , and I cannot 

give but a very loose characterization he re. Thus, I shall 

mean by ' utterance' a stretch of speech (by one speaker) whi ch 

i s formally relatively independent; it is grammatically and 

prosodically marked off from the context and does not c ontain 

any major internal prosodic or grammatical breaks. From a 

grammatical point- of-view an utterance may have various struc

tures (phrase, clause , sentence etc). Some scholars prefer 

other terms instead of ' utterance ' , e . g . ' locution ' (Kendonl980), 

2) In fact, Gardiner himself confuses these two concepts , as 
he concedes himself (1951:336-7) 
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'macro-syntagm' (Lornan & Jörgensen 1971) , 'macro-segrnent' 

(Hockett 1958) etc. 2a ) 

However, we are still not finished with the content-based defi

nitions of ' sentence ' . There are still more variants , e . g. 

those which are based on notions like ' proposition ' or ' sub

ject-predicate structure ' . It seems reasonable to argue that 

every message , however simple, must logically contain at least 

a l ogical (or psychological) subject and a logical (psychologi

cal) predicate , i.e . a 'theme' anda ' rheme' , a function with 

at least one argument, a proposition 3 l , or else it would 

simply not be a message. 

The primacy of propositions is endorsed by many linguists , 

logicians, and psychologists . It is part of Wundt;s theory 

of " the psychologyof the sentence" , and one of the great pio

neers of aphasiology , Hughlings Jackson, declared that " the 

unit of speech is the proposition - to speak is to proposi 

t i onize" (1878). Perhaps, this may be interpreted as evidence 

for the sentence as a unit of discourse? Again, the answer 

has to be in the negative , and this briefly for the following 

two reasons. Fi rst, if the proposition is the semantic unit, 

then the corresponding expression would be the clause (or 

simplex (main) sentence), i .e. a simple association of a logi

cal subject and a logical p r edicate , rather than the sentence 

(as the term is normally understood, cf . below). Furtherrnore, 

it must be ernphasized that the proposition is a sernantic or 

cornrnunicative unit rather than a unit of expression. Its parts 

need not be ove rtl y expressed . In the following fragment of a 

dialogue , B's utterance may be said to ernbody or presuppose 

a proposition (roughl y ' I live in London ' ): 

2a ) The term ' utterance' is often used in another sense , viz . 
' the entire stretch of speech produced by a speaker in one 
single turn of speaking' . This sense of the term will not 
be d iscussed here. 

3) I am, of course , aware that these concepts are not equiva
lent, but t he differences seem imrnaterial to my present 
argument. 
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(1) A: Where do you live? 

B: In London 

In other words, the expression In London must be further speci

fied (using the overall context) in order for t he listener to 

"reconstruct" a proposition. However , such pragmatic specifi

cation is always necessary; it applies to (lB) and (2B) al i ke, 

although we would say that only the latter is a sentence (and 

the n we presuppose, of course, a form- based notion of sentence) : 

( 2 ) A: Do you l ive in London? 

B : ( Y e s , ) I do . 

It is implicit in the preceding d iscussion that 'sentence' 

should be def ined by reference to formal - structural properties , 

and that s u ch a concept, distinct from that of ' utterance', is 

in fact needed. Briefly, sentences are a category of linguistic 

expressions with the following characteristics: 

a) a sentence must be limited by an onset and an end that are 

structurally clearly manifested, 4 l 

b) a sentence must , at least in some languages , e.g. Englis h , 

contain both a subject and a predicate 5 l 
c) a sentence must e xhibit certain other properties which en

able i t to occur as an independent unit . Compare the diffe

rence between a matrix sentence (main sentence, Hauptsatz) 

which is a true sentence, and a subordinate clause (or 

subordinate sentence, Nebensatz) which is not a true sen

tence (but a clause) . 

d) a single sentence may conta in several clauses, e . g . subor

dinate clauses. 

4) One might say that there has to b e some type of counterparts 
of the initial majuscle and f ull stop (point) of the written 
language . 

5) I abstain from discussing whether or not imperatives are 
complete sentences. 
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Since utterances are basically stretches of speech, whereas 

sentences (in the normal modern sense adopted here) are ab

stract grammatical units (configurations of grammatical condi

tions), t he two units are actually incommensurable: 

' As a grammatical unit, the sentence is an abstract entity 
in terms of which the linguist accounts for the distribu
tional relations holding within utterances . In this sense 
of the term, utterances never consist of sentences , but of 
one or more segments of speech (or written text) which can 
be put inta correspondence with the sentence generated by 
the grammar . ' 

(Lyans 1968:176) 

Therefore , with this type of definition, sentences are strict

ly speaking not performance units . However , we could try to 

analyze language use at the grammatical level and then find 

out whether a given text or discourse can be characterized in 

terms of sequences of spaken or written words (text sentences, 

"sentence tokens") fulfilling the conditions of sentencehood 

at the abstract g rammatical level. Actually , one should keep 

'sente nces ' qua abstract grammatical entitie s and ' text sen

tences ' terminologically apar t, but for convenience we often 

refer to text sentences (sentence tokens) simply as ' senten-

ces ' . Thus ,a text or discourse can be analyzed in (text) sentences . 

if there are clearly identifiable boundaries between the units 

in question , and if these units display a c lear internal struc

ture, including clear differences between main clauses and sub

ordinate c l auses. It turns out that these conditions are often 

simply not fulf illed in normal spaken discourse . In spaken 

communication we often find a sequence of clauses and phrases 

which are rather loosely strung together without there being 

any clear boundaries or differences between c l auses of diffe

rent kinds. In other words, the clause is undoubtedly one of 

the units of grammatical analysis applicable to casual speech, 

but the sentence is only characteristic of certain discourses , 

especially those which are heavily influenced by the speaker ~ s 

knowledge of elaborated written language. 

This means that the sentence is a unit of ana l ysis which is 

best suited for written discourse. An essenti a l part of the 
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laborious task of learning to write properly consists precisely 

in the requirement to becorne capable of organizing one-s lin

guistic output in complete and well organized sentences . In 

casual speech such structures are not natural. Yet, the lin

gui sts- analyses of spaken discourse are typically constrained 

by the search for such structures even where they cannot be 

found . This approach has several unfortunate consequences. For 

one thing, many structures are condemned as being ungrammatical, 

faulty, illogical etc, simply (it seems) because t hey do not 

meet the requirements for sentencehood. Secondly, many non

sentences are treated as sentence fragments, and the grarnmar 

is typically made to derive them from underlying sentences . 

After all, the only initial symbol of an orthodox generative 

grarnrnar is the S. Thus, for example, In London of (lB) is ob

ligatorily derived from a deep structure corresponding to 'I 

live in London ' . This type of analysis is in many ways unfruit

ful: 

'Conversation is a text type replete with surface structures 
which are not in fact sentences (McCalla:14). Consequently, 
the study of concersation in the framework of sentence 
grarnrnars both (a) misses the real issues (actions and goals) 
and {b) creates diff icult if not unresolvable non- issues (how 
to convert everything into well-formed sentences) ' 

(Beaugrande 1979:1) 

Therefcre, if we attempt something like a generative grammar of 

spoken discourse 6), it should (base - )generate many different 

kinds of phrases and clauses that are not sentences . Sentences 

in the technical sense are only seldom encountered in many 

natural forms of talk. I t seems t hat the ideal of using only or 

mainly sentences is something which has gradually evolved with 

the development of written standard languages . It may be inte

resting to observe that sentences (in our sense) were not as 

6) The i dea of such a generative text grammar is actually , if 
taken seriously, a dead end (cf . e . g . VI:3) 
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obligatory in the written language of the past. For example , 

Plato ' s dialogues contain a lot of anacolutha, which would now 

be rejected as ungrammatical, and the same applies to 

Shakespeare·s plays. Early Middle High German text s were rep

lete with str uctur es , which were later relegated from written 

Standard German. However, the same types of constructions have 

existed all the time in spoken German (Sandig 1973). 

There have been strong elements of regularization in the regi

mentation of language which has been performed by language 

cultivators (i.e. prescriptive linguists ) when they have tried 

to develop written standards on the basis of spoken ver nacu

lars (and various classical languages ) . In general, this has 

involved a predilection for complete, symmetrical, non- ellip 

tic sentences (or clauses ) with a clear grammatical structure 

(one subject, one predicate verb , a full verb complementation, 

a certain basic word order etc) and clear differences between 

matrix sentences and s ubordinate sentences (clauses) . For 

example , in the grammar tradition for German and Swedish one 

can discern an endeavor to define various clear , grammatical 

differences between matrix and subordinate clauses, although 

these differences have never been very clear- cut in natural 

spoken discourse. 7 ) Today, similar trends towards regulariza 

tion of data appearin the linguists · theoretical analyses, e. g . 

when non- sentences are derived from underlying sentences (cf 

above ) . 

The preoccupation with sentences in contemporary linguistics 

has made it practitioners unable to cistinguish properly be 

tween sentences, which are, or shoulå be, defined in terms o f 

certain f o rmal traits , and utterances , which may take on various 

7) On matrix vs subordinate sentences in German and Swedish , 
see e . g . Sandig 19 73 and And ersso n 1 975 , r espe c tive ly . 
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kinds of overt forms . It is commonplace in contemporary psy c ho

linguistics, particu larly in the U. S . , that the use of the 

language, speech performance, is talked about in terms of the 

production and comprehension of sentences, not of utterances 

(e . g. Fodor et al . 1974 , Rosenberg 1977, Foss & Hakes 19 78). 

One may a r gue that this is a rather innocent example of sloppy 

terrninology, but it seems to rne that it invites the idea t hat 

sentences (in the strict, form- based sense) are indeed produced 

and unde rs tood in spoken discourse . At least it is implied that 

the underlying structures a r e sentences , since the occurring 

non - sentences are treated as sentence fragments and grammati 

cal ly analyzed as derived from underlying sentences . 

If some linguists still believe that spaken discourse consists 

of sentences , this is of course even more true of laymen . After 

all, one learns at school that only complete sentences count as 

correct language . 

Even if it is a wide - spread view that spoken vernaculars are 

wrong (cf . XI . 2), it is still general l y believed t hat it would 

be relatively easy to identify the spoken counterparts of such 

things as the sentences and punctuation marks of the written 

code . Hence, when this i s not borne out, the tendency is t o 

assume that the language being analyzed is deviant from normal 

language . For exarnple , such a v iew seerns t o be inherent i n 

Maher ' s ( 1972) analy sis of the language of schizophrenia . 
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VI. 2 The neglect of prosody 

There is hardly any doubt that prosodic phenomena like stress, 

t one, intonation and durational phenomena are very important 

cues in speech, for example as regards the foregrounding vs 

backgrounding of various elements of meaning. In addition, 

emotions and attitudes are expressed by the use of related, so

called paralinguistic phenomena, i.e . , variati ons in melody, 

tempo, pausing , loudness, register , articulatory accuracy etc. 

However, most of this has no counterpart at all in written 

texts . Note , incidentally, that the comrnunicative functions of 

prosody (in the wide sense) are emotive , evocative and social 

rather than cognitive and referential, and only the latter, 

more "intellectual" functions have traditionally been regarded 

as typical of human language. Again, this is in full agreement 

with the written language bias (III:l). 

Accordingly, one is tempted to say, linguists have been very 

little interested in prosody , and our current theories of 

prosody are clearly insufficient. It is true that p r osody seems 

to be extraordinarily hard to come by , and the analysis could 

hardly be performed without modern instrumental equipment like 

tape recorders (sound and video taping) and computers, but 

t here is hardly any doubt that the written language perspective 

is also partly respo nsible for the neglect of prosody. 

The effects of the neglect of prosody can be seen in several 

subfields of linguistics. It is evident in grammar theory, 

where our data are almost always only written sentences (con

sidered out of context), although this restriction is seldom 

pointed out. As an example, consider the nurnerous cases of am

biguous sentences, the analysis of which has p layed such a cru

cial role in the argumentation for deep structures and trans 

formations in syntax . In many of these cases, the different 

readings (note the word ' reading ' : ) have, or at least can have
1 

different prosodic patterns, and therefore we presumably have 
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distinct surface structures in speech . Here are some well-known 

examples : 

(3) A: Flving olanes can be dangerous 

B: He has olans to leave 

C: What disturbed John was being disregarded by everyone. 

D: The police were ordered to stop drinking after midnight . 

The orthodox generative literature maintains that these senten

ces have several readings, and these readings with their dis 

tinct meanings are disambiguated in speech. ~ote the written 

language perspective underlying this reasoning ; the linguistic 

objects, i . e. the sentences are treated as being ambigous as 

such, but distinct readings may be signalled in speech. But if 

speech is primary (9f V:2), it would seem natural to talk about 

ambiguation in writing, rather than disambiguation in speech. 

What is perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that the neg 

lect of prosody characterizes psycholinguistics just as much. 

In research on the perception and comprehension of linguistic 

messages, one normally uses written sentences (in isolation), 

as if the perception and comprehension processes invo l ved in 

reading were only trivially different from those of listening 

to natural speech . The same is true of research on memory 

effects, in artificial intelligence etc ; prosody and its possible 

effects are almost neve r taken into consideration. 

In his discussion of the merits and drawbacks of some current 

models of perceptual strategies, Welin (1979 : 45 ) notes : 8 ) 

' A fourth problem is the implicit orientation of t hese mo
äels towar ds the perception of written text, al though they 

8) Welin here alludes to the work of Frazier & Foäor 1978, but 
his points are generally valid for most of the standard 
psycholinguistic research on the perception and comprehen
sion of linguisti c texts. 
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are claimed to be valid as medels of the listener as well. 
The use of intonational patterns and pauses in natural speech 
is not discussed , and it is general l y a ssumed that the input 
i s already segmented into words ' . 

Yet it is of course far from true that the isolation of words 

can be performed automatically and i n the same way as graphic 

words are separated in writing (cf VI : 4). Again we see that the 

only problems which are serious l y considered by linguists tend 

t o be t hose which are evide nt from the study of written commu

nication. 
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VI .3 The concept of g ramrnaticality 

The functions of linguistics in past times provide a natura! 

explanation for the fact that gramrnar has always been the focus 

of linguistic theory (V . l) The practical goals of traditional 

linguistics also made a concentration on the norms of gramrnati 

cali ty seem motivated and indeed necessary; it was important to 

propose more or less explicit norms for how a standard language 

should be written. 

In present- day theor etica l linguistics , especia lly in the Chom

skyan tradition, the rules for gramrnaticality have a somewhat 

different but in no way less important function . I f we assume 

a language to be a definite set of linguistic p r oducts, i.e . a 

set that can be exactly characterized (generated) by a finite 

set of formal rules (V . 3), then these rules (or norms) of gram

ma ticality will be of the utmos t theoretical importance. In 

fact, generative linguistics is in a way more normative t h an 

most of traditional linguistics. Whereas mas t traditionalists 

probably regarded the living language as a ra ther diversified 

array of linguistic p roducts, in which the boundaries between 

g rarnmaticality and ungrammaticality were at : east pa r tly quite 

fu z zy and not amenable to any exact characterization - after 

all, this was one of t he reasons for establishing explicit 

norms for the written standard language -, generative linguis 

tics assumes that it is indeed always and everywhere possible 

to determine the exact limits of grarnmatical~ty on empirical 

grounds , at least if one is prepared to allow for a certain 

amount of idealization. 

There is today a g rowing awareness also among theoretical lin 

guists that the traditional assumption of fuzzy boundaries was 

after all well moti vated , a nd that the ideal i zation inv o lved i n 

establishing the Chomskyan construct of competence with its 

e xact rules is intolerable because it distorts the empirical 

facts beyond recognizability . Of course , no one would deny that 

there are a considerable number of rules of gra~maticality un-
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derlying spoken language. These rules clearly distinguish be 

tween grammatical and ungrarnmatical strings in countless simple 

cases: 

( 4) A: He saw her 

(5) A: Her saw he 

B: He did not see her 

B: Her see he not did 

The sentences of (4} are undoubtedly correct English, whereas 

the strings of (5) can just as easily be dismissed as incorrect. 

This of course holds for spoken language too, and most native 

speakers of English, even young chilcren, would no doubt react 

negatively and correct the use of them (by e.g. foreigners). 

Thus, we should be able to characterize a number of conditions 

o n correct English which would distinguish clearly grammatical 

strings (such as (4)) from clearly ungr ammatical strings (like 

(5)) . However, the Chomskyan idealization is much more far

reaching; it demands that it be possible t o define rules of 

grammaticality for any types of strings, no matter how l ong and 

structurally complex they are . This follows from the Chomskyan 

definition of a language (V . 3). Furthermore , since the clear 

cases are never decis i ve in the testings of various proposed 

systems of sophisticated generative rules , it is precisely the 

more complex strings which have come to play the c ruc ial role 

in the grammarians- efforts to develop a complete generative 

grammar for a given language . There are innumerable examples 

in the generative literature of very complex strings, the 

grarnmatica lity of which is very difficult to decide. Here are 

some i tems : 9
> 

9) Stars and question marks are Ross -s own . They seem to be used 
about both ungrammaticality and unacceptability . Although 
Ross subscribes in theory (1967 : 59, fn . 8) to Chomsky-s (1965) 
definition of grammaticality vs acceptability, he works - in 
practice - primarily wi th unacceptabili ty . (As we will point 
out below, the distinction is indeed hard to maintain l . 
- Ross (op .cit . ) characterizes (6) as relatively acceptable 
(of "reduced unacceptability "), (8) as "ungrammatical", and 
(9) as "g rarnmatical but of low acceptabi l ity". (7) is said 
to be a " tortured " and " less than felicitous". 
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( 6 ) ? I watched the Indians who the man whc had been mv advi 
sor in my freshman year had advised me to study when I 
got to Utah talk, because I was fascinated by the way 
their view of the world seemed to be constrained by the 
structure of their language . 
(Ross 1967:39) 

(7) ?~ The contract which I want to peruse after copying bv 
treating in milk while pressing be t ween two pieces of 
marble in flattening out is a beautiful piece of a rt. 
(ibid:l06) 

(8) ~ Reports of which the government prescribes the hei ght 
of the lettering on t he covers a re invariablv boring . 
( ibid: 111) 

(9) ?? Which packages is it possible that Sam didn't p ick up 
until it had stopoed raining which are to be mailed to
morrow? ( ibid: l59 ) 

(10) Which packages is it possible that Sam didn't pick uo 
until it had stopped raining which he arranqed with his 
agents in Calcutta to send to him here in Poolar Bluff 
because of his fear that s omeo ne in Saint Louis might 
recognize him? (ibid:l59 ) 

(11) Var det Södersjukhusetj som Hälsovårdsmyndigheterna lät 
undersöka vilka färskvaror; det var oklar t vilken 
grossistk somk hade levererat-;till - .? 

o I 

' Was it the South Hospitali that the Health Department 
investigated which fresh producej it was unclear which 
firrnk thatk had delivered _ ·to _ i ?' 

J (Engdahl 1979) 

It may seem very difficult to comprehend and accept complex 

sentences like these. Their grarnmatical sta~us is hard, if not 

irnpossible, to deterrni ne on anything like "objective" grounds . 

Even ~~e judgements made by professional linguists seem to de

pend on rather accidental events. Sometimes, the linguist 

succeeds in f inding a context in which the sentence under con

sideration makes sense (and, hence, could possibly be used) , 

and then it seems ternpting to dub it grarnmatical . In other 

cases, the linguist has not (yet ) s ucceeded in finding a suit

able context, in which case the sentence will norrnally be 
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starred as being ungrammatical . lO) 

For such reasons (cf. also below) , c~ntroversies over the 

g rammaticality or ungrammaticality of very complex sentences 

have often turned out to be fruitless. Indeed, they seem to be 

unsolvable without recourse to rather arbitrary principles. 

One such way o ut is the assumpti o n of different idio l ectal 

grammars; when linguists cannot agree o n t he g r ammaticality of 

some given sentences, they may simply assume that they have " in

ternalized" different grarnmars (different norms) , which accounts 

for their differ ing judgements (cf. wha t Botha, 1973:219-9, 

calls the' "my dialect" - "your dialect " gambit'). Ano ther ra

ther dubious p rinciple is part of Chomsky~s early proposal of 

"letting the g rammar decide" ( ' Clear Cases Principle ', cf . 

Chomsky 1957:13-13, Fillmore 1972). These attempts have met 

with a lot of criticism. A reasonable conclusion is that the 

whole issue of grammatic ality , when applied to complex cases 

and in general to s poken language, is a pseudo- problem. It is 

futile to search for the precise set of gramma tical rules un

derlying spoken discourse , simply beca use there is in many ca

ses no such set of rules. 

10 ) Ross (1967) declared e . g . ( 7,8) ungrammatical, while Eng 
dahl (19 79) fo und (11 ) t o be g r amma t ical in Swedish . Eng 
dahl did so after p r oviding a context where (11 ) could 
po ssibly occur , while Ross did not discuss cont exts expli 
ci tly . 
However , in all fai rness it must be po i nted out that, in 
gene ral , Swedish does seem t o be more liberal in allowing 
so-called extr actions out of r elative clauses , i . e . in t he 
type of examples cons i dered here (Engdahl & Ej erhed 1982) . 
Such differences between languages are o bviously not un
cornrnon . But this does not change the rnain points of our 
arguments in this paragraph . 
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Grammaticality is a rather peripheral property of structurally 

complex utterances in natural spoken discourse. There are of 

course clear rules for how simple words, phrases and sentences 

may be constructed, but when speakers are forced - due to com

plex contents or other situational factors - to use long and 

complicated linguistic expressions, these constructions are 

combined in various ways, and the results become more or less 

clumsy, more or less comprehensible, they may be more or less 

good vehicles for getting the messages across. Many such ex

pressions are hard to assess for grammaticality ; instead, one 

must concentrate one-s efforts on finding plausible interpre

tations. When linguists try to use their intui t i ons for deter

mining grammaticality, they very often fail . As a result, many 

utterances are discarded as impossible or ungrammatical, unless 

- by sorne coincidence - someone comes up with a situational con

text where the utterances may in fact occur, in which case the 

judgements are often changed. In other cases, the linguists are 

forced to rely on more or less arbitrary rules of thumb (cf 

above) . 

One of the reasons why the assessment of grammaticality becomes 

such an insecure endeavor is the fact that many spoken utte

rances look very clwnsy, unnatural and d i fficult to interpret 

when they are given in written form. The context, which made 

their production possible, is gone, and the same holds for t he 

prosody . Both may be quite difficult to hit upon in the absence 

of direct clues . Furthennore , there are fewer and less clear 

restrictions on word order in speech than in standard written 

language. Once a nat ural prosody is found many seemingly odd 

word orders turn into something quite natural . 

It rnight be added here that the data which are discussed by 

linguists are most of ten rnade- up sentences and not utterances 

taken from authentic spoken discourse . This means that the 

exarnples are quite often edited in some respects; for example, 
the complex structures considered by e . g . Ross (1967) are typi -
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cally coherent and complete sentenc es, not such often incohe

rent structures (like anacolutha) as occur in actual s paken 

language . Here we see how the linguist~s norms may even dis 

tort the very data, i.e. that which is to be used as empiri 

cal evidence. We witness the practice of regularizing data 

(VI.l ) 

The boundaries of gramrnaticali ty are fuzzy at many points . As 

I noted earlier, the main explanation for thi s is probably the 

f a ct that grammaticality is often rather unimportant at least 

1 in t h e life of s paken language. After all, normal dialogues do 

not consist in an exchange of arbitrarily chosen " g rarnmatical 

sent ences". On the contrary, utterances must, first and fore 

most, be situationally adequate anå relevant at the particular 

stag e of discourse where they occur . This raises the question 

of whether sentences can be considered well - formed in them

selves, i.e ., as independent formal objec t s (as is usually 

assumed if language is defined as a set of sentences) , o r if 

t hey s hould be considered "well-formed " , "acceptable", " cor

rect" , adequate " o r "p lausible" ( there are many such predi

cates that coul d be used) o nly rel a t ive to (c l asses of) 

meanings, interpretations and contexts. 

Let u s therefore brief ly discuss the relative impor tanc e of the 

three conditions of situational relevance (which is basically 

a ma t ter of semantics in the wide s e ns e) , coherenc e (and/or 

cohesion) ll) (whi ch has to do with both semantics and syntax) 

and granunaticality (grarnrnatical accuracy) (which is primarily 

a ques t ion of ou t er form) . The first-~entionedcondi tion spe -

11) Many schalars make a distinct i o n between, on the one hand , 
coherence (coherency) meaning conceptual (semantic)connected
ness and, on the other hand , cohesion having to do with for
mal markers of connectedness (anaphora, ellipsis etc) . 
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cifies that utterances mus~ be adequate and relevant in the 

?articular discourse contexts in which they are ernbedded . The 

second condition rneans that utterances and discourses must be 

sufficiently coheren~ as regards both content and form. Thirdly, 

utterances must in general exhibit certain features typical of 

what is conven~ionally regarded as correc t in the language in 

ques t i on . In addition, speech must often als o exhibi t a eon -· 

s i derable amount of fluency on the part of the speaker 12 l . 

Wi thout this he would r un the risk of the l istener~s taking 

over the floor lJ) 

Since communicative purposes and goals vary a great deal, the 

inherent importance af these conditions also varies across 

situations . Thus, for example, narratives, which tend to be re

latively selfcontextualizing, have to rely very rnuch on cohe

rence, whereas i nformal interviews and small talk are often 

seerningly quite incoherent . Conventional constraints on the 

outer fo=m are socially important in some cases, e . g . , in solemn 

speeches and other r i tuals . In spite of this, however, it seerns 

that situational relevance, coherence and granunaticality should 

be rated in this order with regard to their overall cornmunica

tive import . Thus, in rnost situations s i tuational relevance is 

much rnore important than grarnmatical correctness . Wi thout that 

the speaker will not be understood, whereas an utterance that 

is poorly formulated from a grar..rnatical point of view, may very 

well be comprehended as long as it fits the cornmunicative con

text reasonably well. Indeed, in most situations language users 

do not pay any attention to the question whether their utteran-

12) For an analysis of the concept of fluency, see Sa javaara & 
Lehtonen (1978) 

13) Obviously these four conditions are not mutually indepen
dent, but we need not indulge in a comprehensive conceptual 
analysis here . 
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ces are grarnmatical or not. Conscious atternpts to j udge the 

grarnmatical acceptability of utterances may sometirnes occur, 

but they are in no way obligatory aspects of utterance produc

tion and/ er cornprehension. Evidently such metalinguistic judge

ments require an extra effort (cf. Hakes 1980:ch. 2 ) . 

Despite all this, the linguist's normal atti tude has been to 

reverse the order of priority for the three properties under 

discussion . For hirn the issue of grarnmaticality is the funda 

mental question, whereas situational relevance is not considered 

at all , at least not as long as he is following the traditions 

of conternplating linguistic constructions, mest often sentences, 

without any situational context at all. This in turn brings us 

back t o the facts that linguists still use written sentences 

and texts as their subject rnatter, and that written texts are 

more autonornous and less context- dependent than mest spoken 

language. For reasons which are largely conventional, and hence 

not entirely functional in nature, mest cultures attach a great 

deal of irnportance to the correctness , including the grarnrnatica

l ity, and more generally, to the forrnal features of written 

texts. Thus, we see that the linguists'preoccupation with grarn

maticality is clo sely related to the sequels of the written 

language bias. 
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VI .4 Words 

In tradi tional linguistics as well as in the layman~s understan

ding of language the word is beyond comparison the basic unit 

o f lang uage . However, words are conceived o = i n two different 

ways, on the one hand as the building-blo cks used by the spea

ker in constructing linguistic products, i.e. as lexical items, 

and on tie o ther hand as the most important components of ac 

tual utterances and sentences, i.e. as s y ntactic constituents. 

It is quite obvious that we are dealing here with two different 

concepts. I will first comment o n the latter. 

There are several ways of making the notion of 'word ' in the 

sense of 'syntactic constituent' more precise and workable. 

The main alternatives are those of 'morphological word' and 

' phonological word ' (e . g. Ullman 1951:43 ff,Lyons 1968 : 194 ff) 

It is rather typical that the morphologi cal word form is the 

type of unit which is preferred in most linguistic analyses. A 

morphological word form consists of one or several roats plus 

their various bound morphemes (affixes etc) . (This covers both 

simplex words and compounds ) . Now , this nation can of course 

be at least provisionally defined in structural terms (cf . the 

nation of 'minimal free form' etc ) , but it is hardly a mere 

coincidence that the nation of the morpholog i=al wo rå corre

sponds rather well with the unit of conventional writing , t he 

g raphic word, i.e . , a sequence of l e t ters s urro unded by empty 

spaces but containing no internal spaces. Thus, at yet another 

level we see the intimate coupling between t !:1e l inguist' s theo 

-::y and t :i e l a yma n 's v iews. and be twee n ~hes e i:wo a nd t!:1e con

ventions for correct writing: 



phonology 

morphology 

syntax 
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unit of linguistic 
analysis: 

segment (vowel or 
consonant) 

morphological word 
form 

sentence 

unit of standard 
written language: 

alphabetic letter 

graphic word (unit 
delimited by empty 
spaces) 

graphic sentence 
(uni t delimited by 
major punctuations, 
i.e., full stops) 

I am of course aware of the fact that the graphic word is not 

an arbitrary unit from the point of view of the structure of 

language (including spoken language ) . Obviously, it represents 

a rectification of a unit which by and large is the morpholo 

gical word. But it may still be true that once the orthographic 

convention was firmly established, this circumstance served to 

reinforce the status of the . morphological word quite strongly. 

After all, for spoken language there is another quite plausible 

candidate available, i.e. the phonological word (phonemic 

phrase, tone group 14 )) consisting roughly of a stretch of con

tinuous speech unified by one main stress and an intonational 

contour. Such a unit normally involves several morphological 

words; typically function words such as prepositions, articles, 

weak pronouns and adverbs are enclitically adjoi ned to a nu

cleus consisting of one content word (in some cases several 

such words). If we seriously consider the dynarnics of speech 

behavior, i.e. the processes involved in the production a nd 

percepti on of utterances, it is quite probable that such units 

are of primar y iillportance. T~e fact t~a~ t~ey have ~een - unti l 

.::ecently - largely ignoreå by linguis-:s is no doub t related tJ 

the neglec t o f prosody (VI . 2). 

14) I ignore here any åifferences between t~ese concepts. 
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Let me now turn for a while to linguist~s conception of lexical 

items ( lexemes ) . If we consider a broad spectrum of empirica l 

evidence, it will turn out to be necessary to postulate several 

different types of lexical items, e . g. stems, word forms and 

phrases ( see e. g . sumrnary in Linell 1979a :ch4 ) . Yet, in modern 

theoretical linguistics morphemes have been assigned t h e sta 

tus of lexical primes ; sorne schalars seern to be prepared to 

exclude the possibilities of all other types of lexical items. 

Such a view implies an overly abstract view of language, espe

cially i n certain applications of orthodox generative phono l o 

gy lS) . By straining our arguments just a little, we might 

connect this preference for morphemes to the written language 

bias . 

The rnetalinguistic contemplation of abstract or ephemeral mea 

ning relations underlying many abstract morpheme identities 

postulated in generative phonology seems typical of someone 

who is working with words as isolated from the ever changing 

and perhaps bewildering array of differ ent situational contexts 

of spaken discourse especi ally ; from a comrnunicative point of 

view such lexical and morphophonological regul arities are hard

ly primary. Furthermore, although it is sometirnes not frankly 

admitted, such a linguist norrnally draws quite a lot upon his 

knowl edge of the etymology of the words involved and of the 

ent ire histor y and g ene tic r e lationships o f t h e l a ngua ges un

der consideratio n, and t.h is knowledge is ul t.irna tely d e ri v e d 

from wri t.t.en records. Orthodox generati v e - phonologi c al a na ly

s es (cf . fn. 15 ) tend t.o recapitul ate h istory in synchroni c 

de scr ipt.~on, as has been po i n ted out b y e . g . ~aher (1969 ) . 

15 ) Some e xt.rerne e x amoles o f o rt.h o dox cren e rat ive - ohonoloaical 
a na l ysis a r e Choms ky & Ha l l e 1968, - Schane 1 968 Foley 196 5 , 
Venne rnann 1968 . ? o r a genera l c r i tique of t he reat..~ent o i 
mo rpheme s a s abstract phono l og ica l forms, s ee inell 19 79a : 
ch 13 . 
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There is another aspect of the structuralist view af morpho 

logy which is worth mentioning in this context, viz. the ten

dency ta regard roat morphemes and grammatical morphemes as 

segment-based expression units af the same kind . This seems 

natural enough given the orthographic conventions according to 

Nhich they are represented in basically the same way. However, 

evidence from s tudies af utterance production and perception 

strongly suggests that content words and g r amma tical morphemes 

are functionally quite different . For example, data on speech 

errors and aphasia indicate that mast grammatical morphemes 

should be treated together with other aspects of syntactic con

struction, e.g. word order (cf .Garrett 1980, Saffran et al 1980, 

Linell 1982 b l . 
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VI. 5 Th E s~ruccure of texts a nd discourse 

.:>.s ?art o : the imrnensel y increased activ ities v:ithin text lin

g uistics, åiscourse analysis and conversat i ona l analysis in the 

19 70-s, accempcs were of course made co appl y linguistic methods 

of analysis also to larger written texts as well as co spoken 

d ialogues. Linguists started to search for the structure of 

texts and conversations . Some o f these efforts ended in dis

appointment; one did not finå any good exampl es of well 

o rganized structure, particularly not in certain forms of 

spoken discourse . However, the main reason for this may well 

have been c~at most schalars started with a preconceived 

notion of what kind of structure they expecced to find. They 

~ried to use a normative concept o f structure, one which was 

base d on rules f o r how wr itten texts should be composed and 

o rganized. Both outsiders and insiåers in text linguistics now 

seem inclined to agree that the attempts to set up generative 

t ext grarnmars (van Di jk 1972, Thorndyke 1975 and others) were 

failures . It was useless to try to define possible vs impossible 

texts in analogy with gramrnatical vs ungrammatical sentences. 

(In fact , even the latter task is dubious when applied to 

natura l spaken lang uage, as we have seen (VI . 3)) . Halliday & 

Hasan (19 7 6) address the issue in th is way : 

' A text is a unit o f language in use . I t is not a grarnmati 
cal unit, l i k e a c lause o r a sente nce; and i t is not d e f ined 
by its s ize. A t ext i s sometimes envisaged to be same ~ind 
o f super - sentence, a g r amrnatic al unit t hat i s l a r ger than a 
sen t enc e but is relate d to a sentence i n the same way chat 
a s e n cence !S r elac eå te a c lause, a clause to a ~rou? and 
s o o n : by constituencv,che compo s i tion of ~arger ~nits ou c 
o f srnalle r o n e s . But this is mi s l ea ding . A t e xt is noc s o me
t h ing cha c is like a s entence , o nly b i gger; it is s ome thi ng 
t hat d i f f e r s f =om a s e ntence in k i n d .. .. A tex t does no t 
consi s c of s entences; it is r e a li zed bv, o r en c odeå in , sen
tences . I f we un ders tanå i t in t h i s way, we shal : no t expec c 
to f i n å t h e s ame k i n d o f s tructu r al i ntegr ation among t he 
part~ of a text a s we f ind among the pares of a s entence or 
c lause . The unity of a cext is a unity of a dif=erent k i nd .' 

(Ha l liåay a n d Hasan 1976 :1- 2 ) 
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The upshot of the argument is that texts and discourses do not 

have gramrnatical structures (like sentences and smaller units), 

and texts cannot be assessed with regard to gramrnaticality. 

Instead, texts convey meaning in contexts, and what mig ht be 

called discourse structure should be explained with reference 

to the dynamics of the whole comrnunication situation. to the 

processes of production and comprehension which can hardly be 

treated adequately without recourse to the intentions, expecta

tions and partially shared worlds of the comrnunicating parties 

(Levy 1979). But the linguistic approach, which was criticized 

earlier, simply followed the tradition of studying language as 

products , as static objects, which are searched for a structure 

of well-defined internal relations. 
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VI I. SEMANTICS 

VI l.l Introductior.: The autonomy of linquistic meaninq 

The typical attitude ?revailing in mast of modern theoretical 

linguistics is that language can be studied as an autonomous 

structure without any direct consideration of conditions of use. 

This applies mast straightforwardly to the outer form, the ex

?ression side, of language (V . 4) , but many schalars treat mea 

ning , the content side, in the same way. In short, meanings 

are held to be 

objective, i.e. they are not dependent on the ways any g iven 

persons happen to understand them, 

- autonomous and disembocied, i . e . they can anå should be trea 

ted as independent of what huma n beings åo in speaking, un

derstanding, and acting, 

- compositional, i.e . they are abstract o b jects with well - åe 

fined inherent properties , and can be analyzed in terms of 

cornponents, i . e . "smaller " objects (more "primitive " concepts 

and the like) . (Lakoff & Johnson 1980) . 

Furthermore, it is assumed that words, sentences, texts, and 

discourses have meanings " in themselves", as linguistic objects 

as it is often put . They are said to "carry meanings" with 

them (IX.l ) . The rneaning of a given linguistic object can be 

unearthe d by rneans of a sophisticated linguiscic analysis which 

airns at finding the correcc interoretation or the semantic re

cresentacion inherent in it (note the singular forms which are 

used '.le:::-e ) (cf V . 5 ) . 

The view just skecched is utterly rnis conceived, at least if we 

are incerested in the meanings or interpretations relevant in 

actual cornmunication, or, f o r that macter, in c~inking . The in

terpretation of an ucterance , a discourse or a text is never 

( I will argue ) completely inferrable from the linguistic objects 

alone . It is not inhere!1t in t.'"le li!1guiscic signs (the "sound

rneaning correspondences " ) take!1 as si tua cion-i~dependent e nti-
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ties. In practice, there is always a need for different kinds 

of background knowledoe, i.e . , knowledge which is extrinsic to 

language but usually more or less available to senders and re 

ceivers in cornrnunication . Consider (1) as a simp l e example : 

(1) He is dangerous . 

Such a sentence can never be understood without several types 

of background knowledge. The listener (or reader) must be able 

to tackle a nurnber of questions whose answers are in no way 

inher ent in the semantic representation of the sentence as such 

(however this is conceived): Who is he? (referential specifica

tion ; note that this is still necessary, even if we use a cornrnon 

noun (that man ) or a proper namne (Ronald Reacran) instead of a 

pronoun). In which way, to what extent, is he dangerous? To whom 

and wha t , when and where is he a threat? (determi nation of stan

dards of comparison and precision, referential specification, 

intensional precisation, elimination of vagueness and arnbiguity) 

Who u ttered (1 ) , when did he (or she ) do it, and why? (ass ign

ment o f intentions and reasons to the sender ) . These latter q ues 

tions are concerned with the so - called whv of cornrnunicatio n 

(Ducrot 1972 ) which is always relevant for the a ddressee . A re 

sonable situational interpretation l) can only be t he result o f 

a complex interplay between various situation- specif i c fa ctors 

a nd the inherent meaning potentials (Rommetve i t & Bla kar,1 9 78) a f the 

linguistic units and constru c t ions . · The,contribut ion o f t he l i n 

guistic expre ssio ns with their meanings is o ften ver y i mpor t ant 

but i t i s never e no ug h by i tself. Instead, wo r ds and u t terances 

should be s een a s clue s t o i nte r p r e t a tio n, a s instr uct: ions t o 

the li s t ener to s ear c h fo r an interpre t a tio n along cer t a i n lines 

(c:::' Gardi ner .!.9 51, !:.inel l fort:hc . ) . Utterances allow for, or 

~oint ta , certain inter?re ~ations , bu t t hey do ~o t e xpress or 

t r ans f e r them (I X. l) . Ac co r d ing l y , Mer leau-?ont y (19 62) speaks 

of " the e ssential all usiveness and inco mc l e t enes s of sceech " as 

1 ) Mo r e a bo ut t h is notion in§ VII . 5 . 
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a ubiquitous and fundamental feature of all linguistic cornrnuni

cation ; it is not restricted to "special forms of insinuations , 

half- sayings, allusions to little tales of an intentionally 

nonserious character" (Volo§inov 1973:97) and ~irnilar uses of 

language. 

In discussing forrnal and sernantic autonorny (III . l) I referred 

to Olson' s (1977 ) perti nent analysis of the written language 

bias in linguistics and related disciplines. However, even Olson 

argues that written texts are, or may be, sernantically autono 

rnous . We recall that for him this was the rnost fundamental diffe 

rence between writing and speech. But such a view can hardly be 

true in a strict sense. It is a fact that written texts are not 

sernantically autonornous either (cf VII.6) . . However, they are 

relati vely rnore autonornous than spoken dialogues, and this is 

a circurnstance which has not failed to e xert a great influence 

on linguists' v iews of sernantics. 
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VII.2. Word meanings 

The view that there are immanent me anings, o r interpretations 

inherent in the linguistic signs as such, i . e. asso ciated with 

the linguistic expressions (sign vehicles ) , ha s been much cheri

shed by linguists . Sometimes these meanings are talked about 

as 'literal meanings' , and one should carefully note the wo rd 

' literal ' here~ The asswnption of literal meanings pertains to 

several linguistic levels . Here we will consider word meaning 

first and return to sentence meaning later on (VII .5 ) . 

Within linguistic semantics there hav e been several theories of 

word meaning, and no t all o f them are equally amenable to cha

racterizations of the kind that I am going to suggest . However , 

ene element that seerns to be implicit in many theories is t he 

idea that many ( ' literal') use s or interpretations o f a given 

word can be dir ectly infe rred fro m a n underlying i nvariant word 

meaning . (Some would put it even stronger say ing that the lite

r al interpretation is identical to the word meaning). Such a 

conception i s compatible with theories based on Gr undbedeutung 

as well as Ge sarntbedeutung . 

The standard view is that word meanings are definite , fixed and 

stable , e.g . , aset of i nvariant semantic features. These mea

nings are ready- made, they e xis t "out there " in the language 

(la langue) as a s ystem, and as such they are available fo r use 

by speaker- l i sten ers (wr iter-readers) . An extreme v i ew is held 

by structuralists who maintain that word mean ings should be ce 

f ined entirely within the svstem itself without any resourse to 

extralinguistic experience . According co this view, che meaning 

of a given word cons1sts ~n being dif~erent ~rom ocher ~ords; 

dans la lancrue il n'v a aue d es differences (Saussure 1964:166 ) 

Instead of construing word meaning in ter ms of sets of invariant 

semantic fea ture complexes (as, for exarnple, in the semantics of 

a genera tive g r arrunar) one could look upon the meaning of a gi 

ven ·,;ord as something whi ch is "dynamic, only ?artially deter 

rnined " and "open a nd susceptible to ccntextual modiiications " .. 
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"in comrnunication when what is initially intersubjectively shared 

becornes expanded and/o r rnodif ied" (Rornmetveit & Blakar 1978:354 ) 

I n Rommetveit~s view the word has the ootential of eliciting 

different sernantic operations which are partly different in 

different situa~ions and therefore result in distinct situation-

specific interpretations. Another way to put it would be to say 

that word meanings place certain conditions on possible 

situational interpretations , or that they point to, allude to, 

certain interpretations . 

Volosinov (1973) argues that the conventional view on word mea 

ning derives from the traditional work by linguists and philo

logists on written texts in foreign lan guages ("the grandiose 

organizing role o f the alien word" ) , which necessitated the de 

veloprnent of dictionaries with their standarc definitions of 

wor d rneanings. Obviously, it makes a great difference if some 

one is acquiring his mother tongue in naturalistic situations, 

which may be assumed to lead to an implicit recognition of the 

negotiability and context- sensitivity of .meanings, or if he is 

learning a foreign language by consulting dictionaries as a 

rneans of decoding written texts. In general , the systern- inter 

nal defini tion of rneanings in terms of semantic features or the 

like seems to fit the latter predicament, i . e. the learning of 

foreign and learned words and concepts, rather than the acqui 

sition of everyday concepts . Learned vocabulary i s typically 

acquired from written texts and / or by verbal definitions , i.e., 

the whole process is essentially language-internal. 

The conception of word meaning as sornething fixed and s~able re

curs in several contexts . It of ten seems to be presupposed that 

understanding what a word means simply consists in knowing its 

linguistic meaning or being able to provide a n explicit verbal 

definition . We are therefore often faced with an al l - or - nothing 

conception; either sorneone understands what a word means, or 

else he does not do so. Something like this seems to be implicit 

in the theory of a linguist who performs investigations o f 

?eopie s knowledge of woräs by simply testincr the understandinq of 
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isolated sentences in which the words i n question occur. Another 

case wou ld the parent who observes his little child reacting 

adequately (or not adequately) to the use of a certain word in 

a given sit.uation, and then declares that the c hild understands 

(or does not understand) the wo r d t out court. This is obviously 

a bsurd since the same word can o f ten be understood in many ways 

a nd at different levels;we could talk about listeners'varying 

depth of understanding in analogy witi the speakers'"depth o f 

i ntention" (Naess 1 9 53 ). Therefore, one may perfectly well un

derstand a g i ven word in one situation , where, for example it i s 

perhaps supported by o ther factors in a f o rtunate fashion , and 

at the same time completely fail to understand it in another 

situation. 

In this discussion I have alluded to the layman's t heory t ha t 

"each word has its own proper meaning ". It mi ght be pointed out 

that this "theory" exi sts in a reversed variant too ; it is 

a ssumed that "each thing has its right name". The view that 

there is one unique way of e xpressing s omething precisely to 

the point ("le mot juste" ) is the other side of the coin (cf 

Gardiner 1951:174 ) . 



VII .3. The boundary between semantics and pragmatics 

One af t he mast hotly debated issues in the current theoretical 

discussio n within linguistics cancerns the relationship between 

semantics and pragmatics. Is it possible and/or desirable ta 

split up the study af meaning inta two disciplines? This is a 

complicated problem which is currently being hi ghlighted in a 

great nu.ilber af books and articles. For obvious reasons I a m 

unable to discuss here all the pros and eons. Rather what is at 

stake here is simply the fact that a distinction has been roade 

by many schalars. The dividing line can be drawn in different 

way s and at different places, and I will mention three dif f e 

rent alternatives in the sequel (for further discussion, see 

Allwood 1981) . 

I will not argue that the distinction between semantics and 

pragmatics in any af the three versions a r the theory ta be d i s 

cussed here corresponds t a , say, what is inherent in the seman

tic r epresentation af a written text (cf . Olson~s hypothesis 

that texts are semantically autonomous, VII.l) vs what addi

tional odd factors are involved in the understanding af s paken 

utterances. There is no such simple relationship between wri 

ting and speech an the one hand and semantics and pragmatics o n 

the other. Furthermore , the distinction has never (ta the best 

af my knowledge ) been rationalized by l inguists a n any grounds 

of that kind. On the other hand, this also applies ta almost 

a ll the other theoretical issues discussed in this book ; l in

guists general ly argue chac the theor etical options t hey take 

~ave a clear basis in che l inguistic phenomena chems elves ra 

t~er t han simply in the tradicio n of analyzing o n ly written 

lang uage . 

As far a s t he semantics- pragmatics distinction i s concerneå, 

s ome scha lars tend ta rationalize it a n t he grounds that it 

he lps the linguist t a delimit lang uage p r operly . Many li nguists 

have been quite anxious to establish and maintain linguistics 

a s an independent science dis tinct from, say , psyc~ology, socio-
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logy and philosophy. Since one suspects that the actual under

standing of utterances and texts on the part of listeners and 

readers is more or less dependent on their encyclopedic know

le9ge of the world, and s i nce most linguists would prefer to 

have a neat d i viding line between their (hopefully) well struc

tured science and the whole mess of encyclopedia , the attempt 

to delineate a more restricted study of meaning , that of seman

tics, may be a sensible strategy. After all, in comparison with 

pragmatics, s emantics i s (in mo s t people ' s opinions) more close

l y integrated with the language system itself (la l angue , compe

tence) . 

However, no matter wha t the e xplic i tly given o r consciously ad

mitted reasons for setti ng up the semantics - pragmatics dis 

tinction are , the written language bias is undoubtedly there 

as a general background, and it may ver y well be trea ted as a 

contributing cause. This can b e argued in all the three cases 

whic h I will now advert to Z) . 

The first, and perhaps mos t popular , theo ry (e. g. Lyons 1977 : 

591) would define semantics as the study of those context- inde

pendent meaning elements which are tied to the linguistic ex

pressions , i . e., part of the linguistic signs as such (signs 

taken roughly in Saussure ' s sense) , and are (considered to be) 

invariant across all situations of use. Pragmatics , on the o ther 

hand, would then deal with the specifying effects of various 

situational factor s, and try to account for the meani ng of 

specific utterance tokens. In other words, semantics would fo -

2 ) Thes e three attempts to legitimize the distinction between 
semantics and pragmatics are all important, but I do not 
claim that they exhaust t he set of possibilities of drawing 
the boundary line . See for some discussion Allwood (1981) . 
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cus o n tho se contributions to t he situational inter?retatio ns 3 ) 

o f utterances and texts which are provided by the l angua g e it

self ( t he rules for using wo rds and expressions ) , wh i l e pragma

tics would encompass the ~ process of determining situatio 

nal interpretatio ns, the entire interplay of all the various 

linguistic and extralinguistic factors (cf.II ) . Accordingly, 

semantics and pragma t ics c ould be seen as concerned with the 

meanings o f linguistic expressions considered as types and to

kens, respectively 4 l . 

It might be noted in passing that rny own theoretical preferences 

(cf. the distinction between linguistic rnean ing and situational 

interpreta t i o n, VII : S) would, by and larg e , co incide with t hese 

v iews, although I a m aware t hat it may be d i fficul t t o defend 

a strong v ersion o f such a theory. Clearly , t h ere are sorne 

meaning potentials associated in the user's mind with the lin

guistic expressions as types. Thus, even a sentence like He is 

dangerous, which - as an abstract sentence t yp e - is "unspeci

fied" i~ o bvious ways (VII :l ) , can be presented in abstr acto , 

i.e . without any obser vable supporting context, and most of us 

would still be a ble to (re ) c o nstruct at l eastsome ingredients 

o f a possible interpreta tion . We would understand what could 

o r must be t he case in a si t uation in order f o r the sentence 

to be rneaningfully used there 5 l . 

3 ) ? o r this term , s ee VI I : S . 

4 ) .r,. sornewhat di.: f e r ent varian t of t his theory wo uld involve the 
cla irn t ha t semantics deals with conv e n t ional mea ning , a nd 
pragrnat i cs with nonconve ntional ( na ~ural ) pr inciples for 
ass isning int e r p r eta t ions (c f . e . g . Gri c e 197 5, Sado ck 1979) 

5 ) Ma ny sernanticists would prefer to talk of tru t h conditions 
(VII: 4 ) . Ac cor d i ngl y , the linguistic me aning of a sentence 
tvoe would define the c ondi t ions tha t s i~uations mus t fulfil 
i~· o r der for the sen tence to be true o f thern . 
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Whatever the merits of thi s first-mentioned atternpt at distin

guishing semantics from pragmatics are, it is not too far

fetched to suggest a possible link between this and the written 

language bias in linguistics and philosophy . The idea of con

text-independent, invariant meaning features belonging to the 

language itself is something which gets easily promoted through 

the traditional linguistic study of wri tten sentences and texts; 

I have already pointed to the relative autonomy and explicit

ness of texts as compared with most spoken dialogues (II, VII.l ) . 

Here is Volosinov again: 

"The isolated, finished, monologic utterance, divorced from 
its verbal and actual context and standing open not to any 
possible sort of active response but to passive understan
ding on the part of a philologist - that is the ultimate 
"donn~e" and the starting point of linguistic thought" . 

(Volosinov 1973:73 ) 

The second theory has also been hinted at, e . g . by Lyans (1977: 

591 ) . It is based on the diiferent communicative functions of 

utterances and texts, and on the linguist ' s assessment o f these 

functions in terms of importance and priority (cf . IX . 2 , and 

also VII . 4) . Thus, it may be suggested t hat sernantics be exclu

sively concerned with tho se meaning elements that have referen

tial or cognitive func tions, whereas t he study of all the va 

riaus social, emotive, prac t i cal and associative aspects be 

relegateå to pragmatic s ("the pragmatic waste-bask et" ) . Suc h a 

conception is a l so i n ke e ping with the wri t ten lang uag e bias, 

since writing cle arly e n hance s the r e f e renti al and c o gni t i ve 

aspec t s, t he so- called i n t e l lectual func t ions, at the cost o f 

t he other tunctions . This de .fi.:li t i an of seman tics wo ul å also 

~i t the 7iew tha t t~ere is a close =onnec~!an be~ween 3emanti c s 

a nd logic (cf. VII . 4 , VII.9) . S teiner c ommen t s o n the at~empts 

t o c reate a universal logic with a : i xed sema nti c s i n the 

f ollawing ·t1ay : 

"The s l i ppery , ambig uo us , alter ing , subconscious o r t=a d i tio 
nal contextual r e f lexes o f s pa ke n language , the ce n t r es o f 
meani ng wh i ch Ogden and RicharC.s terrned "emotive " a nd wh i c h 
Empso n treat s u nder the r ubri c af ' value' a nd 'feel ', f a ll 
outs iC.e the tight bu t e xig ua us mesh of logi c . They belong 
t a t h e pr agmatic ". 

(Steiner 1975 : 203) 



The third theory ties up with the distinction between normative 

and descriptive studies, which was applied to semantics by 

Carnap. According to this view, semantics is normative ; it stu

dies meanings and interpretations as they should be, o r, alter

natively, as they would be if certain well - defined rules were 

consistently followed . This is Carnap ~ s "pure semanti cs" , a 

discipline which may be seen as a subpart of logic. Pragmatics, 

on the other hand, would be the descriptive study of how lan

guage is actually used; how concepts are in fact applied to 

different situations, and what interpretations are arrived at 

by real language users. This is close to what Naess (1953 ) 

termed "empirical semantics". Even this third theory may be 

associaced with the written language bias. 

The wr itten language is intimately connected with norms of 

language and training in an allegedly correct and logical use 

of language . The pursuit of normative sa~antics is therefore 

a rather natural endeavo r for someone dealing with the t heory 

of correct (written) language. 
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VII.4 . Semantics and truth 

"If we knew what it would be for a given sentence to be found 
true then we would know what its meaning is ". 

(Carnap 1953) 

Linguists and philosophers like t o theorize about the functions 

and goals of semantics in a way that links it up with questions 

of the theory of truth and truth conditions. 

"Despite the uniquely fragmented state of contemporary lin
guistic theory at the present time , there is a remarkable 
consensus with respect to one fundamental issue: the nature 
of semantic representation . Schalars as disparate as Monta
gue, Chomsky, McCawley , Katz, Sadock and Partee would , I 
think, now a gree that t he semantic representation of a sen
tence is a representation which ex?resses t he logical form 
of the sentence, or, put differently, a representation which 
expresses t he conditions under which that sentence would be 
true". 

(Gazdar 1980:5) 

It is significant, e specially in t he light of the discussion in 

VII .3, that Gazdar adds to these statements that "o t her non

truth conditional aspects of the meaning of the sentence belong 

to pragmatic s " . 

In logic, which may be seen as a special development of sentenc e 

sernant ics, trut.~ a nd truth conditions have alwa ys been of pri

ma r y irnportance. How shoulå o ne characterize truth vs fal sity? 

What are t he conditions t o be fulfi lled if a given statement is 

to be true o r false? In modern linguis t ics, t r uth conåi tions 

have a l s o played a ~ajor role, as Gazdar notes . ~s an illustra-

tive exarnple inåica~i~g the ? r irnacy of truth :onditions in the 

l inguis;:s· ::onception o f meaning we may recall ?artee ·s (1971) 

ciscuss i o n o f the respects in which transfor~ations (in a stan

åard g enerative .:;rammar ) are , o r could be said to be , "meaning 

preserving"; the p r oposal given there was tha;: trans fo r mations 

must not change truth values . 

A truth- co nåi tional sernantics is thus conce r ned with (mai nly or 

c nly) the referential ( ' intellectual' ) f~nction of language, 
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i.e. aspects of meaning which are emphasized in written texts. 

The referential- cognitive aspects of language are clearly rnore 

independent of the particular contexts of use, rnore independent 

of specific senders and receivers, than are the other aspects 

(erno tive, evocative, expressive, social etc, cf IX .2) . The re

ferential association can be depicted as an abstract connec

tion between language and the world: 

linguistic expression (e.g. a staternent) with its semantic 
representation (a set of truth conditions) 

t 
things referred to in the "real world" 

The relation here designated by an arrow ( ~ ) can be charac

terized in terms of truth vs falsity; either the staternent 

corresponds with reality, or it does not. There is, in other 

words, a close connection between a correspondence theory of 

truth, and the conception of linguistic rneaning as truth- con

ditional in nature . 

The goal of describing and analyzing objective reality in a 

true rnanner is of course rather strongly stressed in certain 

verieties of rnainly written discourse, in particular scientific 

texts. Sut there are rnany other uses of language, especially 

in spoken dialogues, where the purely referential elements 

are not of prirnary irnportance, and where the truth of the 

statement is not the rnain thing. · I f we take a simple utterance 

like It is raining, ther e are surely many situations of use , 

where the determination of the truth of this staternent is not 

central to the speaker-s intention or to the listener-s actual 

interpretation . Most often '::ie listener would take it f or -;ran

ted that the speaker provides him with a veridical descriptio n. 

Rather than checking whether the speaker-s assertion is actu

ally true, the listener asks h imsel f more irnportant questio ns : 

What is the point of this assertion? For what purpose does the 

speaker utter it? In what way should I utilize thi s piece of 

information? That is, the whv of communication is of utrnost im

portance, and th is can only clumsily (if a t all) be accounted 

for in terms of truth conditions . 
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Another case in point which shows that the questio n of truth is 

of ten downgraded in actual discourse cancerns the normal use of 

referring expressions (noun phrases ) . If I say That man with a 

camera is dancrerous, the point o f using the referring noun phrase 

(that man with the camera) is not that of issuing a statement, 

the truth of which the listener s hould deterrnine, but simply 

that of using a linguistic expression such that the listener 

succeeds in identifying the referen t t hat I as speaker have in 

mind . In fact, the act of reference may be successful e v en if, 

on a closer look, either the speaker o r the listener, or both, 

discover that the man was after all not carry ing a carnera b u t 

a pair of binoculars (cf. oonnellan 1971) . Thus, the order of 

priority is this: the superordinate goal is the evocation of a 

certain act of understanding in the listener (he must understand 

what the speaker means by his utterance), a means to attain this 

goal is through reference to a certain person , and this in turn 

involves the subordinated tactic of describing this person in a 

certain, veridical way. 

Current linguistic semantics thus overrates the importance of 

truth. The concentration on truth conditions turns into absurdi

ty if it is argued that this is the only significant aspect of 

meaning. Steiner (1975:211 ff ) has attacked this concentration 

o n truth in linguistic sernantics and stressed the i mportance of 

our ability to imagine and describe things as thev are not. The 

fundamenta l properties o f l a nguage, o r rather l ing uistic cornrnu 

nicatio n, are inc ompleteness, vagueness a nåal l usiv eness (cf .Mer

leau-Ponty) ; the whole truth is never conveyeä, i t is o nly indi

cated e r alluded t o . Tha nk s to t his, we ca n use l anguage crea

tiv e ly in a n e ver ch a nging so cia l and physical reality , and we 

can , if we must , lie o r t ell ha l f - truths, a nd t h is ma y e v en be 

a preconå ition fo r surv i val i n s ame s i t ua tions (Ste iner, o p . c it ) . 
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VII.5. Speech acts, sentence meaning and utterance meaning 

Some sernanticists (e.g . Grice 1957) have tried to distinguish 

between sentence rneaning and utterance meaning. The former 

would be some type of invariant meaning which pertains to the 

linguistic expression as such i . e. without any consiäeration 

of particular situations where it may be used (cf . VII .3 ). After 

all, most linguists would surely agree with Lyons (1977:35) 

that "a sentence like "It' s raining" has a certain constancy of 

meaning irrespective of the purpose of the comrnunicative act in 

which it is used". I would here prefer the term linguistic or 

structural meaning, since the linguistic expression involved 

need not formally be a sentence (cf. VI . l) . This must be care

fully distinguished from the situational interpretations of 

particular occurrences of the expression (e.g. It ' s raining ) , 

i.e. interpretations made when the expression is used in diffe

rent specific utterances in particular situations . The term 

' situational interpretation', which I use instead of utterance 

meaning, is applicable to non- verbal acts as well, and is, 

moreover, rneant to imply that the interpretation pertains to a 

comprehensive communicative act, in which the verbal utterance 

is just one (albeit important) part . As will be pointed out 

presently (VII . 6), there are always several possible situatio

nal interpretations of the same utterance token. For exarnple, 

we must distinguish between how a speaker wan~s his utterance 

to be understood, and what the listener actually understands. 

What then is the proper relation between linguis t ic meaning and 

situational interpreta t ion? The complications of this issue can 

hardly be unravelled here , but it is still possible to contrast 

two basic theories . 

The first type of theory, which has gained a considerable popu 

larity among linguists at l east since Searle (1969), implies 

that there are two kinds of cornmunicative acts, one i n which 

the situational interpretation, what is o r should be understood, 

is simply and precisely equal to the linguistic rneaning (this 
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would then be the "literal" meaning o r interpretation) , and one 

more complex type in which the understanding involves something 

more ; the speaker does not mean "exactly what he says", and 

hence we must proceed to a "non-li teral " or "figurative" inter

pretation (indirect requests, rnetaphors, jokes, irony, sarcasm , 

and many other implicatures). Thus , this dichotomy corresponds 

to Searle·s distinction between direct and indirect speech acts. 

Searle·s theory of direct speech acts is based on the thesis of 

semantic autonomy; it is assumed tha t there are cases where the 

task of the listener is "just" thatof understanding, ar "recon

structing", the structural meaning , usually called the "seman

tic representation", of the linguistic expression used . Searle 

al so forrnula tes this as the "principle af expressibili ty" : 

"whatever can be meant can also be said and understood" (1969: 

19- 20 ) . Thus, it is argued that fixed and finite meanings can 

(in fortunate cases) be converted into exact expressions, and 

vice versa. In other words, direct speech acts would be such 

communicative acts, where the speaker "says exactly what he 

means" . I would deny that such acts exist. In fact, considering 

what has been said in§ VII.l, it is remarkable that s uch a 

theory has been proposed at all. On the other hand , it is not 

entirely surprising given the written language bias in linguis

tics and logic (cf VII.7). After a ll, contemporary linguists are 

accustomed ta analyzing sentences in abstracto, thereby figu

ring out what "their semanti c representations" are . 

The other type af theory, which seems to me much more plausible, 

says chat t he understanåing a f an u tterance alwavs involves 

somet:hing more and something beyond constructing the linguistic 

meaning. Thus, for example, the whv o : communication is always 

more o r less important, and this is not something which can be 

directly a r exclusively associated with the linguistic expres 

sion a r the overt behavior as such. Other situatio nal factors 

also intervene (see VII.l ) . Even if we understand a sentence 

seemingly in vacuo, e.g . if we reflect on the meaning af sen

tence like He is dangerous a r It·s raining without any given 
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extralinguistic context - which linguists are used to doing (c f 

above) - , we take part in a language game with special presuppo

sitions and expectations and cannot avoid constructing at least 

same rudimentary aspects of an imaginary context. The same app

lies to written texts (cf VII.6 ) . Thus, Rumelhart is justified 

in saying: 

"In sununary then, the supposition that conveyed meanings are 
ever identical to literal meanings (where literal meanings 
are assumed to be those given by a compositional semantic 
theory) is surely suspect . The problems of determining con
veyed meanings of literal sentences are no less difficult 
(I believe) than finding those of f igurative ones" . 

(Rurnelhart 1979 : 86) 

In concluding this section I should point out that even those 

who believe in the existence of direct speech acts usually con

cede that the literal meaning of a sentence comprises only "a 

set of truth conditions", and t hat these have t o be used 

"against a background of assumptions that are no't explicitly 

realized in the semantic structure of the sentence" (Searle 

1979:95) . What Sear l e apparently alludes to here is assumptions 

concerning the identity of referents, universes of reference 

and com~arison (e.g. the standard of comparison and precision 

applied when sentences like The box is big and France is hexa

gonal are used) etc . It is indeed remarkable that somebody can 

admit this and at the same time claim that there are cases (of 

so- called direct speech acts) when "literal sentence meaning 

and speaker·s utterance meaning are the same" (Searle , op . cit . 

: 96) . Moreover, apart from this whole complex of referential 

specification, we must - as I pointed out e arlier - add the 

immensely important aspect of the "why of communication" t:o the 

list of items that are usual l y ignored i n linguistic semantics . 
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The interpret a tion of utterances : The roles of the 

speaker, the listener, and the outside observer. 

It is conunonplace that linguists talk about the (semantic ) in

terpreta tio n of a g i ven utterance, discourse or text. However, 

this unique, "correct" interpretation is a fiction. There are 

always many - in principle inf i nitely many - interpretations of 

a given utterance available. (I t is an entirely different matter 

that most of these are nev er computed or a ttended to i n the con

crete conununic ative situations). For one thing, we may distin

guish b etween the speaker's, the listener's and an outs ide ob

server's interpretations . Furthermore, in neither of these cases 

is there any single "correct " s ituational interpretation . 

First of all, it is usually not the case that the speaker has 

a single intention in mi nd ; there are often many motives, r ea

sons, desires and intentions b e h ind a speaker ' s utterances. 

Some of these may be partly contradiccory, they vary a lot as 

r egards importance, conscious ness etc, and some of them are re

cognized by the speaker only a fter the utterance has been pro 

duced. The proper interpretation of an utte rance is often nego 

tiable, and the listener may often convince the speaker after 

wards that a certain interp r etation of his utterance i s reason

able although i t was never (consciously) i nte nded by him. 

Similarly , the listener ' s interpre tat:ons are r e l ative to many 

f actors , such as his background knowledge, his intelligence and 

imaginative power, his degree of attention and i nter e s t , his 

soc i al relations to the speaker and h~s a ctual socia l interac 

tion with the latter, his willingness to think over what has 

been said and what follows from that . We all know that o ne sing

le utterance may occasionally give rise to a long - in principle 

infinite - series of conc lusions , associations a nd other reac 

tions on the part of the l istener . There is no non- a rbitrary 

point where this process of understanding of a given utterance 

stops and some other activities take over. Also if we disr egard 

the off - line reflection occurring after and outside che inter -
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action itself (afterthoughts etc ) , and only co nsider t h e direct 

on- line understanding of wha t is part of the social in teraction 

in t he communicatio n situation, we must admit that there is a 

wide range of possible situational interpretations on t he part 

of the listener. 

The more o r less "objective" observer, who analyzes a dialogue 

from outside, naturally does so from a rather different point 

of view . He is not directly engaged in the social interaction, 

and is therefore detached from a number of ties, often emotive 

in character, which ha~per certain interpretations on t he par t 

of the parties involved in communication. Speakers and liste

ners have seldom "time or mental capacity to contemplate past 

behavior, monitor present behavior, a nd plan future behavior" 

(S torms 1973 : 166) , a nd hence they are lik ely t o remain igno

rant of many meanings and interpretations that could be attri 

buted to their behavior . It also appears that, in many situa

tions, a given s peaker A is more prone to explaining his own 

behavior by reference to situational factors than is his liste

ner- addressee B, who, in trying to explain the same phenomenon, 

i.e. A's behavior, may assign more i mportance to A's disposi 

tional properties as causal factors. This rnay be due to diffe 

rences in information about the e v ent, behavior , a nd context 

t ha t is available to the s peaker as opposed t o the listener, 

and to differences in how t~is information is pr ocessed (Jones 

& Nisbett 1971 ) . After all, an actor, e.g. a s peaker canno t 

freely observe himself while acting, and t here rnay also be rno 

tivational reasons for avoiding too rnuch s elf- observation 

(Storms 1973 ) 

In al l t hese respects, an outside obser ver i s of course rnuch 

less c onstrained than bot~ communicating parties; he can ex

plore t he whole situation (especially if he has access to video

tapes ) and explo it his background knowledge (perhaps a vast 

schola r ly expertise) . On the other hand, he lacks first - ha nd 

knowledge of the actors ' actual motives, thoughts and feelings, 

and ma y therefore at times misrepresent their intentions and 
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expectations. In addition, it is important to realise that ob

servers are also dependent on differences in background know

ledge , interest, willingness to consider different alternatives 

etc , and therefore we will get a broad spectrum of possible 

interpretations also on their part. 

Linguists seldom find it worth while discussing the multiplicity 

of situational interpretations of tex~s and discourses . It is 

often left unclear whose point-of- v iew, the speaker's, the 

listener's, or the observer 's, is applied, when meanings and 

interpretations are assigned and analyzed by linguists (psycho

logists , anthropologists etc ) . (This is not to say that it is 

always an easy task to disentangle the various possible and/or 

actually occurr ing interpretations of particular discourses, 

complexly intertwined as they are). In practice, however, the 

interpretations are of cours e mainly those of the expert- obser -

~, i . e •I the analyst himself . This specialist (linguist, 

psychologist, or whoever ) must of course ha ve a very prof ound 

knowledge of the language and the culture he is analyzing. He 

mus t be a native speaker, or, at least, work in close coopera-

tion with native informants (cf . also the participant-observer 

role in social anthropology) . As we noted above , the expert

obse rver's role i s very different from that of a speaker or a 

li s tener actively engaged in a social interaction. Yet his assess 

ments are hardly divine, they are not objective in an absolute 

sense, since they are constrained by particular theories and 

attitudes , some of which are dependent on specific academic 

traditions and schools, while others are perhaps more generally 

t ypical of the socio- cultural class to which academics belong. 

In a way the expert -observer rnay be regarded as a specif ic type 

cf receiver- interpreter acting under very special conditions. 

Yet we often regard our own assessments of grammaticality, mea 

ning and meaningfulness etc as the only correc t, as - it- were 

ob jectiv e evaluations possible (a s if they uncover the true 

essence of language). We tend to regard the primary interpreta

tions rnade by rea l speakers and listeners as uninteresting, 

affected as they a re by various distractions, memory limitations, 
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accidental situation- specific needs and impulses . This is, in 

my view, unfortunate, since we need both empirical studies of 

how meanings are created and assigned in actual discourse and 

analyses performed by outside expert- observers. What some of us 

äo, instead, is to regard the expert-observer~s purportedly 

correct interpretations as ideal, as something which should be 

attributed to "ideal speaker - listeners", i . e., those imaginary 

actors who l i ve " in a completely homogeneous speech- community" 

and who ' know~their " language perfectly" and are "unaffected by 

such gramma tically irrelevant condi tions as rr.ernory lirni ta tions, 

distract ions, shifts of attention and interest, and errors 

(randorn or characteristic) in applying (their) knowledge of the 

language in actual performance" (Chomsky 1965:3) 6 ) 

It would be absurd to argue that the three perspectives of the 

speaker, the listener, and the observer could be equated, when 

it comes to the analysis of verbal comrnunication in face - to

face interaction. Note, however, that it is a little less ab

surd to do so, if we concentrate on the interpretation of writ

ten texts. There the reader is rnuch less constrained by tirne 

lirnitations, and the social pressure of other people, including 

the sender, i s much less obvious . The reader can rely on long

tirne reflection and make extensive use of his encyclopedic 

knowledge and the various types of expertise that he happens to 

possess. Therefore, the distinction between the receiver

addressee and the outside observer becomes much less clear . The 

image of the expert-analyst as a generalized ideal reader turns 

out to be, if not always fruitful and applicable, so at least 

sometimes a reasonable first approximation . It is, therefore, 

understandable that linguists dealing with written language and 

6) I quote Chomsky (1965) here in full cognizance of the fact 
that he is not concerned with hypotheses and claims about 
situational interpretations of utterances . 
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written texts have not felt any strong need to make a clear 

distinction between what the expert-observer does and what 

ordinary readers do (or should do) . This autornatically leads 

us over to the practice of literary analysis and text interpre

tation, which I will discuss in the following paragraph . 
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VI I .7 I 
The interpretation of written texts 

'Es liegt alles am Wort' (Martin Luther } 

In t he preceding section I argued against the theory that there 

is a subclass of speech acts, for which it is possible to assign 

more or less directly o r autornatically a unique ' litera l ' inter

pretation ( 'direct speech acts'). I will now advert fora while 

to written texts and make essentially the same point there. Al 

though written texts are relatively more autonomous as far as 

the semantic content is concerned, it can never be true that 

the whole interpretation may inhere in the text itself. One must 

always draw upon extratextual factors, someth ing which i s now 

becorning more widel y recognized among text linguists (cf . e . g. 

de Beaugrande & Dressler 1981) . 

The thesis of semantic autonorny sho ws up not only within lin

guistics proper , but sometirnes also in t h e theory of literature. 

Some schalars apparently favor a v i ew that there is, at least 

in same cases, one unique proper interpretation of a given pie

ce of literature, say a poem . The standard view is then t hat 

the corr ect interpretation is one which exper ts agree upon 

after having analyzed the text meticulously and with due atten

tion to all the features in it. The text is thus treateå as an 

autonomous linguistic structure, the understanding of which de

manås no more and no less than a proper linguistic (o r perhaps 

philological) exegesis. 

It should be noted here that there i s a n a lterna tive conception 

of the unique and correct interpretatio n . Accordi ng to this 

latter theory, the right interpretation is simply the one that 

t he author intenåed. Sowever, we have a l ready seen that spea

kers often post hoc admit that their utterances can be ascribed 

reasonable interpretations that they never intended them to 

have, and the same thing applies to wr iters and texts . The theo

ry under discussion is therefore fraught with d i fficulties . 

Accordingly, it is often disrnis s ed with the following argument. 
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If the poet did not succed in expressing what he had intended, 

then his intentions (whatever they were) are uninteresting so 

far as the reader - s analys is isconcerned; the only thing that 

counts is what the author has actually written. 

However, the unique correct interpretation i n the sense of some 

thing intersubjectively shared among expert observers is also 

a fiction. There is no such thing as the only (correct) situa

tional interpretation. There are lots of interpretations which 

are more or less justifiable, depending on what kinds of back

ground knowledge the interpreters have but also on such things 

as their reading strategies, intelligence, imagination, willing

ness to pursue their interpretive activities for a sufficiently 

long time etc. Note, however, that the theory of the correct 

interpretation often serv es to turn literary analysis into a 

normative rather than a descriptive discipline; this theory does 

not encourage the scholar to investigate what kinds of inter 

pretations people actually make of a given piece of literature . 

The quotation used as a vignette for this section is intended 

as a reminder that the thesis of a unique and correct interpre

tation in the text was vigorously propounded by Marin Luther 

(see III.l). Luther argued that the proper interpreta t ion of 

the Holy Scripture was to be found in the text itself, in ' God-s 

pure words' . In his opinion the bible was far from being obscure 

or ambiguous ; on the contrary it was a clear and unambiguous 

message which could be decoded by anyone possessing the neces 

sary knowledge of the language . Here was an enor rnously strong 

~mpetus for doing linguistic analysis and philological exegesis. 

Form and content (i n the sense of (situational) inter pretation) 

were directly coupleq . Therefore, the study of language and the 

understanding of the gospels were inseparable activities. 
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VI I . 8 I Logic and formal languages 

The idea of the semantically autonomous text is most clearly 

and radically r eflected in the traditional concepti on of logic 

and of what is required from a logical argumentation. The lan

guage of formal logic is a reg imentation of certain fo r ms of 

wr itten :anguage . In the light o f what was reviewed in III. l 

it seems unbel i evable t ha t logic could have been developed at 

all in the absence of written language . 

The symbols and symbol combinations of formal log ic are s uppose d 

t o have exact semantic interpretations, whi c h must b e mechani 

cally computable without recourse to any "extratextual" i n f or

mation. Accordingly, in order to perform successfully on tasks 

of logical argumentation one must be able to draw the right con

clusions using ~ the explicitly given linguistic formulation 

and its supposedly unambiguous, exact semantic interpretation . 

One must not ask oneself whether the task squares with one~s 

experience of everyda y reality, whether the conclusions make 

sense in real life situations . However, t his is exactly what 

ordinary people tend t o do when faced with logical tasks . This 

of course holds most clearly for children, who are very depen

dent on their experience from real life cont exts?lrt is well

known that P iagetian l ogical tasks may well be solved by quite 

young children, if the p r oblems are applied to subject matters 

which the children are fami liar with, wher eas they cannot be 

solved by much older children if they are couched in abstract 

symbols (Wason & Johnson- Laird 1972, Donalds on 1978, Rorrunetveit 

& Blakar 1978) . The same applies to normal adults, as Olson 

(1 972 ) points out in h is review of some studies: 

7) The same seems to aoolv to nonschooled i ndividuals in 
illiterate cultures~-Schribner (1977) surrunarizes several 
~ross-cultural studies on ver bal reasoni ng, and points out 
the consistent differences between schooled and nonschooleä 
subjects (i.e . subjects acquainted vs non- acquainted with 
written l anguage and the premises of written communication) 
(from several mutually unrelated cultures in Africa, America 
and Central Asia) with respect to their performance on logi 
cal tasks (solving syllogisms). Nonschooled subjects base 
their judgments o n their own everyday experience of factual 
matters (i . e . matters having to do with the content of the 
syllogisms), whereas schooled subjects are much betcer ac 
basina their conclus i ons exclusivel v on whac is exclicitlv 
stated in the premises of the syllogisms . - . 
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"Formal reasoning has led t o a reliance, where possible, on 
the use of symbols related by a logical calculus. To illu
strate the difficulties, I will use three studies from our 
laboratory . Bracewell (Note 2 ) has shown that t he simple 
propositional statement employed by Wason and Johnson-Laird 
(1970 ) , "If p is on one side, then q is on the other," is 
arnbiguous in at least two ways: "o ne side" may be interpre
ted as r eferring to "the showing side" or to "either the 
showing side or the hidden side"; "if ... then" rnay be inter
preted as a conditional relation or as a biconditio nal rela
tion. Differences in subjects- performance can be traced to 
different interpretations of t he proposition. In a sirnilar 
vein, Hidi (Note 3) has shown that if a simple proposition 
suc h as "if you go to Ottawa , you must travel by c a r" is 
understood as describing a temporal event , subjects draw 
quite different inferences than if it is treated pure l y a s 
a logical staternent. In a developmental study, Ford (1976 ) 
has shown that, given a disjunctive statement, children (and 
adults in natural language contexts) treat "or" as posing a 
simple choice between mutually exclusive, disjoint alterna
tives (f o r exarnple, "Do you want an apple o r an o rang e?" 
"An apple . " ) When children of five or six years of age are 
presented with "or" commands involv ing disjoint e v ents as 
well as overlapping and inclusive events - the latter being 
invo l v ed in Piaget-s farnous task "Are there more rabbits or 
animals? " - Ford found that c hildren-s logical competence
breaks down only when the known structure of events runs 
counter to the presuppositions of the language . Rather than 
revise their conception of events - rabbits and animals are 
not disjoint classes - children misinterpret or reject the 
sentence. They say, for example, "There are more rabbits 
because there are only two ducks!" " 

(Olson 1977: 274 ) 

Stenlund (198 0 ) has subjected the ideas behind formal logic and 

analytic philosophy to a penetrating and ver y i nter e sting ana 

lysis , which leads up to a rather negative assessment of t heir 

"world view". His subject matter is t hus t he development of lo

gic and mathematics into ~ "no n-empiri cal" sciences, d is

connected from their practical appl ications and from their ori 

gin in real life pr oblems. In particular, Stenlund-s objective 

is to show that analytic philosophy and logic dep i cts the world 

as roade up of o b j ects (c f . I ). Here are a couple of quo tations : 

"~hey ( i.e. logicians/ PL) structure language i n the same way as 

they irnag i ne t he logical form of the world : i n quantitative part

wholes. They think as they speak: in outer forms, in writing. 
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They think in terms of writing - begriffsschriftlich ' (op.cit.: 

99) • 

'Logics as a phenomenon, as that which rests upon the separation 

between content and form, between living and thinking , is per 

haps that sub ject which better than anything else brings out 

the "true nature" of object thinking ' (op .cit . :116 ). 

Stenlund argues t hat Frege ~ s logic in terms of arguments and 

functions blurs a number of distinctions that are important in 

natural _ogic ; for example, many of Aristotle-s categories are 

collapsed (cf Stenlund , op.cit. : 146) S) As a simple case in 

point we coulå here draw an analogy with the linguists~now popu

lar conceptions of semantic structure, according to which such 

a fundamental distinction as t hat between attribution and pre

dication is mistreated (cf VII.4 ). 

"Frege was a formalist - of that there is no doubt. He be
longed to the " higher" formalist school where rashness and 
arbitrariness are abhorred, where not just anyone may de
termine the rules . 

Thus it is here that our mathematical logic comes into t he 
picture,and never before has logic been so~, s o free from 
"foreign elements " . Questions regarding the o rigin and deve
lopment of concepts become irrelevant from the v iewpoint of 
logic; modal, grarnmatical and linguistic a spects become irre
levant from the viewpoint of logic ; (one recalls Frege-s 
bitter polemic in Begriffsschrift and Grundlagen against 
those who include such considerations in their logical ana
lyses i ; epistemological considerations become irrelevant from 
the viewpoint of logic and the same applies to ethical and 
aesthetic consiåerations and questions concerning us e, in
terest, aim and intention. In brief, everything that gives 
human concept formations their content anå value becomes 
irrelevant from the viewpoint of logic ~ It has been possible 
to free logical forms from all content, taking the new 
mathematics as the medel. It has been possible to formulate 
the laws of "pure thought" by undermining the concept of eon-

8 ) cf . also op .cit .:152-7. 
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tent or meaning itself; by inventing purely logical content 
(Frege's begriffliche Inhaltl, a "forma l content" which lo 
gical semantics (now also beginning to be set over against 
linguistic semantics) has later to take care of . 

Modern logic, p r irnarily through the discovery of formaliza
tion (in the arithmetical- algebraic sense of the word), con
stitutes the culrnination of the separation of form and con
tent, of the " purification" of theoretical thinking that be
gan with Aristotle . One could perhaps say that Frege cuts 
the las t tie - o rdinary language. Ordinary language becarne 
ein Hindernis , as Frege puts it in his Begriffsschrift, in 
the search for the true language, the logical language (in 
the same way as ordinary reality has often also constituted 
an obstacle to philosophers in their search for true realityl 
The irnportant thing here is not just the fact of the disco
very of formalization ; what is essentially new is the spirit 
that makes possible the acceptance of this discovery - the 
spirit according to which formalization becornes something 
respectable, legitimate and praiseworthy (consider, for 
example, the formalistic ideal for evidence for which Frege 
constantly agitates in his longer writings and contrast this 
with Kant's clearer conception of mathernatical proofs - even 
if this too was a "pure " way of thinking). 9 ) 

(S tenlund 1980:156 - 7) 

The thesis that logicians tend to think of the world as made up 

of static objects ties in with the observation that logic is 

poor at conceptually analyzing change. "A logic which is con

cerned with the conceptual scaffolding of a dy namic world is 

still largely a desideraturn" (von Wri<;-ht 1965) . Ejerhed 

(1979) notes that this also holds for attempts at constructing 

tense logics. In logic, change is consistently represented as 

the difference between states, rather than taken to be a primi

tive and basic nation in its own right . Yet, as Ejerhed notes, 

changes may well be more important than states in animal and 

human perception and cognition (cf. also Miller & Johnson -

Laird 1976) . It may be added that change is clearly much more 

salient as a basic d imensio n in the production and understanding 

of face-to-face interaction than in (mast aspects of) the c ornrnu

nication by written texts . 

9) Translation by Brian Beattie . 
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In concluding this section on logic and formal languages, let 

me call attention to a completely different point having to do 

with the written language bias in modern linguis tics. Logicians 

have traäitionally argued that natural language - being so vague, 

ambiguous, elliptical, "illogical" etc - impedes logical think

ing (cf. the quotation above). This was, and presumably still is, 

the main reason for developing the formal languages of logic and 

mathematics as rnore exact and reliable vehicles for "logically 

correct" reasoning . These languages were developed on the basis 

of natural language in written form, and they are in fact used 

as very special, strictly regimented variants of written lan

guage (various forms of symbolic notation) . There are entirely 

explicit rules for the outer form and the interpretation of 

these symbol languages . Now, it is important to notice that 

very influential scholars in modern linguistics have borrowed 

largely from logic and mathematics their conceptions of what 

a language is (or should be). We have witnessed, in the last 

two decaåes , how linguists and philosophers have argued that 

natural languages are, after all, not that different from for

mal languages. In fact, the former should, according t o s ome 

currently popular doctrines, be amenable to just as exact chara

terizations as the latter. In our recent history, this argumen 

tation has been carried through in two steps. First, Chornsky 

(e . g. 1957) argued that the syntax of any natural language 

should be given in terms of an axiomatized finite system of 

rules capable of enumerating all and only the grammatical sen

tences of the language (cf. V.4 ). Later, Montague (1974) pro

posed that the semantics of a natural language be given in 

terms of a formalized, intensional logic . Thus, he declared 

programmatically : "I reject the contention that an important 

theoretical difference exists between formal and natural lan

guages " (197 4:188 ) . As we all know, Chomsky·s and Montague·s 

views h ave had a tremendous impact on modern ~inguistics . In 

view of the fact that formal languages are so dependent on writ

ing and written language, these currents in today·s mainstream 

linguistics have increased the written language bias . 
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VI I. 9. Semantic r epresentat ions 

A written sentence or text is static and atemporal. It is in 

principle simultaneously accessible in its entirety , although 

of course, its production and the single scannings in its per

ception are of course distributed in time and subject to time 

limitations on e.g. short term memory . The left-to-right orga

nization of a written sentence is spatial rather than temporal. 

It is typical, however , that linguists, and similarly (but per

haps less consistently) experts in philosophy , psycholinguistics, 

artificial intelligence etc, regard the various "linguistic re

presentations" (semantic, syntactic, phonological) of sentences 

and discourses as equally static and atemporal , no matter whether 

they are concerned with writing or speech. It seems to be tacit

ly assumed that what is true of a written sentence is also true 

of a spoken utterance, as if the distinction between sentences 

and non-sentence-like utterances were uncontroversial, and the 

transposition from one medium to the other unpr oblematic . 

It is commonplace to argue that the surface-syntactic structure 

of a sentence or utterance exhibits both linear structure (left

to right organization) and hierarchical phrase structure. The 

latter point is, however, rather debatable; it has not been 

proved that surface structures must have connex tree structures 

~ith single roots, lO ) and this of course holds a fortiori for 

spoken utterances. As regards the left-to - right organization , 

it reflects the temporal structure of the corresponding stream 

of speech behavior, but this fact is not incompatible with the 

contention that the linguistic structure is atemporal, i.e. (at 

some point in tirne ) simultaneously existing, and static. In 

fact, mest theories of speech performance assume that in produc

tion the linguistic structure (of the whole clause or sentence ) 

10) cf. Hetzron 1973, Hudson 1980 , Dahl 1980. 



is first constructed in its entirety and hence exists before it 

is executed in overt speech , and similarly this very same struc

ture is assume.d to be assembled at same point in time during 

the perception process. 

It seems, however, that at least some linguists and p sycholin

guists are becoming increasingly inclined to admit that spatial 

left-to- right dimension of the written sentence has a tempora l 

rather than a spatial counterpart in the spaken utterance, also 

as regards its linouistic organization. But this is usually 

applied only to (surface- ) syntactic and phonological struc

ture, not to semantic representations. The atemporality and 

staticness of the latter seems indisputable in the eyes of mast 

people; after all, many linguists have maintained that t he se

mantic representation of a sentence or utterance displays only 

hierarchical structure and no linear (left- to-right) organiza

tion. The question that now arises is: Is this really self

evident? Let me suggest a few reasons why it need not be t hat 

way . 

First of all, if we are willing to assign to the outer form of 

an utterance a temporally distributed linguistic structure, 

then we should do the same as regards semantic structure. After 

all, semantic structure and outer form are strong ly interrelated 

and are best considered two aspects of the same activity. Se

mantic structure may be thought of as consisting of various con

di tions or structure assignments on continuous mental activi

ties, i.e. the stream of consciousness, the flow of interpre

t ing activities accompanying either overt verbal behavior 

( utterances ) or covert behavior, i . e . the kind of thought that 

is heavily dependent on verbal means ( " thinking in words" ) . 

Thoughts and verbalizat ions arise, grow, get 80mpleted and dis 

appear with time, and semantic structure and outer form are 

aspects of this temporal process (cf. VII. 10 ) . Apart from these 

admittedly abstract characterizations , we can, furthermore, 

note that there are many se.~antic aspects, traditionally dis 

cussed i~ semantic theory, which seem naturally arnenable to a 
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characterization in terms of dynamic and temporally distributed 

dimensions; some examples are functional sentence pers p ective 

(FSP) , theme-rheme, background- focus etc . 

Now, linguistic structure is o f course something v ery abstract , 

and must not be equated with the behavioral processes themselves 

(VII.10). Therefore, it isa moot point whether this structure 

is ternporal as such; perhaps it would be a category mistake to 

argue in that vein . What rernains true, however, is that the pro

cesses which are subject to linguistic structure (and without 

which there would b e no language) , are temporally distributed, 

and this fact must be given due attention in our analysis. ll) 

In the production and comprehension of speech , the entire con

figurations of phonological, gramrnatical and semantic conditions 

corresponding to the "linguistic structure" of sentences and 

larger un i ts (i.e. units of the kinds that linguists generally 

conternplate) are presurnably not simultaneously attended to and/ 

or otherwise mentally available. Rather,they are subject to 

piecemeal processing . 

The reader should note that so far I have only discussed the 

semantic representaitons of utterances, i.e . the verbal means 

used in comrnunication processes . I will presently advert to 

the nature of the representations of knowledge, the memory 

models of discourse universes, that are built up, exploited , 

and altered in the comrnunication p r ocess . Could knowledge struc 

tures be considered atemporal and static, even if we admit that 

utterances · and though t processes are time - distributed and dymanic? 

11) I am not convinced that the ado~tion of a procedural seman
tics instead of, say , semantic networks and dependency trees 
makes any diffe r ence in this regard. On procedural semantics , 
se e.g. Johnson-Laird (1977). 
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VII.10. Knowle"dg·e structures 

In the fields of semantics, artificial intelligence and cogni 

tive science, an important theoretical issue cancerns the ways 

in which speakers store and use the knowledge that they need 

in order to communicate, and to perceive and understand language 

and the world. Schalars have assumed the existence of different 

types of knowledge structures, some termed "models", some de

picted as networks of propositi onal knowledge . Another distinc 

tion is that between procedural knowledge and declar ative know

l edge (Winograd 1975). However, it is far from clear what is 

actually implied with these distinctions . Johnson-Laird (1 980) 

wrestles with several of the basic issues and concludes, cont

rary to some other commentators (e.g. Pylyshyn 1973, Anderson 

1978), that there are indeed a few differences in the empirical 

implications of postulating mental rnodels as opposed to (merely) 

propositional knowledge. While propositional knowledge is 

supposed t o be language- like in character (discrete and digital 

rather than continuous and analogical) . 

"a model represents a state of affairs and accordingly its 
structure is not arbitrary like that of a propositional re
presentation, b ut plays a direct representational or analo
gical role. Its structure mirrors the relevant aspects of 
the corresponding state of affairs in the world". 

(Johnson-Laird 1980:98 ) 

Mental medels are not pictures (such a view leads to the well 

known absurdities of assuming an infinite nurnber of hornunculi) , 

but nevertheless they seem to be sorne kind of (abstract ) images . 

They allow the construction of subjectively (phenomenologically) 

accessible images, which are, among other things, a menable to 

mental transformations such as rotations and expansions (Cooper 

1975) . Kosslyn (1980) suggests that mental imagery draws on at 

least two codes , an analogical "surface image" code that arises 

from some kind of " deep structure" code (the nature of which 

is unknown) and a propositional code which contains information 

that can also be used in the process of generating mental images. 
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Cognitive science is a vital field, which shows a l.ively dis

cussion af theoretical and philosophica l issues, and it is af 

course impossible ta do justice here even ta the mast important 

arguments. However , a few reflections may be called for in the 

light af our own major topics. One cannot help observing that 

mast af the knowledge structures af the types postulated in 

artificial intelligence and cognitive science seem ta display 

same fundamental properties af written or pictorial represen

tation, cf. networks o r graphs with nodes containing proposi

tions, and analogical "mental medels" respectively. This in 

turn sugg ests an interpretation according ta which a knowledge 

structure is conceived af as a more ar less fixed , static and 

context- free object, which is e xploited in thinking and commu

nication, where various parts af it would be retrieved , dis

played , combined or otherwise manipulated, and finally perhaps 

t ransferred in communication (a s if communication were a kind 

of transportation of ready- made pieces af information, cf. X.l ) . 

The assumption af large-scale integrated coherent knowledge 

structures i s thoroughly unrealistic. It seems unlikely that we 

have ready-made medels af all (ar mast) of the various parts af 

the world that we are acquainted with. Our knowledge af any uni

verse of discourse has ta be fragmentary and flexible, so that 

it can be used in many ways and for different purposes . It seems 

impossible that any normal language user could have a stable me

del of , say , the goverrune nt a f the United States . The reaso n is 

that his knowledge i s by necessity multi-faceted and can there

fo r e be o r gani zed under many åifferent aspects. One could , e.g . , 

focus on the p r esent u.s . goverrunent in relation ta the previous 

ones o r possible alternative administ=ations, or one could think 

of U.S. goverrunents in general and their func tions. This in 

turn could be looked upon from different angles ; what status is 

allotted to the goverrunent by the constitution, and what are 

the actual roles played by the u.s . government in practice? The 

u.s. government may be seen in relatio n to foreign governments o r 

to the various sectors and layers of t he American society . One 

could campare the functions of the government as they are wi th 

what they should be, one could consider the staff as governmen

tal officiers o r as particular human beings etc . 
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There is an infinite set of different aspects, under which we 

can analyze reality and o rganize our knowledge of it. Human 

beings encounter an infinity of situations in life, which are 

all different with respect to which facts are possibly relevant, 

which are actually relevant, and, among these, which are essen

tial and which inessential (cf . Dreyfus 1972:168ff). In these 

situa tions people behave in ways which are usually orderly but 

not governed by well -defined rules. Nor can such intelligent 

behavior be explained by recourse to well-defined "models of 

the world", because any particular well-defined model, i.e. a 

specific organization of knowledge of a given section of the 

world, would be too unadaptable and too dependent on the pur

poses for which it was originally set up. 

The assurnption of integrated stable knowledge structures does 

not square with the openness of the human mind. It seems to 

underrate strongly the agent's reorganizing activities in re

call, association, verbalization and argumentative reasoning; 

the subject matter is exploited in a creative fashion and in 

constant interaction with the environment and the specific 

tasks to which the activities are oriented . No static model of 

the world could satisfy the needs of such an active subject. 

In fact, we could say with Dreyfus (1972:212) that human beings 

utilize not a model of the world but the world itself. 

It remains true, of course, that humans make use of memory

stored knowledge. It is also evident that there are various 

specific associations in this memory-stored knowledge, although 

the whole structure cannot be very stable and integrated. When 

we use our knowledge, only very limited parts can be attended 

to at one time. The stream of consciousness moves from fragment 

to fragment . Perhaps these fragments are what Cha fe (1979) 

called foci, which "are, in a sense, the basic units of memory " 

and " represent the amount of information to which a person can 

devote his central attention at a ny one time " (180) : 

"My guess at the moment is that people have in me.'llory a large 
number of foci involving knowledge of particular objects, 
events, and so on plus a relatively small number of princ i p 
les of coherence by these foc i can be organized into the lar 
ger units that appear in language as sentences . These prin
ciples of coherence have to do wi t h unity in terms of images, 
schemas , goals, and the like ". 

(Chafe 1979:176 ) 
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It rnay be objected that it rnight be possible, after all, ta 

~uild up a well-organized rnodel in at least certain cases, where 

the tasks dernand so, e.g. if one has ta read a certain text, 

rnemorize it and then later relate it. But again we are probably 

not faced with a very stable structure , like a chart, a picture 

o r a written text. Rather, our knowledge remains based an frag

ments ("foci"), but in addition we may have mernorized certain 

tricks that enable us ta go from one fragment ta the other in 

a certain more ar less fixed order. Thus, though our knowledge 

may consist only in local pointers (at a given place we know 

how ta proceed to the adjacent fragment), we rnay still be able 

ta follow consistently a specific path through the whole story. 

This path in rnernorizing and recall would then reflect the ternpo

ral organization af the discourse. 

Obviously, we cannot here make any atternpt at solving the pro

blems of what kinds of knowledge structures must be posited in 

cognitive psychology and artificial intelligence. Such an en

deavor is entirely beside our rnain point, which is merely tQ 

suggest t hat same tendencies in current thinking an knowledge 

structures are biased by the traditional written language focus. 

We often think of knowledge in terms of (more or less) atomic 

facts organized in charts, diagrams , pictures , lists, tables, 

networks etc. Such structures can only be produced if we are 

allowed to use paper and pencil, or, an a rnuch rnore sophisti

cated level, a cornputer. Cornputers represent a natural exten

sion of the applications of written langu age. They use written 

language rather than spaken language, and ta the extent that 

linguistic behavior has been sirnulated in artificial intelli

gence, it is not the dynamic social interaction in spaken d ia-
-- . 11a) 

logues that has been airned at . 

11a)It is true that there area few studies which attempt at 
dealing with "artificial intelligence a nd conversation " ar 
with simulations af dialogue exchanges (e.g . Al len & Perrault 
1980 , Perrault & Allen 1980). However, apart from those studies 
af natural spaken discourse which have not led to program for
mulation ar actual simulati on (and hence have nothing particu
lar in comrnon specifically with computer sciences) (e.g. Reich
man 1 978 ), it seerns that this work is entirely based an the 
medium of written language. The only property which it shares 
with spaken discourse, is the interactive character, the rela
tively bidirectional flow of questions and answers between 
systern and user . 
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Computers work with language and knowledge on a digital basis. 

Now, it cannot be denied, of course, that all (human or non

human) kinds of cognitive processing of sensory inputs seem to 

involve such things as selection, quantization (perhaps digita

lization), categorization, assimilation to schemas etc. Nor 

should we ignore the fact that our inability to observe direct

ly mental processes as such leaves us with the sele possibility 

of characterizing the processes in terms of their outcome (IV) 

But I would maintain that writing strongly reinforces these 

things and specializes them in certain directions. This has to 

do with important inherent limitations in the media . For example, 

the lack of a context must be compensated for in written texts 

and in cornputers. Humans constantly interact with their environ

ment during spaken communication, but computers have to have an 

internal medel of the environrnent with a very large, alrnost 

infinite amount of data ( " knowledge " ) stored. Computers do not 

get anything comparable with normal sensory input . It would 

therefore be preposterous to assume that computers c ould s i rnu

late the human condition in a veridical way (cf . Dreyfus 1972). 

With cornputers we can produce complex structures, pictures and 

lists, in which great amounts of richly structured elements can 

be integrated and systernatized. The products are preserved over 

time and can be surveyed, manipulated, adjusted and improved, 

reorganized in part- wholes etc,in principle without limits and 

without the interaction of oblivion and the lirnitations on nor

mal human attention . Are there any interesting analogies between 

this and the knowledge structures set up and used in oral commu

nication, where the linguistic products are fugitive, the spans 

of attention and short term memory limited, and the flow of i n 

coming signals and irnpressions of the social interaction vir 

tually endless? The "knowledge" invo l ved in the social inter

action of spaken dialogues is to a large extent practical know

how, skills of various kinds , and this crucially involves emo

tive and social (phatic) aspects, i.e. not only cognitive as 

pects such as intellectual knowledge of atomic facts . Is this 

at all amenable to simulation on digital computers? 
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In concluding this section, it would be fair to point out t hat 

the attitudes to knowledge that we have attributed to artificial 

intelligence and to the computer sciences in general, have a 

much wider societal basis than we have so far assumed. It seems 

to me that there is in our Western culture a ubiquitous tenden-

cy to concei ve of "knowledge" as something which has only objective 

referential aspects; we tend to look upon knowledge as facts, as 

fixed and stable pieces of information such as can be found in 

text-bocks, waiting there to be acquired and used , knowledge as 

something which is already complete and stored in archives and 

repositories . Such a conception of knowledge is very narrow. 

It leads to difficulty in explaining our abilities to combi ne 

basic elements in new ways and to apply them to new problems , 

and it does not take inte a ccount all the emotiv e, practical 

and social 12) aspects of our soci al interaction and, in gene-

ral, in our ways of dealing with our environment in a flexible, 

intelligent rnanner. Whatever the merits and limitations of this 

conception of knowledge are, it reflects the profound irnpact 

that the written language bias has had on our entire cul ture . 

12) On these "functions" , see § I X.2. 
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VII.il Semantic representations and thought orocesses 

"All the major figures responsible for the classical phrasing 
of linguistic relativity, Herder, Hurnboldt, Weisgerber, Trier, 
Cassirer, Sapir, and Whorf, erred in precisely the same way. 
Each , under the sway of the Western inclination to objecti
fy processes - an inclination characteristic of peoples who 
embrace alphabetic writing - has distinguished grammar 
(langue ) from speaking. Each has hypostatized a socially 
shared grammar and has assumed that grammar to be an object 
which each individual reproduces in his mind . Each in diffe
rent words and in different ways has claimed that mental lif e 
is identical to that grammatical object. The error of lin
guistic relativity does not lie so much in the claim that 
mental life has no independent existence outside of language, 
but that mental life is identical with language as an object 
rather than with language as a process". 

(Washabaugh 1980:210) 

For various reasons, one of them being the long-time insistence 

that linquistics must be an independent discipline with its own 

object of study (V .l ) , linguists and psycholinguists have been 

prone to postulate "mental objects" and "mental processes" 

that are claimed to be specifically "linguistic" in nature. 

Such an assumption appears to distort reality at several levels . 

For example, what a speaker produces when he constructs and 

executes an utterance is not a mental " linguistic" object (e.g. 

a plan) but a stream of phonetic behavior ("vocalizations" ) 

such that it meets certain conditions defined by its expression 

plan ( "outer form", cf. Linell 1980). When a listener perceives, 

say, a word, he does not perceive a linguistic (phonological or 

whatever ) form, e.g. a string of phonemes, but he perceives a 

section o f someone's phonetic behavior as a word , i.e. as a 

stretch of behavior that is conventionally associated with a 

set of semantic, grammatical and phonological conditions. Si 

milarly, when someone understands an utterance, he does not 

construct a semantic representation for the linguistic ex

pression involved, but he uses semantics as clues in the search 

for an interpretation in the environment, in his inner world or 

in both (cf. VII.3-5 ) . 
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Furthermore , it seems to rne that rnany versions of informatio n 

processing psychology, a~tificial intelligence etc easily l e ed 

to the hypothesis that mental operations are carried out in 

"the language of semantic representations 11 (or deep structures, 

transformations) , that thinking consists in the application of 

semantic procedures etc. For example, thi s view is articulated 

in Fodor~s "The language of thought" (1976 ) . lJ) Such a view 

may easily force us to accept a strong version af t he Sapi r / 

Whorf-hypothesis, something which must be regarded as a rather 

unfortunate consequence. It is of course irnpossible to discuss 

the enormous problem of the relatio ns between language and 

thought here, but it ma y be rernarked t hat our traditional t heo

ry of linguistic rules as conditions on behaviot 4~eerns to make 

a more natural and plausible alternative available. Rules are 

not p r ocesses but conditions on communicative behavior and 

o t her kinds of behavior such as perceptual exploration, irnage

ry, problem-solving etc (cf . VII I .4). Thinking is undoubtedly 

a f o rm af very language-dependent (internal ) behavior , and as 

such it may follow, or be subject to, semantic rule s of various 

kinds, but it does not consist in t he manipulation of purely 

"linguistic" sernantic representations. The latter view would 

turn language i nta a cornpletely self-conta ined system without 

any basic relation t o the physical and social wor ld . 

13) 

14) 

For critical discussion , see Olse~ 1979, Fort escue 1979, as 
we ll as the now classical critique af cognitive simulation 
a nd artificial intel ligence in Dreyfus 1972. see also 
Winograd~ s (198 0) reor ientation. 

Thus , ~ . g ., a . sentence is an abstract entit y consisting af 
a conf1gurat1on of grammatical conditions (that may or may 
not be met by specific stretches of speech o r wr itt en 
lang~a~e (VI .1). Phonological str ucture is seen as phonetic 
cond1t1ons on the stream af voc alizations (VIII .4 ) . Similar
ly, in § VII.9 semantics is descr:bed as conditions on mental 
activities. 
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VI I I. PHONOLOGY 

'There is , incidentally, nothing particularly surprising 
about the fact that conventional orthography is, as these 
examples suggest, a near optimal system for the lexical re
presentation of English words. The fundamental principle of 
orthography is that phonetic variation is not indicated where 
it is predictable by general rule' 

(Chomsky & Halle 1968:49) 

VII I.l. Phonological structure 

Phonetic behavior and the resulting acoustic signals are conti

nuous dynamic phenornena . The various phonetic gestures involved 

in speech production overlap and have no abrupt onsets and off 

sets . Yet it is generally assumed that phonological structures 

(phonological forms, phonological representations) underlying 

speech consist of linear sequences of discrete, static segments . 

This irnplies that phonological structures would be structurally 

similar to strings of alphabetic letters. Such letters are in 

fact used as phonological notation. 

The use of alphabetic writing as the rnetalanguage of phonology 

is something which rnay be assumed to have a signif icant irnpact 

on our theories of phonological structure. Before going on to 

a discussion of this matter, we should notice, however, that 

not only the abstract, underlying phonological s t ructure of 

words is notated by means of discrete g raphic symbols . We also 

use rnore "concrete " representations of the pronunciations of 

words and utterances, so- called (narrow) phonetic representa 

tions , which ar e likewise couched in a (rnodified) letter nota 

tion . This rneans, in all probability, that our view r egarding 

phonetic structure is also i nfluenced by the outer f orm of 

this wr itten metalanguage. In any case, it would be utterly 

naive to b e lieve that phonetic transcriptions, no matter how 

"narrow" they are , are some kind of mechanically computable, 

"ob jective" representations (or reflections) of the phonetic 

signals. On the contrary, they are the result of a conventional 
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transformation of speech into writing, and we need have access 

to implicit (conventional ) rules in order to be able to convert 

them "back " into speech. It seems probable, says Ladefoged 

(1967:52), "that our lack of knowledge of what we are doing 

when we make phonetic transcriptions is actually hampering our 

own work as descriptive linguists". 

The phonemic principle and the idea of the double articulation 

of spoken language a re probably historically dependent on the 

existence of alphabetic writing. Thus, if the continuous and 

varying stream of behavior has to be notated in writing, there 

arises a need for an economic set of discrete signs, e.g. letters 

or other symbols ( such as pictures ). Therefore , a practical no

tationa l systern presupposes an analysis in terms of segments of 

some sort . The next step in the argumentation implies that these 

segrnental units are not only workable units of analysis , t hey 

are in fact inherent properties of the subject matter; hence 

phonologists discovered that there were in fact segments under

lying overt behavior . 

It would be stupid t o deny that the idea of underlying segments 

has some kind of basis in speech proåuction and perception. 

First o f all , the drive towards categorization applies to the 

perception of speech as well .. For this and other reasons patterns 

and routines are developed also in speech production; the same 

motor elements tend to be used in the articulation of all words 

in the language. There is substantial evidence for units like 

syllables, syllabic constituents (onse t s , nuc lei, offsets), vo

wels and consonan ts a s units of production; common slips of the 

tongue (such as) soictlv streaking for strictly speaking, strunc

tion and fucture for structure and function , lawn drawn for line 

drawn are but one type of evidence. Never theless, it is no doubt 

true that writing and the abil ity to read and write enhance 

our experience of speech as being composed of segments. What is 

at stake here is not the general idea that vowels and consonants 

are components of speech, but rather the much stronger hypothesis 

inherent in most phonological theories, i.e. that the phono

logical structure of a word is just a linear sequence of non

overlapping segments. Fowler forrnulates the basic point of this 
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"strong segment theory" like this: 

"Segments in a planned sequence are discre-:e in the sense 
that (abstractly stated) , their boundaries are straight 
lines perpendicular to the time axis, so that the terminus 
of one segment is the beginning of the next segment". 

(Fowler 198 0:116) 

According to mainstream phonological theory , each segment is a 

bundle of simultaneous features. Such a segment sequence is a 

basically spatial (rather than temporal ) organization of thing 

like phonological units arranged in a before- after sequence ana

logous to the left-right sequences of conventional orthography 

and conventional phonetic notation. In an extreme version, this 

theory excludes the possibility that suprasegmental features 

and syllable structure are phonologically significant. l) 

If the phonologist's view of phonetic struc t ure is influenced 

by the pe rspective formed by alphabetic writing, this is true 

of the layman' s t hinking about speech to an even greater extent. 

Aside from the fact that sounds {phonemes) and letters are hope

lessly mixed up in the linguistic thinking of mest laymen, it 

is clear that writing distorts our phonetic intuition and make 

us deaf to certain phonetic realities, notably those which have 

1) Note that some analysts want to break down contour tones and 
intonational contours inte sequences of static level tones 
(cf. Woo 1969, Hill 1958, Pike 1945) . In general, there is 
a tendency among phonologists to p r e fer segrnent - based solu
tions. In segmental phonolgy one may perhaps also discern a 
slight bias towards analyses which assign distinctivity to 
consonants rather than vowels; thus, "secondary " characte
ristics of vowels such as nasa l ization, palatalization, and 
pharyngealization, are of t e n deri ved from unåerlying conso
nantal co ntrasts rather than treated as prosodic fea t ure s of 
sequences of sy l lables or vowels . (An extreme exarnple is pro
vided by Kuipers (1962) who ascribes no vowel contrasts at 
all to the Kabardian language) . One should then note that 
alphabetic symbol systems are usually more powerful in re
presen ting consonants than vowels . Semitic writing systems 
are an obvious example . 
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no counterpart in common orthography . For example, phonetically 

untrained listeners do not hear the difference in aspirati on 

between the E.: s of peak vs ·speak, nor do they hear the vowel 

murmur after the stop in a stop-liquid initial cluster in e.g . 

please and prayed (which makes them almost homophonous in cer

tain speaking styles with police a n d parade). Furthermore, the 

relative inability to perceive prosodic phenornena is another 

case in point . One rnay also rnention the wide-spread belief that 

words are regularly separated by silent intervals (pauses) in 

speech, in analogy with the empty spaces of written texts; ac 

tually such pauses are relatively infrequent , which can be seen 

at any registration of the acoustic signal. 

Literacy rnay conceivably have effects on speakers' implicit 

understanding of other aspects of phonology too, e . g . rnorpho

?honology. 2 ) There is sorne evidence from various psycholinguis

tic experiments (recall of nonsense forms, cf. Myerson 1975) 

that subjects who can read and write English well and thus are 

sufficiently acquainted with English orthography tend to asso 

ciate pairwise such heterogeneous vowels as English [al] - [rJ , 
[{]] - [ej , [€1] - [ae] etc. Young children, on the o t her hand , seem 

t o base similarity judgme nts on phonetic properties (as demon

strated in spontaneously invented spellings, Read 1971). To the 

extent that these r esults hold true in general , the reason for 

adult speakers' associations is of course the fact that single 

vowel letters are used in English orthography to designate pair

wise quite different vowels, i.e. i for [alJ and [I], ~ for [el] 
and [ae] etc. 3 ) 

2) Morphophonology is bes t treated as part of morphology rather 
than phonology (Li nell 1979a ) , but this is something which we 
can ignore in this context. 

3) The same o rthographic principles are applied even in the quasi
phonetic transcription of rnany cormnon English dictionaries, 
where e.g. the pr onunciations (.äl, ~] etc are given as 
(r, ä) etc. 
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Let us now return to our main theme, the contention that the 

idea of double articulation derives some of its motivation from 

alphabetic writing. It seems to me that this hypothesis receives 

a certain arnount of confirrnation from the recent history of the 

theory of the sign l anguages of the deaf. Ear lier, many people 

in the field seem to have argued that signed languages are not 

doubly articulated (Healy 1973 ) . However, later on some scho

lars (e . g. Stokoe 1960, 1972 ) "discovered" that they did in 

fact display double articulation. This discovery seems to have 

been connected with the invention of discrete written symbols 

to represent the movement components of gestures (cherernes ) . 4 l 

When the medium of representation required an analysis in terms 

of such distinctive features, the theory that these features do 

in fact exist as inherent parts of the subject matter was 

irnmediately naturally at hand. 

Some of the insights of phonological theory, e.g. as regards 

the capacity for rneaning differentiation inherent in different 

sound gestalts, has been implicit in linguistic thinking for 

centuries, even rnilennia. In fact , the developrnent of alpha

betic writing presupposed some kind of phonological analysis 

of speecl::. Also, the practical goals, for which phonology 

has proved necessary, are largely connected with the need for 

devising alphabets for new languages. This shows up clearly in 

the practice of American descriptivists following Boas, Sapir 

and Bloomfield; P ike gav e his book 'Phonemics ' (1947) the sub

title 'A technique for reducing languages to writing' . It rnay 

well be that even contemporary phonological theory is rnore 

suitable for investigating optimal orthographies than for dis

covering the structure of spoken language . 

4 ) Cf. also Birdwhistell ~ s (197 0) analysis of gestures and bodi
l y rnovements in general in no rmal hearing subjects. Bird
whistell tries t o isolate elernentsof behavior, called k ine
~, in analogy with phonemes. 
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VIII.2 L' image acoustique 

So far I have identified only one of the ways in which the 

written language bias has entered phonology, i . e. through alpha

betic notations used for phonetic transcription. However, there 

is at least one more avenue by which the written medium has in

fluenced phonological thinking, viz. through the theories of 

perception . 

Given that phonological structure is ascribed some kind of 

psychological validity, it is reasonable to argue that the pho

nological structure of words is postulated or constructed by 

language users on the basis of the sensory information avail

able about acoustic signals. The phonological form of, say, a 

word is seen as a representation of the phonetic signal, as a 

structure which is perceptually deter:nined. Instead of repre

sentation, other terms have been used, e.g . sound image, mental 

imaginary counterpart of a sound (Lautvorstellung) , or in 

Saussure's words image acoustique. 

Behind these nations lurks an old theory of speech perception . 

This theory was in its turn modelled on traditional theories of 

visual perception, according to which we form mental images, 

inner pictures , of what we see around us . In short, the theory 

implies that we do not see the outer reality "directly" hut we 

see a picture of it. One of the arguments for such a theory has 

been that we can see the same stimulus conf iguration in diffe

rent ways~ we form, as it were, different pictures of it. (After 

all, the eye does form retinal images ) . Such theories are fraught 

with difficulties; among other things, they lead t o infinite re

gressions (who is it that looks at the inner image?) . In today's 

thinking about perception they are being abandoned in favor of 

theories of "direct" perception, according to which the per

ceiving a g ent actively searches for and reinterprets patterns 

i nte stimulus configurations (Neisser 1976) . 
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What is important, however, is that the theories of visual 

perception involving mental images were clearly inspired by the 

existence of real images and pictures, i.e. static thing-like 

representations on stone, wood, leather or paper. Such pictures 

may be more or less close to what they represent; at any rate, 

they may depict the same fragment of reality in different ways. 

It therefore seemed quite natural to explain our ability to per

ceive reality in different ways, under d i fferent aspects, by 

assuming that we form different mental images of it. This type 

of theory was later transferred to the area of auditive percep

tion as well. The same phonetic behavior may be perceived in 

different ways, e.g . by speakers of different languages, and 

t his could be explained by assuming the existence of different 

ways of forming mental images, i.e. phonological representa

tions, of the phonetic behavior involved. Again, we see how our 

picture (sic~) of reality is dependent on our experience of 

written texts and pictorial representations. 

It might be added here that a careful analysis of the concept 

of phonological form shows that an interpretation in terms of 

sound images is unacceptable on several grou nds. This in no 

way amounts to denying that our knowledge of the phonological 

structure of speech is perceptual i n origin. However, we need 

not end up wi th a theory tha t implies tha t we hear percepts, or 

phonological forms, rather than the actual phonetic signal s 

themselves: we do hear phonetic events, but we hear them as 

something particular, under certain aspects . The most important 

aspect implies that the phonetic signals are heard as instances 

of meaningful communicative behavior in a certain natural lan

guage (Linell 1982a ) . 
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VII I.3 Phonological rules 

It tock linguists a very long time to admit unequivocally that 

letters and sounds (phonemes) were two quite distinct things. 

Howe ver, one may still ask the question whether the ties between 

the two have been definitely cut off or not. Modern phonology 

thinks of phonological representations as referring to mental 

things, i.e. mental counterparts of sounds, auditiv e images o r 

the like, which are assumed to exist "prior to" the phonetic be

havior (VIII .2). Phonological rules , which, by the way, are 

often assumed to be isomorphic to p uta tive performance processes 

(VIII.4 ) , are depicted as substitution processes applied to 

these mental objects . In the allophonic rule of (1), ene thing 

([~] l {~}---? ~/ ~- f is substituted for another (/m/ or / n /) , 

just as ene symbol on paper (<m)) is replaced by another ( < ri;J) ) • 

(cf. Bailey 1979). (Such a formulation in terms of discrete re

placements is particularly inadequate as regards "concrete" rules 

of hypo- and hyperarticulation, where the variations in pronun

ciation a re gradual rather than absolute (Linell 1979a:l88ff) ) . 

In general, ene may say that phonologists abstract totally from 

t h e time-distributed nature of the phonetic signal and perform 

t heir analysis of phonological structure as if they were indeed 

concerned with nothing but strings of graphic symbols. Once the 

phonetic data have been transcribed, they have taken on all the 

characteristics of the metalinguistic notation; they have been 

~ransformed in the minds of the linguists. 

One cannot help noting that the concept of phonological rule 

must be given a rather odd interpretatio n in (orthodox) genera 

tive phono l ogy (e.g. Chomsky & Halle 1968, Postal 1968). Accoråingto 

t raditional phonology 7 the most reasonable interpretation of the 

nation "phonological (or phonetic ) rule" would be something l ike 

"rule for the language-specific expl oitation of certain phonetic 

mechanisms"; thus, a phonological rule covers a reg ularity in 

the pho netic behavio r pertaining to a specific language or dia

l ect . Such rules are related to habits o f behavior, which are 

par tly subject to implicit norms of behavior. These rules are 
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socially given and socially shared, which means that they are 

also socially acquired; the individual speaker learns the rules 

by inspecting and analyzing other people's behavior. However, 

in modern generative phonology we are faced with s omething en

tirely different . There, phonological rules are part of large 

systems of opaque S) rules operating on vary abstract under

lying forms according to extrinsic ordering restrictions (see 

Chomsky & Halle 1968, and for critical discussion Linell 1979a) 

Al though the outputs of the whole derivations of such a system 

may be seen as conditions or rules for phonetic behavior, 

neither the underlying forms nor the specific generative rules 

as such may be construed as norms of p honetic behavior. While 

linguistic rules in the traditional sense must be learnable 

(c f . above), it seems inconceivable that a generative phonolo

gical rule system could be acquired by social learning. This 

point has been raised as a fundamental critique of the whole 

theory (e.g. by Derwing 1973), but Chomsky draws an entirely 

different conclusion; he assumes the who le system to be partly 

derived from very specific innate structures of the human mind 

(or brain). Furthermore, rules are interpreted as mental (and 

presumably causally efficient) processes, which again is some 

thing completely different from norms of behavi or . (This view6 ) 

is implicit in most of generative psycholinguistics, but i t i s 

rnost clearly spelled out in Katz 1964). 

5 ) An opaque r ule has a range o f application which cannot be 
abstracted fro m a mere inspectio n o f surface phon etic 
strings. Fora mere technical discussion, see Kiparsky 1973 . 

6 ) The same kind of reasoning (to b e applied here ) is also a p p 
l icabl e to o ther t ypes o f generative-linguistic rules, e . g . 
tra nsfo rmations in s y ntax. 
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However, upon closer consideration it turns out that generative

phonological rules may in fact be assigned an interpretation 

which is by and large "rules or norms for behavior". But then we 

are no longer concerned with t h e original object of study , i.e . , 

phonetic behavior in speech corrununication. Instead, we are dea 

ling with meta-rules in the sense of "norms for the linguist-s 

analysis". Note that Chomsky derived his notion of rule from 

mathematics; a mathematical rule essentially states the condi

tions under which a given string of symbols may be rewritten as 

another string of symbols . This is also true of generative-lin

guistic rules. In fact, a phonological rule amounts precisely 

to a norm for the phonologist-s behavior as he is practising lin

guistic analysis; thus, rule (1 ) says that under certain condi

tions strings like / mf/ or / nf / may be substituted for , or re

written (by the phonologist), as /~f/ , or the other way around, 

under certain conditions /~f/ may be analyzed (by the phonologist) 

as one of the underlying strings / mf/ or / nf/ . Here we see how 

the whole theory is dependent on the written metalanguage; gene

rative phonological rules state norms for how the (orthodox) 

phonologist may translate a given string of written symbols into 

another such string within the framework of a rewriting system 

that generates phonetic transcriptions, which in turn are de

vices by which the structure of phonetic behavior has been con

verted into writing . 
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VIII.4 The relation between phonology and phonetics 

Current t heor ies of s ound structure assume that there are two 

different, pur portedl y real modes of existence of speech s ounds , 

i.e. the phonological string s of discrete, static and context

free segments, and the continuous, dynamic, phonetic behavior. 

(Note, however, that also the latter phonetic behavior is con

v entionally transcribed in discrete letter notation (VIII.l )) . 

This necessarily generates a nurnbe r of problems for the theo

ries of speech production and perception; How should these t wo 

seerningly c o ntrary conceptions be reconciled? What role do 

phonological forms play in s peech performance? These issues 

have been extensively dealt with elsewhere, e . g . in Linel l 

(1982a), and I will t herefore confine myself to a few brief 

statements here. 

According t o the standard v iew the phonetic processes of speech 

production a re essenti ally coarticulatory . This means, in sho r t , 

that s tring s of discrete, static segments (conceived of as same 

kind of rnentally r ea l things) are c oarticulated in such a way 

that a dy namically varying continuum a rises (e.g . Daniloff & 

Hammarberg 1973 , Hammarberg 1976 , Kent & Minifie 1977) . The pho

netic manifestati on pr ecess is characterized as "the assigrunent 

of phonetic effects to p honological causes " (Hammarberg:356 ) , 

or as a "conversion " o r " translation" o f phonological f eatures 

to "a rticulator y trans i tians" (Ken t & Minifie : 131) 7
> • As 

Fowler et al (1980) hav e poin ted out, t his rneans t hat speech pro

duction irnplies a destruction of the clear-cut phonologica l 

structure, which turns inte " an impoverished acoustic signal ". 

Co nversely , the process of speech perception involves the re

construction of the p honological form on the basis of a pur-

7) "Translation theories " of speech communication wil l be 
discussed in § IX.l 
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portedly "defec tive " signal . It seems to me that well-known val

ues are reflected in such statements. The spaken signal is de

fective and me ssy, whi l e t he underlying phonological structure 

is as neat a s a string of graphic symbols ! 

This type of theory with its conception of the relationship be 

tween "menta l " phonology and "physio l ogical-physical " phonetics 

cr eates a nurnber of pseudo- problems, and it refuses to take pho 

netic behavior at fac e value , as something which is in fact or 

derly and s t ruc tured , a l though not structured in precisely the 

way that the "strong s egment theory " (cf. VII I .1 ) predicts. 

There appears to be evidence , from speech error s and elsewhere, 

that vowels and consona nts , syllables and syllabic constituents , 

words and parts of words (stems, affixes) are, or may be , phone

tic units. Furthermore, we can observe various prosodic pheno

mena having a suprasegmental and holistic character (cf . V.4). 

These properties are l argely language- specific, and may there

fore aptly be thought of as "the phonological structure" of the 

language involved. But this does not force us to imagine phono

logical units as same kind of "mental things " which get converted 

inta behavior . That would entail a very problematic " translation 

theory" of speech communication (IX . l) 

Rather, we should prefer another metaphor. Phonetic behavior is 

a stream of continuous vocal behavior, and the phonological struc

ture may be seen as conditions on , or modulations, on a carrier 

wave of vocalizations (see Linell 1982a ). The brain (or, if you 

will, the mind) is constantly active , and the perception of a 

certain stimulus pattern ~ a particular linguistic utterance 

(with specific phonological, grammatical a nd semantic properties ) 

would involve inducing a certain change (increase and modifica

tion) of the patterns of activity. Such modulations would pre

sumably result from a complex interplay between input stimuli 

and internally generated constraints (expectations , structural 
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guesses) . 8
> In the latter phenomenon we can identify the role of 

linguistic stru cture: 

"In the processing of speech, the function of lexical, s y n
tactic, and phonological structures is that of constraints: 
they reduce the number of potential guesses available for 
the identification of the acoustic s peech input." 

(Sajavaara 1980:9 ) 

8) In today~s jargon: the process is both data- dr i v en and con
ceptually driven . 
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IX, LINGUISTIC COMMUNICATION 

IX.l , Communication as transoortation of messages 

We have seen that linguists like to think of linguistic items 

as having fixed and stable properties, among other things inert, 

literal meanings. This way of looking at linguistic phenomena 

as objects is coupled with a very popular model of linguistic 

comrnunication, i.e. the one which portrays the communication 

process as the conveyance of a message, or, in other words, 

same kind of transportation of a certain, fixed message from 

the speaker to the listener, a transfer of given thoughts and 

feelings as if these thoughts and feelings were independent of 

and prior to the "encoding " and "decoding " processes in comrnuni

cation. 

This view is associated with the metaphor that meanings are 

objects (VII.1): 

"Meanings are objects. 
Linguistic expressions are objects. 
Linguistic expressions have meanings (in them). 
In communication, a speaker sends a fixed meaning to a 
hearer via the linguistic expression associated with that 
meaning . 

On this account it is possible to objectively say what 
you mean, and communication failures are matters of sub
jective errors: since the meanings are object i vely righ~ 
there in the words, either you didn 't use the right words 
to say what you meant or you were misunderstood." 

(Lakoff & Johnson 1980:206) 

The view that comrnunica~ion is basically a transfer or trans

portation of fixed messages shows up in many disguises, under 

several different but related rnetaphors . One such rnetaphor is 

involved in "the bucket theory" of meaning : 1 ) 

1) Osgood derives this metaphor from Malinowski (1949). Of 
course, Malinowski strongly opposed the theory of rneaning 
unåerlying it . 
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"Words, l ike little buckets, are assumed to pick up their 
loads of meaning in one person ' s mind, carry them across 
the intervening space, and dump them inta the mind of 
another" 

(Osgood 1979 :213) 

Common to this and many other theories of linguistic communica

tion is the view that wor ds , sentences, and other .expr essions 

are c ontainers loaded with meaning (content); words are, in 

other words, meaning-full (sic!). Reddy , in an interesting 

paper (1979), treats the matter under the name of the conduit 

metaphor, a frame of thinking which implies t hat: 

"(1) language functions like a conduit , transfer ring 
thoughts bodily from one person t o another; (2 ) in 
writing and speak ing, people insert their thoughts 
and feelings in t he words; (3 ) words accomplish the 
transfer by containing the thoughts o r f eelings and 
conveying them to others; and (4) in listening o r 
reading , people extract the thoughts and feelings 
once again from t he words ." 

(Reddy 1979 : 290) 

Reddy points out that the conduit metaphor underlies many common 

English way s of talking about linguistic communication; it is 

deeply r ooted in our (Standard Average European) culture and 

hence very difficult to free oneself from. Here are a few ex

pressions that show how we have conventionally and inadvertent

ly become accustomed to the conduit metaphor i n our everyda y 

language: 2 ) 

(1) Try to get your thoughts across better. 

(2) Whenever you have a good i dea practice capturing it in words. 

(3) Try t o pac k mor e thoughts into fewer words. 

(4) The lines may rhyme, but they are empty of both meaning and 

feeling. 

2) See Reddy (op.cit.) for many more examples . 
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(5) Can you actually extract coherent ideas from that prose? 

(6) He writes sentences in such a way as to seal up the 

meaning in them. 

(7) His words carrv little in the way of recognizable meaning. 

(8) Please pay attention to what's there in the words. 

Another metaphor for basically the same perspective on linguis

tic comrnunication is one which is particularly farniliar to lin

guists, psycholinguists and cornrnunication theorists; it con

strues the cornmunication process as a series of recodings, or 

rnechanical translations, of the same message with a certain 

fixed meaning. Accordingly, this has been termed the translation 

theory of speech cornrnunication (Garrett 1975, Linell 1982a). In 

short , the theory says this. For some reason, a speaker comes 

up with a certain "idea" or "thought" which he wants to communi

cate to sorneone else . This "message" is therefore encoded in 

the speaker's brain into, say, patterns of neural activity which 

travel along nerve paths down to the various speech organs, 

where the message is translated or recoded into articulatory 

movements, which in turn give rise to a new form of representa

tion, i.e . acoustic sound waves. These waves c onvey the message 

to the hearing organs of a listener, and there it is translated 

again into new codes . After a number of additional recodings, 

the message is finally regained in approximately its original 

form, when it reaches the listener ' s brain or mind. 

The theory just sketched is obviously inspired by Shannon and 

Weaver ' s classical model of technical information transfer. It 

recurs in alrnost every introductory textbook on linguistics or 

speech cornrnunication (e . g . Denes & Pinson 1963) . I have given 

it couched in basically physical terms, but essentially the 

same type of translation-theoretical approach permeates generat

ive psy~holinguistics, where,instead, scholars prefer to tal k 

about abstract mental representations corresponäing to the con

structs of linguistic competence theory. Thus, the message is 

there automatically processed through a series of purportedly 
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"linguistically significant" representations. For example, the 

production processes may be explained as a linear sequence of 

translations of the same utterance via representations such as 

the following: 

? ~Semantic 
representation 

(e.g. l 
Deep-structural~ •.• ~Shallow- ~,., --7 
representation structural 

representation 

Surface-
structural Phonetic 

~ representati~n '' --? representation PHONETIC SIGNAL 

Exactly what "stages" a re included in this series of transla

tions naturally depends on the particular theory espoused. But 

the general outline is the same; although early ("remote") re

?resentations may be very different from late ( "superficial") 

representations, they still "represent" the same message unit 

(usually a sentence, § VI.1) with the same fixed meaning. The 

pr ocess of perception and comprehension would, at least accord

ing to the mest naive theories, be essentially a translation 

in. the reverse direc~ion . 

Proponents of such medels of speech communication naturally 

admit that the whole process may be disturbed by "noise" in 

several ways. But the idealizeå version of the medel clearly 

implies that one and the same fixed message gets across without 

distortion. If we assume that this medel is reasonably adequate, 

then it follows that we should concentrate our efforts of lin

guistic analysis on studying the message at that particular 

stage, where it is mest easily accessed, i.e. in the observable 

products (the phonetic behavior) . It is thus assumed that the 

meaning of what is said can be gained sirnply by applying a lin

guistically correct analysis to these linguistic products . This 

is the view of the autonomous linguistic message once again . 



Two exarnples of translation- theoretical rnodels in psycho

linguistics and phonetics . 

THE SPEE CH CHAIN 

llMGUISTIC lfVEL l'HYSIOLOGtC.A.I. lfV' L ACOUSTIC lEVEl ~YSQOGICAL I.Ml 

USTlNfl 

UNGWSTIC Lf'VEL 

Fig. /.I Tht Spuch Chain: Jlu difft rtnl formr in U'hich a (ptJÅ'tn mruur:' t .usts 1n its f"n.t:.rrss juur. titt mind u/ tht spnJÅtr lo t}u minJ of tht listm". 

( from Denes : ?inse~ 1963:4) 

SEMANTIC REPRESENTATION 

r--- - UNOERLYING SYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION ' -----------~---------' 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

'--------1 LEXICAL INSERTlON 

I 
' ,------ TRANSFORMATI ONAL RULES 

1 '------~-------' 
I 
I 
I 

?HONOLOGICAL RULES 

. I 
I 
I 
I 

SURFACE SYNTACTIC REPRESENTATION !-------' 

I I 
I f L ___ _ __ _,,-------'------, 

L ------- PHONETIC REPRESENTATION..._ _____ ___, 

SPEECHWAVE 

'' A possi b l e infor~ati o~- flo~ cod e l of s peech ) r oducti o= '' 

(from 8oo?er 1980 : 298) 
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The translation model is a thoroughly misleading and inadequate 

model as applied to speech communication in face-to-face inter

action. It grossly underestimates the complexity of the social 

interplay between speaker and listener, and of their interaction 

with the surrounding situation: 

"This model of conununication objectif ies meaning in a mis
leading and dehumanizing fashion. It influences us to talk 
and think about thoughts as if they had the same kind of 
external, intersubjective reality as lampsand tables. " 

(Reddy 197 9: 308 l 

Translation models are inadequate for all sorts of meaningful 

conununication between human beings; contrary to what these models 

suggest, we always take inta consideration the productive and 

interpretive activities of senders and receivers 31 situated in 

social contexts. However, it seems that the conduit or trans

lation metahpors are less inaccurate as applied to communication 

by written messages. Indeed, it is obvious that the whole frame 

o f thinking is inspired by such communication; someone writes a 

letter or a book, sends it away to an addressee/receiver (or a 

gr oup of receivers), who will read it. The written text has to 

be relatively explicit and relatively autonomous in various ways. 

Although the reader too must rely on various expectations and 

background knowledge, he is normally strongly guided by the text 

in his interpretive activities. Thus, the whole process reminds 

us to same extent of a mechanical transfer or transportation of 

a message . 41 

The reasons why this model cannot be exploited in the explana

tion of spaken dialogues are many. Mast of them have already 

been discussed . Let me sum up a few points . 

3 ) Note that the terms " sender" and "receiver" themselves 
belong to the framework of the conduit metaphor . 

4) The same holds for comrnunication between man and computer , 
which should be seen as an extension of comrnunication by 
written language. 
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First, the situational interpreations relevant ta speaker and 

listener are never equal ta the linguistic meaning associated 

with the utterance itself; any interpretati on goes beyond the 

linguistic meaning which in itself is vague and allusive (VII.1,5). 

Secondly, there is no complete linguistic meaning nor any fully 

deve l oped i ntended interpretation in the mind af the speaker 

before the utterance has been compiled and its outer form has 

been determined; many aspects af meaning are the result af the 

ver balization process itself (Linell, forthc . ), and same inter

pretations are clearly discovered only after the verbal i zat ion 

(VII.5). 

Thirdly, there are no uniquely correct situational interpreta

tions; both speaker and list ener may, e . g. vary in their depths 

of intention and understanding (VII.5) . Any interpretation is 

in pr inciple inherently negotiable and extendable, i.e . there 

are no fixed rneanings being transferred in cornmunication. 

IX .2. The functions af language 

Linguists tend ta have rather definite preferences for certain 

theories of linguistic meaning and cornmunication, as we have 

seen. Attached ta these theories are cer tain implicit evalua

tions of which cornmunicative functions are mast irnportant and 

mast characteristic of language . 

In this broad overview we may distinguish between functions 

along three different dimensions . First of all, one should 

single out the dialogic functions in social interaction from 

the monologic functions in thinking and other kinds af intra

indi vidual cornmunication. This point will be further discussed 

in IX.3 - 4. It may be recalled that the conditions on wr itten 

cornmuuication are such that both cornmunicating parties may be 

said ta use language in a monologic fashion. 

Secondly, it is possible to focus on the different interacting 
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factors of the cornmunication process and discern the following 

four aspects: 

a) focussing on the sender: the expressive functions. What is 

cornmunicated is, under this aspect, seen as expressions of 

the sender's beliefs, views, feelings, attitudes, volitions, 

needs etc. Naturall y, same of these are unconscious to the 

sender and thus not intended by him. 

bl focussing on the receiver: the evocative functions. Cornmu

nication is here seen as directed towards evoking certain 

reactions on the receiver's part . What is conveyed serves 

to make him perceive or understand something, have certain 

feelings and attitudes, or perform a certain action. 

c) focussing on the subject matter, i . e. on the imaginary or 

objective reality that the message refers to:the referen

tial functions. We are then concerned with how cornmunica

tion is used to refer and describe , to analyze, argue 

about1 and explain things in the world. 

d) focussing on the relation between sender and receiver: the 

social functions. From this point of view cornmunication 

serves to establish and maintain social contact between 

the cornmunicating parties. A great deal of oral discourse 

takes place simply because social situations and conven

tions require it, perhaps because one feels obliged to 

avoid an embarrassing silence . Same speak of the phatic 

function of language (Malinowski 1949:315) . 

Thirdly, we shall relate communication to different psychologi

cal dimensions of the communicating parties. There seem to be 

at least three different aspects: 

a) the cognitive functions which have to do with knowledge, 

beliefs, and intellectual understanding. From the express

ive point of view communication may be seen as expressing 

the views and beliefs of the sender , and in an evocative 

perspective communication is viewed as directed towards 
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arousing beliefs, conveying information a nd bringing 

about understanding. Since cognitive activities always 

have some "intenti onal objects " - they alway s "are about" 

something in the world that the parties believe or want 

each other to believe - the cognitive and referential 

functions are hea~ily intertwined and are seldom kept 

p r operly distinct. 

bl the emotive functi ons ; in c ornrnunication t he sender ex

presses his feelings , attitudes, emotions and desires, 

and this may also evoke the corresponding states and 

activities i n the receiver. 

cl the practical functions; much cornrnunication is used for 

guiding the behavior of the receiver, i.e. the messages 

are conveyed in the hope of arousing a readiness in the 

receiver to act in certain ways. For obvious reasons , 

p r actical and evocative functions often go together. But 

the sender may also use language for the purpose of 

planning and guiding his own actions; in that case lan

guage is used monologically , and the sender simultaneous

ly plays the part of receiver . 

Most linguistic messages are multifunctional, although many are 

specia lized in various ways so as to stress certain particular 

aspects. However, the actual state of affairs is rather in

adequately reflected in mest theor i es of linguistic meaning, 

which are very much focussed upon the cognitive and referential 

aspects. These are the properties which are most independent of 

particular sender s and receivers , and the medium of written com

munication very strongly emphasi z es precisely these aspects. The 

aim behind certain types of texts is very much to describe 

real ity as explicitly as possible and to display the lines of 

argumentation as clear ly as possible (III . 1). The ideal is often 

to pur sue descripti on , explanation and argumentation in such a 

way that they appear to be independent of the views of the 

author (cf . legal and scientific texts). 
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In spite of the fact that such objectives are t y pical of certain 

forms of written conununication, there is also a wide-spr~ad 

belief that language in general is primarily directed towards 

the cognitive and referential functions of conununication. 

All this means that little attention is paid to those functions 

which often dominate in face-to-face interaction. That is, the 

expressive, evocative and social functions, i.e. those which are 

directly related to the communicating s ubjects, tend to be 

neglected, and the same holds for the emotive and practical 

aspects, as opposed to the cognitive side. Notice that these 

functions arequite dependent on the context at large, on non

ve rbal communication and prosody (cf. VI. 2) . 

We only need to take a short look at comtemporary work in lin

guistic semantics to see that only cognitive and referential 

functions are really considered to be of fundamental linguistic 

importance. This is , as was just pointed out, in full agreement 

with the written language bias. It also squares well with the 

ernphasis on individuals and monologues rather than social inter

actions and dialogues that is typical of much of Arnerican psycho

logy and linguistics, and perhaps of Western culture in generals). 

American academic psychology has always had a distinct bias 

towards individual psychology. This is also true of psycho

linguistics , both the variant inspired by generative linguistics 

and the more recent information processing theories in "cognitive 

science". One may also recall Chomsky's view t hat language is 

primarily a means for the expression of thought. The utilization 

of language in communicative dialogues is to Chomsky more or 

less an accidental phenomenon (Chomsky 1975:56 ff.). Thus, 

language is consistently seen as a means for storing, represent

ing, transmitting (transporting) knowledge, not as an ingredient 

5) Cf. MacLuhan (1965). See also § III.l. 
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in people's social interaction. Since writing is monological 

rather than dialogical, this is exactly what we should expect. 

Among those schalars who have thought deeply about the written 

language perspective in our Western culture is Walter Ong. Here 

are two ?ertinent passages: 

"Because our concept of what words are is so tied up with 
a feeling for words as written or printed, a basic diffi
culty in thinking about words today is our tendency to 
regard them largely or chiefly o r ideally as records." 

"Once we can get over our chirographic-typographic squint 
here, we can see that the word in its original habitat of 
sound, which is still its native habitat, is not a record 
at all. The word is something that happens, an event in 
the world of sounds through which the mind is enabled to 
relate actuality to itself. To understand more fully what 
this implies, we must examine in some detail what an oral
aural culture in general is like." 

(Ong 1974:167- 8) 

The functions of words in oral cultures are of course very much 

emotive and practical. As an additional point, which is not 

merely a curiosity, one might note here that "primitive " 

cultures often regard speech as magic . Words have a magical 

function; one can bring al::out things by the spell of words; 

nature and other people may be changed (Ong op.cit.:168 - 9). 
'-

"Primitive man cornrnonly feels that one can use words to 
hurt people as one can use an arrow o r spear : hence 
various magic formulas." 

(Ong 1974:168) 

Since literate culture so strongly deemphasizes the magical 

aspects (excepts for certain obvious cases such as rituals and 

other ' performative ' uses), we seem to have become blind t o 

these as?ects of oral communication . After all, people still 

frequently exploit the magic of words, in attempts at enticing, 

flattering, offending , hurting etc. There is always an element 

of magic in (true, full- blown) communication , especially in 
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face-to-face interaction, when a speaker - by means of words and 

non-verbal signals - makes things happen with the listener, when 

he induces thoughts, images, feelings, moods,and volitions in 

the listener's mind . Moreover, if we turn to children's play 

with words, we can see the indissolvable relation between lan

guage and social and physical reality. In (symbolic) play 

children pretend that things happen , they make things happen in 

the concrete world of play., and this they bring about by the 

mere use of words (Strömqvist 1980). 

IX.3. Thought and expression: Content and form 

Translation theories of linguistic communication suggest a 

separation between the content and the expression of the lin

guistic message. Early in the process of utterance production 

we find the thoughts and "representations" which directly encode 

or are even equal to the content of the message, and only later 

the whole message gets transformed inta phonetic behavior; the 

message1 and its meaning, is given an outer form. The comprehen

sion process is essentially the reverse; the listener starts 

with the expression and ends up with the content. These 

theories are legion in the overwhelming majority of bocks and 

articles dealing with utterance production and perception within 

modern psycholinguistics, but the general ways of thinking are 

old; the theory of utterance production just sketched may be 

associated with, among others, Wilhelm Wundt (Gardiner 1932, 

Blumenthal 1970). 

There are three elements in the philosophy underlying trans

lation theories af utterance p r oduction (and comprehension) that 

are worth discussing in this context: 
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a) the thesis that speech, or linguistic products in general , 

are nothing but expressions of thoughts and ideas, 

b) the thesis that content and form may be ripped apart as two 

independentphenomena, 

c) the thesis that messages and their meanings or interpreta

tions are mental entities, i.e. things existing in the 

inner world of our minds (though they presumably have 

physical substrates in our brains). 

Although these theses are interrelated, we shall here deal with 

them separately. 

It is a popular conviction that the process of saying some

thing meaningful involves two steps; first the speaker comes 

up with and elaborates an idea or thought, and then he expresses 

t hi s idea linguistically in a verbal utterance. As a genera l 

theory o~discourseproduction, this is wrong, however, because 

speaker s elaborate their messages through t he verbalization 

process itself, i.e. form and content are created simultaneous 

ly. On the other hand, there are of course cases when speakers 

have prepared their utterances carefully and when they in fact 

express ideas that have been conceived in advance. An academic 

lecture or a solemn speech are good examples . In fact , the 

''translation theory" (IX. 1) of discourse production is part 

and parcel of classical rhetoric, which analyzes the whole 

process into the discovery and arrangement of ideas ("invention, 

d isposition") , the discovery of appropriate expressions ( "elo

cution"), and then the memorization and actual delive r y o f t he 

speech (e.g. Beaugrande & Dressler 198 1 :15). But the most 

obvious application of the theory under consideration concerns 

the expression of mes s ages in writing. Many final written 

products are very well prepared, and they may appear t o be 

quite careful and explicit expressions of consciously intended 

messages. ~et, not even t h ese meticulous ly compiled texts 

"contain" t heir interpretations (cf. VII. 6)) . The study of 

such written products may lead the scholar's think ing onto 
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wrong paths. He may forget that he is only analyzing the final 

product of a long series of trials and errors, in which the 

author only gradually managed to elaborate his points adequate

ly. 

A more serious error is commited by the linguist , if he believes 

that the mere analysis of final written products could provide 

a theory of how thought and language interact in spaken dis

course. It is simply misleading to regard speech only as "the 

use of articulate sound-symbols for the expression of thought" 

(Gardiner 1975:17} . This theory was criticized earlier in§ VI:1, 

when I discussed the traditional definition of the sentence as 

"the expression of a complete thought" . In face- to - face inter

act i ons we do not find so much of the expression of cornplete 

thoughts (cf. quotation from Gardiner in § VI.l} . On the one 

hand , thoughts are elaborated and accornplished through, not 

before, the interaction.on the other hand, we must not put 

ernphasis only on the intellectual side of language; in addition 

to the referential and cognitive aspects , we have the expressive, 

evocative , social, emotive and practical aspects which often 

dominate in spaken dialogues (IX.2). 

Our second point is one which has already been touched upon in 

§ IX.l; thoughts and meanings are often assumed to exist prior 

to, as it were independent of, the linguistic expressions that 

encode them in communication . In other words, t hought and lan

guage are considered to be autonomous and mutually independent 

in a sense; meanings can be discussed in isolation from their 

corresponding expressions, the same meanings can be expressed in 

in many ways and in entirely different languages, and, converse

l y , the same linguistic expression can be used with entirely 

different meanings. Laoguage, in t he sense of an expressio n 

system, is assurned to be an autonomous, uncontroversial "outer 

form"; linguistic expressions are seen as containers, empty by 

themselves but in various communicatio n situatio ns filled with 

content to be transmitted . Thus , this fits the translation o r 

transportation metaphors in communication theory (IX.l ) . 
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It is quite obvious that the theory just sketched is extreme 

and unacceptable also in the eyes of most linguists, who do, 

after all, admit a relation of "solidarity " between the form 

and content of linguis tic signs. Nevertheless, it lurks behind 

many popular descriptions in lin guistic textbooks; we have seen 

that, e .g. , translation theori es of conununication are legion 

there. It is fascinating to speculate over the historical 

origins of thes e ideas. It seems to me that one possible 

source may in fact be found in linguists' traditional work 

with translations between various languages. The ideal here is 

of course to keep the content constant over different languages; 

linguistic expressions would then seem to be only the outer 

appearance. However, translators and interpreters of course 

know that, in practice, translations are never semantically 

identical. Translation is a creative reformulation with clear 

effects on the content. Yet, for various reasons the assurnp

tions of autonomy are more motivated as far as written language 

is concerned . If we consider spoken dialogues with its be

wildering richness of signals, impulses, stimuli and responses, 

intentions and expectations that are partly private and partly 

rnutually shared and mutually ascribed to one 's interlocutor, 

then it seems that the idea of semantically equivalent express 

ions is very far-fetched indeed . Meanings and interpretations 

are created through the activities of verbalization and social 

interaction themselves. 

I have argued that the written language bias in linguistics has 

promoted the idea of an autonomy of language. However, we have 

seen that this idea occurs in two rather dif ferent forms which 

seem to lead up to a serious contradition. On the one hand , 

we have just seen that arguments have been roade for the 

aut onomy of linguistic expression with respect to linguistic 

meaning (and vice versa). On the other hand , we found in 

§ VIII . 10 that the iåea of language as an autonomous and 

primary force in mental life has engendered the hypothesis of 

linguistic determinism , which in fact assumes the link between 

expression and meaning to be very stable and rigid indeed . Thus, 
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these ideas seem to be entirely inconsistent. However, attempts 

have been made, e . g. in generative linguistics, to reconcile 

the two opposing views. Thus, this theory assumes, on the one 

hand, that linguistic expressions as surface structures are 

very indirectly related to thought and meaning (the autonomy 

of linguistic expressions), while, on the other hand, deep 

structures, or semantic representations, are very closely 

related to thinking (which amounts to a specific variant of 

linguistic determinism) . The thesis o f the autonomy and inde

pendence of language is therefore taken to an extreme in 

Chomskyan linguistics (cf. also V:S-6, X) . 

The third main point of this section is the idea that meanings 

are mental things in the minds of language users. In VIII .3 

I suggested how such a conclusion may be arrived at . That is , 

the argument there was concerned with images that had to do 

with expressions (sound images) , but similar arguments can be 

made as regards meaning. The philosophical problems would also 

be much the same. 

The "intentional objects" of thoughts and verbal utterances, 

i.e. that which we think or talk about, are, after all, usually 

extralinguistic phenomena in the physical and/ or social reality 

around us. For example, if someone t~inks of o r talks about Sig 

Ben in London, then it is the "real" Big Ben which is the inten

tional object, not an image of Big Ben or any o ther mental 

object in the speaker's mind. It is another matter that any 

given speaker at any given occasion must talk about Big Ben 

under a certain aspect, which means that the speaker always 

"contributes " something to the way he thinks or talks about it6). 

On the face of it, t he most puzzling phenomenon about thinking 

and talking may be the fact that we can use non- existing things 

6) The distinction between the distal stimulus and the proxi
mal stimulus in the theory of perception (c f . e.g. Fodor 
1976:55) seems parallel to this distinction between "the 
referent" and "the (same) referent under a certain aspect". 
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as intentional objects. Suppose we think about a unicorn; where 

is the intentional object o f such a cognitive act? Some may be 

tempted to answer that the unicorn is a mental thing that exists 

in the subject's mind. However, in my view this leads to un

solvable problems. The only reasonable answer is that, to the 

best of our knowledge, no real counterpart of such an inten

tional object exists. In other words, our question was wrong ly 

put. This is not to deny that the act of thinking is real enough, 

or that we have a subjective experience of seeing a unicorn in 

our "inner eye". The important thing is to distinguish between 

acts of thinking and speaking (and conditions, schemas, back

ground knowledge etc involved in such acts) , and the intentional 

objects of these activities; the latter may be objectively non

existing just as an image according to optical theory may be 

only virtual. 

IX.4. Social and individual aspects of language. 

It is characteristic of Wundt and a long tradition in linguistics 

(IX.1) that the direct associations between thinking and meaning, 

on the one hand, and linguistic form on the other are c u t off. 

Thoughts are assumed to exist independent of and prior to lan

guage; first we think and o rganize meaning, then we speak and 

transfer the rnessage! But this is not the only unfortunate 

separation in traditional linguistic philosophy; another separa

tion, inherent in e.g. Saussure's distinctio n between language 

and parole, is chat between t he social and i ndiv idual aspects 

of language and i ts use: 

"En sepa~ant la langue de la parole, on separe du rnerne 
coup: 1 ce qui est s ocial de ce qui est individuel; 
20 ce qui est essentie l de ce qui est accessoire et 
plus o u moins accidentel." 

(Saussure 1964 :30) 

In this theory , "language stands in oppositio n t o u tterance in 

the same way as does that whi ch is socia l to tha t which i s ind i-
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vidual" (Volosinov 1973: 60 ). On the one hand, we have the social 

system of stable signs, i . e. la langue, on the other hand we 

have the individual's use o f this language, which is then con

ceived of as a more l ess accidental use of ready-made units, 

i.e. words and phrases with fixed meanings. 

Such a theory is entirely inadequate as a background for under

standing spaken dialogues. Communication in normal speech situ

ations is an inherently social enterprise, a complex interaction 

in which the various moves of the agents involved can never be 

understood from a purely individual perspective. Nor can the 

social aspects be entirely relegated to the domain of prefabri

cated social rules (la langue and the like) . Speakers and 

l isteners participate in social interaction, and so do writers 

and readers, although in a . much less conspicuous way . In fact, 

i f we consider written communication, Saussure's attempt to 

derive the social / individual distinction from the underlying 

differences between language and the use of language, becomes 

much more natural. Both writer and reader normally work alone, 

thus seemingly performing individual (monologic) activities, 

and in doing so, they apply the rules of a language syst em that 

is socially shared and normatively standardized to a greater 

extent than is the case in speech communication. Thus, Saussure ' s 

abstract objectivism7 ) (as regards his conception of la langue) 

7) Volosinov (1973) act.ually i .dentifies two rather different 
t rends in West e r n philosophy of l anguage . One is the above
mentioned abstract objecti vism (language a s a stable, immo-
bile system of normatively identical fo rms which are pre-
sented to the individual user as ready-made signs) , which has 
no doubt been the most orominent ~radition. The other one is 
individualistic subjectlvism , which Volosinov associates with 
Humboldt , Vossler , Leo Spitzer, Croce and others . This tradi
tion looks upon language as acti vity, as an unceas ing p rocess 
of creation realized in individual soeech acts . This tradit i on 
thus puts emphasis on the novelty of- eac h indi v i dual speaker's 
emotions, thoughts, irnpulses , a mbitions, intentions etc . It 
seerns to me that the focus on the ind i vidual ' s creativity and 
on his mental activities is achieved very much at the cost of 
ignoring the social inter action in dialogues . Ultirnately , 
Vossler ' s approach owes a lotto stilistics, r hetoric, the 
ana lys i s of belles lettres etc. and these disciplines have been 
mainly concerned with the monologic use of language, i.e . with 
artistic, very elaborated and elegant , consciously and rneticu
lously planned utterances and texts . Such linguistic products 
a r e after all more typical of written communication than spon
taneous soeech. Thus, even this t=adition turns out to be rooted 
in the anålysis of writt en language . 
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and his view of linguistic performance reflect a bias towards 

written language, in spite of his own ardent defense of the 

primacy of spoken language (see V.2). 

IX .5. Semiotics 

Semiotics is usually defined as the study of signs. Communi

cation is necessarily based on various forms of signing and 

signalling, and semiotics is therefore, at least potentially, 

of vital interest for communication theory. 

It is customary .and appropriate to distinguish between the Euro

pean tradition of semiotics founded by Saussure and an American 

variant going back to Ch.S. Peirce. Saussurean semiotics (or 

semiology, as his term was) has been deliberately based on 

structuralist models of language structure. It is therefore no 

wonder that this kind of approach to communication is strongly 

ly biased by the written language perspective in linguistics. 

What is perhaps most characteristic of Saussurean semiotics is 

the conception of a sign as an association of two thing - like 

phenomena, expression and content . The linguistic sign, we r e

call, was construed as a more or less stable combination of a 

mental representation of the sound signal (image acoustique) 

anda "concept", and the latter is also a mectal representation 

of some kind. This seems to be a generalization at a somewhat 

more abstract level of how linguistic expression and meaning 

are sometimes represented in the written medium; the expression 

is g iven as a g raphic word (or a combination of such words), 

and the meaning is portrayed, if possible, as a picture of the 

thing .(s) meant. 

The philosophical diff iculties inherent in the theory of mental 

representations and images have already been alluded to. But 

there are other features of Saussurean semiotics which are 
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rather unsatisfactory, e specially when applied to comrnunication 

through face-to -face interaction . The most obvious flaw is t he 

neglect of thecomrnunicators, the sender and the listener. Where

as American semiotics does comprise also the pragmatic dimension, 

Saussurean serniotics does not really tackle the problems of 

dynamic interact ion in comrnunication. It is an approach which 

entirely focusses on the underlying system of signs, and this 

is never sufficient if we want to understand comrnunication, i.e. 

t he use of signs for various purposes in different situations. 

Accordingly , classical European semiotics tends to describe 

comrnunication as an exchange of various stable signs (cf. com

munication as a transportation of fixed messagesl . 

To be sure, there are semiotic approaches which are less tied 

to extreme structuralism. As we have already noted , Peirce ' s 

pragmatist semiotics seems better equipped to tackl e the inter

play of signs and symbols in face-to-face comrnunication. Unlike 

Saussurean semiotics it is not an extens i on of linguistic modes 

of analysis, but is based on more behaviorally o riented tradi

tions in American philosophy. 

There are also some modern semioticians in Europe who have 

realized that utterances, texts o r human acts in general cannot 

be ascribed unique and stable meanings . Thus, Julia Kristeva 

(1969) stresses the manifoldnes s of interpret ations; she p r efers 

to ana lyze texts in terms of a c ts a nd p r ocesses , or , more p r e 

cisely , in terms of meaning-creating activities. The p r oduction 

and assignrnent of meanings must be seen as praxis; the c o mrnuni

cating parties wo r k with the c r eation of meanings and inter

p r etations in the production of situated, (partially ) shared 

understandings, they do not sirnply function as passive sources 

and goals for a transportation of messages . 
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X. LANGUAGE ACQUISITION 

Our theories of language acquisition will naturally be dependent 

on what theories we have of language structure and language use. 

Accordingly, if we think of language as an autonomous structure 

which is relatively independentof other sign systems (non-verbal 

comrnunication) and situational contexts, then we do not expect, 

of course, that the properties of language co~ld be explained 

by reference to such phenomena. Exactly this predicament charac

terizes some structuralist approaches to language acquisition; 

they look at the ontogenesis of language as something which re 

quires very special explanations, i.e . explanatory principles 

which are good only for language. Let me illustrate this by 

calling attention to some features of the theories of two great 

structuralists , Roman Jakobson and Noam Chomsky. 

X.l . Phonological develooment 

Roman Jakobson is famous for, among other things, his very clear

out distinction between prephonological articulatory and per

ceptual developments in the child, which, in his opinion, has 

nothing to do with language, and phonological development, which 

is part of language acquisition. Thus, Jakobson argues that 

babbling is relatively unstructured, that it contains all sorts 

of phonetic effects, and that it has no relation whatsoever to 

the later phonological development . The latter, on the other 

hand, exhibits a universally valid structure in that children 

develop phonemic constrasts in very regular ways, from the mest 

primitive system of just two or three units to the full - blown 

system of the adult language. Whereas phonological development 

is concerned with the acquisiti on of the distinctive features 

of the symbolic system, i.e . language, babbling has no such 

functions at all. 

From a semiotic point of view, the distinction between phono-
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logical distinctive functions and the more or less continuous 

voc al behavior of babbling seems absol ute. However, it may 

easily be wrongly stated , and it has de facto served to make 

linguists less eager to look at the structure of babbling. In 

fac t, the child's phonetic ach i evements in the babbling period 

and the early stages of language acquisition are not unrelated. 

Babbling is not completely chaotic; rather it displays pre

ferences for certain phone tic structures, at many points those 

which J a kobson predicted should appear early in the phonologi

cal deve lopment (Oller et al 1 976). MacNeilage (1979:30) 

observes: 

"From this viewpoint the child's first words can be seen 
as, at least partially , a matter of choosing from the 
babbling repertoire a set of approximations to adult word 
forms" 

If, furthermore, we want t o investigate young children ' s ways 

of phonetically distinguis hing recognizable words belonging to 

the language they are surrounded by, then it turns out to be 

impossible to observe the early stages of phonological develop

ment that Jakobson postulated , since children have a consi

derable repertory of phonetic units , and hence many poten tially 

phonemic distinctions, already at t he stage when they have a 

vocabulary of say 25-30 words , i . e . at the earliest point in 

time that it is possible to perform any phonologi cal systema

tization . On the other hand, some more primitive stages i n the 

phonetic development may be obse rved in babbling . Thus, the 

development from prephonological t o phonological stages is 

gradual rather than absolute . 

Moreover, Jakobson's neglect of babbling and other early vocal 

and non-vocal behaviors is unfortunate, since such behavior has 

important ernotive , social, evocative and expressive functions . 

These are functions which are still dominant, as the child 

goes on to develop language . If we want a comprehensive per

spective on the child ' s conununication capacities, the develop

ment from p relinguistic to linguistic means of conununication 

is gradual and far from linguistically uninteresting . Instead, 
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we can see that the isolation of language as a communication 

system that is considered to be absolutely unique tout court 

is a reflection of the linguist's tradition of considering main

ly or only the cognitive and referential functions in communica

tion (IX. 2) . 

X.2. The innate faculty of language 

Since the mid 1970 ' s there has been a vigorous movement in child 

language studies attempting to look for sources and similarities 

of spoken utterances and speech acts in the non- verbal communi

cative acts that occur very early in the child's life and de

velop into more and more diversified forms of interaction as 

the child grows older. Schalars (e.g. Werner & Kaplan 1963, 

Bruner 1975, Greenfield & Smith 1976, Bates et al 1979) have 

been able to show that there are interesting relationships 

between the non- verbal acts preceding language acquisition and 

the later cornrnunicative acts that comprise both verbal and non

verbal aspects . This applies both to the action-theoretical 

status (functions) of singular acts and to their internal seman

tic and formal structures. Certain fundamental features of syn

tactic organization seem to reflect properties of basic action 

patterns; Bruner has argued in this vei n with regard to both 

the topic-comment structure and the role structure o f sentences 

("role" in the sense of Fillmore's deep case or the like ) . 

Thus, the scientific approaches just mentio ned serve to establish 

connections between language and various non- verbal communica 

tion systems . This goes agai nst traditional linguistic views 

that assign an absol utely unique position t o language. Perhaps 

the most extreme structuralist view in this regard is Chomsky's 

flat denial that there are any interesting relations at all 

between language and rnore "primitive " s ymbol systems (e.g. 

Chornsky 1968 :70 ff.) . Chomsky's position, however, i s quite 

logical, given the long - time goa l of establishing linguistics 
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as an independent discipline with a purportedly well - def i ned 

object of study, i.e. language as an autonomous system. Chomsky 

in fact ascribes to the ideal speaker's language a very intricate 

structure , such as could be realistically described only by a 

generative transformational g rammar. If language users have in

deed "internalized" such grammars, t hen it seems inconceivable, 

says Chomsky, that all of this could be explained as develop

ments of non-verbal symbol systems. Accordingly, Chomsky hypo

thesizes that man has an innate highly specialized capacity for 

language, a v ery specific faculty (faculte de langage) indep en

dent of other faculties of the mind . That is, he postulates a 

biological basis for language in a way that precludes the possi 

bility of deriving properties of linguistic capacities from 

other cognitive abilities and social skills. This metaphysics 

i s unfortunate at two levels. For one thing, the postulation of 

a specific capacity for only language is ad hoc and therefore 

methodologically i nferior in that it persuades linguists not to 

seek for deeper explanations (Derwing 1973:63 ff.). Secondly , 

it is in fact at least partly urunotivated on empirical grounds, 

because the above-mentioned research on child language seems to 

show that there are lots of signif i cant relationships between 

non- verbal and verbal means of comrnunication . However, all this 

presupposes that we really explore inta the dynamic interaction 

of spaken discourse. This is something that generative linguis

tics does not do . As we have seen (IX.2) Chomsky even argues 

that comrnunication is an accidental p r operty of the use of l an

guage ! 
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XI. LINGUISTIC VARIATION 

In any society, but particularly so in a modern industrialized 

society with a lot of professional specialization, there is a 

great deal of linguistic variation. First of all , there are of 

course the overall differences between written and spoken lan

guage. In addition, however, there are many kinds of variations 

within the range of written language and, in particular, with

in the range of spoken varieties . The written language bias in 

linguistics has several kinds of repercussions on the lin

guists' ways of handling this variation. On the one h and , the 

fundamental attitude was for a ver y long time one of ignoring 

the variations (XI.1). On the other hand, to the extent that 

different varieties are indeed attended to, one finds certain 

characteristic evaluations of them that are clearly reminiscent 

of t he long tradition o f considering standard written language 

as the only proper, correct language (XI.2). 

XI , I, The neglect of linguistic variation 

After all, linguists h a ve rnost often worked with rnade-up lin

guistic examples (usually written word forms and sentences) 

applying their linguistic intuition for grarnrnaticality etc to 

them. To the extent that the analyses have been based on 

corpuses of language actually used for cornmunication, the data 

have until rather recently been drawn almost exclusively from 

written texts . Mos t of the linguistic variation of spoken 

language was therefore never attended to in any systernatic 

fashion. The p revailing attitudes were neglect and ignorance. 

One cornmon att itude among linguists is, or was until recently , 

to regard the linguistic variation in speech as more or less 

chaotic and devoid of any interesting and "linguistically sig

nificant" regularities. After all, language was conceived o f 

as the s y stern of underlying context- indepenåent invariants, 

and the norms underlying invariants are based mainly on 
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written language. The linguists' attitudes towards variation are 

(or were) characterized by a lack of attention and interest; all 

variation, at least if it is not derivable from structural 

factors (so- called combinatory variation), is (or was) termed 

"free" and described, if at all, by "optional rules", which are 

assumed to apply in an essentially random fashion; hence, no 

regular patterns are generated. 

Moreo·ver, it is customary to ascribe variations in speech to 

"linguistically irrelevant" factors such as lack of knowledge 

(on the part of speakers and listeners), shifts of attention, 

fatigue, memory limitati ons and other disturbing factors in 

face-to-face interaction. Accordingly, one arrives at a pre

judiced view of what normal spoken language is like. Research 

into child language and "baby talk" (the speech of adults 

directed towards children) has shown in recent years that 

Chomsky's description of the child's predicament is highl y in

accurate: 

"Thus, it is clear that the language each person acquires 
is a rich and complex construction hopelessly under
determined by the fragmentary evidence avai lable ." 

(Chomsky 1975 :1 0) 

"Knowledge arises on the basis of very scattered and in
adequate data and ... there are uniformities in what is 
learned that are in no way uni~uely determined by the 
data itself." 

(Chomsky 1966 : 65) 

"A consideration of the character of the grammar that is 
acquired, the degenerate qualitv and narrowlv limited 
extent of the available data , t he striking uniformity o f 
the resulting g rammars, and their independence of intel
ligence, motivation , and emotional state, over wide rang es 
o f variation, leave little hooe that much of the structure 
of the language can be learned by an o rganism initially 
uninformed as to its general character." 

(Chomsky 1965:58 ) 11 

1) The emphasis is mine (PL). Note that Chomsky makes the highly 
implausible assumption t hat the child internalizes something 
like a generative transformational grammar when it acquires 
its language. For cri tical disc uss i on , see Derwi ng (1973), 
Line ll (1979), and references the=e. 
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It is true that language use isheterogeneous in rnany ways~ But 

it is still orderly and structured, and a considerable arnount 

of t he regularities are conventional and specific for the lan

guage involved and its varieties. Linguistic "perforrnance " may 

seern chaotic, but rnost aspects of reali ty do so as long as they 

have not been systematically investigated. In fact, a great 

deal of variation in speech perforrnance is regular and patterned; 

the different variants are systematically favored or disfavored 

by various contextual factors (linguistic-structural , psycho

logical, social, cultural etc.). In recent years s uch facts 

have been unearthed by proponents of s o - called variational 

linguistics, who have analyzed phenornena as different as normal 

dialectal variation (Labov 1969, Ceder gren & Sankoff 1974 ), 

pidgins and creole languages (DeCamp 1971), and variation in 

the interlanguages of second- language learners (Bickerton 1971, 

Hyltenstarn 1978). 

The fact that variations in linguistic perforrnance are usually 

ignored by linguists and psychologists may also lead to an im

plicit assurnption that the existing variations are not too 

extensive after all; one assumes that speakers, listeners and 

readers a re very much alike as regards what they can produce, 

perceiv e and understand , and what strategies and l inguistic 

operations they apply in performance. In the psychology of 

language use and reading we find many moåels of utterance 

productio n, utterance cornprehension, and reading with univer

salistic p r etentions . It is hoped that one can construct medels 

of utterance planning , reading etc that are more or less in

dependent of all the var y ing goals and expectations of dif feren~ 

communication situations. Contrary to what such general medels 

suggest, it seems likely that a great deal of our use of lan

guage and linguistic knowleåge is task- oriented; looking for a 

nurnber in the phone book and reading a poem by Wordsworth are, 

after all , quite different activities. Ev eryåay small talk and 

academic d iscussions on complicated topics are in many ways 

rather different in character . Therefore, it remains to be seen 

what the c omrnon components of linguistic processing, if any, are . 
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However , linguistic performance does not only vary with the 

different communicative tasks. It also depends on the linguistic 

habits and knowledge of the persons involved . Here again a common 

attitude among psycholinguists and phoneticians is that all 

speakers and listeners behave in roughly the s ame way. Therefore, 

linguists andphoneticians are ver y often satisfied with using 

only a few subjects in their experiments. It seerns to rne that 

we are encouraged to consider this a safe strategy, because as 

linguists we entertain certain views of language and language 

users . Language is assurned to be a rnonolithic, stable and horno

geneous systern, and normal language users are assumed to share 

this systern to a great extent (V: 5). However, we would need a 

lot more of differential phonetics and psycholingui stics before 

we can safely state that native language users are indeed alike 

in their speaking, listening and reading strategies. 

XJ.2 , The depreciation of spoken vernaculars 

"After sorne time the idealized speaker-hearer of 
generative grammar was recognized as a well-known 
but rather special kind of citizen: the acadernic 
professional , writing (and thinking) in a highly 
standardized rnonological prestige language" 

(Telernan 1980:335) 

The next point concerns the ways in which spoken and written 

var ieties are evaluated with regard to correctness and social 

status. Therefore we shall return to the theme of § III . 3, the 

traditionally high status of written standards in most societal 

contexts, and the ways in which this has influenced scientific 

~hinking in linguistics. 

The linguistic situation of many societies is best characterized 

in terms of diglossia (Ferguson 1959) , the existe nc e of two 

languages or linguistic varieties having different status . There 

is a high status language used in official contexts , such as 
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legislation and jurisdiction, administration, higher education, 

religious services. This language is primarily used in writing, 

and if or when it is u sed in speaking, it is typically in sit u

ations where one reads aloud messages which exist beforehand 

in written f orm . This language i s sometimes quite remote from 

the living spaken language of everyday life (different grammar 

and vocabulary, different functions). The latter everyday l an

guage is typically a low status language . It nay be used in 

writing too, but, if so, primarily in non-official and non

f o rmal c ontexts, such as personal letters , fo lk literature, 

popular newspapers etc. In some cases the written high status 

language is partly archaic and based on f eatures which are 

considered part of an ancient cultural heritage. A good example 

would be Greek kat h arevusa , the l iterary and constitutional 

l anguage of Greece, largely based on previous forms o f literary 

Greek. Until recently (1976), this was the of:icial language of 

Greece, i n spite of the fact t hat for a long time dhimot iki wa s 

the only language naturally used by the rnajority of the people. 

Incidentally , one may note that the literal translation of 

katharevusa would be "pure language", while dhirnotiki is "the 

people's language". 

Even i n societies where diglossia is not so salient at a first 

glance, rnost people usually r egard spoken ver~aculars as worth 

less, as being less correct and less efficient than written 

language. What is characteristic o f spaken la~guage is often 

regarded as deviations from "proper langua ge ", and proper us age 

is again that wh ich is p r escribed by written standards . A typical 

statemenc (abouc Swedish) would be : 

"Man säger längre än mig , men egentligen heter det längre 
än jag " (trans.: We say taller than me, but actually i t 
should b e taller than I) 

Thus, the implici t norms of spoken language are often s imply in

correcc i n t he ears of the public. Similarly, variants which 

deviate grossly from national standard languages, e . g. ver y 

strong "accents" (highly "deviant " geographica l and / o r s ocial 
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dialects) and child language, are sirnply considered downright 

wrong. These variants alrnost always lack written counterparts. 2 ) 

An interesting case in point is the interpretations given to 

Basil Bernstein's concepts of "elaborate code" and "restricted 

code". I arn not going to discuss all the interpretations which 

have been rnade, justifiably or (mast often) unjustifiably , in 

the debate initiated by Bernstein , but there are certain re

current features which deserves rnention. First of all , the 

choice of te rms, i.e. "elaborated" vs "restricted", carries 

with it certain obligatory connotations. The formal elaboration 

typical of written language is regarded as better, rnore ade

quate, more logical, and less limited than the structure of 

the language of everyday experience and everyday tasks, i.e. 

linguistic varieties that are mast typical of cornrnunicative 

interaction in everyday non-official private situations. Accord

ingly, same cornrnentators have associated Bernstein 's nation of 

elaborated and restricted codes with the decontextualized vs 

context-bound forms of written and oral discourse, respective

ly (cf. Kay 1977). 

Furthermore , a decade ago , sorne of Bernstein's cornrnentators 

and eclectics , as well as other educators, particularly perhaps 

in the U.S.A. (e.g. Bereiter & Engelmann 1966), argued quite 

strongly that many colloquial dialects, e.g. Black English, 

were sornehow deficient and lacking in grarnrnatical structure, 

and that they reflected an unsystematic thinking, thus irnpeding 

further cognitive and cultural developrnent on the part of the 

"linguistically deprived" children and youths. Of course, these 

preconceptions should by now be disproved (e.g. Labov's (19 69) 

forceful arguments), but they provided yet another exarnple of 

2) Naturally, child language is "deviant" o r "incorrect" when 
cornpared with the goal of language learning, which consists 
in the internalization of adult language . However, this is 
not the only perspective that could or should be applied 
to children's linguistic product i ons. For certain purposes 
it is clearly desirable to consider children's language as 
a linguistic systern with its own rules and principles. 
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the corrunon attitudes towards colloquial dialects as compared 

with standard (written) languages. 

The belief that formal elaboration, which is the ideal of 

certain written genres, would in itself lead ta a more correct 

and corrununicatively more forcef~l language is af course a myth, 

but it is a myth which is very deeply rooted in our entire 

culture. That everyday spaken language is plain and poor, de

ficient, illogical, incoherent and ungrarrunatical is something 

which has been part and parcel of school education for millennia. 

Children should for this reason receive a correct and decent 

language at school. For many centuries it was thought that this 

activity af cultivating and refining the pupil's language was 

naturally related ta the civilizing correction of his crude and 

evil morals. Martin Luther is ene af those who have expressed 

this explicitly : 

"Des lasst uns das elend greulich Exempel zur Beweisung 
und Warnung nehmen in den hohen Schulen und Klöstern, 
darin man nicht allein das Evangelium verlernet, sondern 
auch lateinische und deutsche Sprache verderbet hat, dass 
die elenden Leute schier zu lauter Bestien worden sind, 
weder deutsch noch lateinisch recht zu reden eder schreiben 
können; und beinahe auch die na~ilrliche Vernunft ver-
loren haben ." 

(Martin Luther quoted by Diderichsen 1968 : 19) 

Here is a translation from a regulation for the Swedish school 

systern ecited in 1649 (cf . Thavenius 1981:138): 

" It is true that the boys carry their mother tongue with 
them from home but it is mast often crude and uncultivated, 
sometimes even f ilthy and s poilt. Therefore it needs to be 
cultivated and refined at school, and teachers should take 
pains ta teach the pupils, each according ta his age, how 
to speak and write his mother tongue in a good and culti
vated way . Teachers will find opportunities for this in 
several ways but particularly much in translating and re
producing the Lati n authors and in correcting the boys ' 
own translations." 
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As we have noted earlier (III . 3), school education served to 

emphasize the social barriers between the ver y few, who had 

access to the written language, and the vast majority of the 

people, those who were living in their everyday oral culture : 

"The grammatical distinctness and the formulaic nature of 
literary styles along with the many highly artificial 
calligraphic conventions such as those illustrated in 
W.J. Ong's "Latin Language Study as a Renaissance 
Puberty Rite" (1959), tend to function as access barrier.s 
which kept schooling and hence command over litery skills 
confined to small groups where learning was more a matter 
of personal, tutorial type contact between s tudents and 
teachers and informa l socialization by small g r oup process 
than of f o rmal curriculum . For those not born as members 
of literate groups who succeeded in crossing these barriers, 
becoming literate meant l oosening familial ties to taking 
o n a new cultural identity." 

(Cook-Gurnperz & Gumperz 1981: 94) 

Our views on education and schooling have undoubtedly changed 

considerably s ince the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, but 

there are certain f eatures in the views on l anguage which pre

vail from Luther down to Chomsky. Although Chomsky obvious ly 

belongs to quite another context, it remains true that h e too 

argues that normal spoken discourse is faulty, def i cient, and 

ungrammatical (XI.2 ). It is indeed true that written standard 

language is constrained by more explicit norms and is there

fore characterized by a rnore stable grammatical structure than 

most types o f spoken language , but the most important differ

ence clearly lies in the fact that spoken language is subject 

to other rules, and this in turn has at least partly to do with 

the fact that spoken language belongs to cultural contexts of 

use which are different from those of written language . 
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Xl .3. The concept of an ideal language 

Due to the lack of an imrnediate context, rnost written rnessages 

have to be relatively explicit and relatively autonornous . In 

many genres it is clearly part of an ideal goal to write as 

explicitly as possible. The acquaintance with the irnpersonal, 

objective, and explicit written medium has encouraged several 

mathernaticians, logicians, and some linguists to adopt a much 

higher goal , indeed the ultimate goal of inventing the absolute

ly explicit and autonomous language, a language in which every 

form and every gramrnatical operation has its absolutely fixed 

and stable interpretation. No additional intuition or irnagina

tion, no subsidiary knowledge on the part of the indivi dual user 

would be needed in order to understand rnessages coded in this 

language. Thus, texts coded in this language would be absolute

ly autonornous, i.e . their interpretations would be entirely in

herent in the texts. It would be a language of exact thinking, 

a universal language, irnrnaculate and unfettered by all the 

historical accidentals that have produced the differences and 

idiosyncracies of natural languages and the everyday use of them. 

This is the drearn of an ideal language entertained by Leibniz 

and other philosophers. It is interesting to see what kind of 

language was considered to be ideal: an absolute idealization 

of written language . However, such a language would be far from 

ideal in reality, in fact it woul d be entirely useless as a 

language in particular for spoken discourse and social inter

action . There we need a language which is powerful and flexible 

enough to adjust to the infinite multitudes of situations and 

interpretations that human beings may encounter and invent . Such 

a language must not deterrnine interpretations, it may onl y allude 

to them (VII.l ff . ) . 
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XI I. EPILOGUE 

We have come ta the end. Clearly I have not e xhausted my topic; 

there are more areas where the impact af the written language 

bias could be seen . Naturall y , I am aware that same af my 

points are not toa strong, as I stated already at the outset 

(IV). However, ta me the overall picture is more important, 

since it provides the setting within which the individual points 

should be understood. 

Having used the word "bias" rather often in this bock, I 

real ize, af course, that my own perspective w~ll also be per

ceived as biased. A reviewer af an earlier version af my text 

remarked that I seem ta have "used the written language bias 

theme as a vehicle for the expression af views an a host af 

topics in general linguistics". There is obviously a grain af 

truth in this. My original impetus came from an interest in the 

analysis af spaken language and an insight that many basic 

features af modern linguistics appear ta be unsatisfactory when 

applied ta spaken language. Therefore, my bock has indeed a 

clear bia s; it consistently views aspects af the language 

sciences from only ene perspective, i.e. that af interpreting 

these aspects as indicating an influence from the linguists' 

tradition af analyzing written language. It is nowhere denied, 

however, that other explanations can be provided toa, but these 

matters must be pursued (and are in fact pursued) elsewhere. My 

aim h as been ta invoke same discussion an the topic af the 

written language bias. I aro confident that such a discussion 

will counterbalance the inherent onesideåness af this bock. 
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